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ABSTRACT

This work seeks to identifi those factors that have influenced the development of the

professional group ofworkers associated with medical laboratory sciences. It has also

examined the features that have both encouraged and impeded the trend towards

European harmonisation within the profession. The study concentrates on the

evolution of this occupational category with respect to four Ewopean Nations - the

UIÇ Germany, Greece and Sweden. These countries have been selected on the basis

that they have different furancial systems for the delivery of health care. The thesis

begins with an assessment ofthe significance of emergent medical sciences during the

Renaissance and their impact on diagnostic pathology. This is followed by a

consideration of the contribution of Twentieth Century medical advances, set against

the background of the Industrial Revolution and the demands emanating from global

conflict. The role of scientific and technological developments are seen as the most

significant influences in forging European harmonisation within those professions

concerned with biomedical sciences.

The next consideration concerns the aftitude of medical laboratory technologists

towards the notion of 'þrofession", together with their ability to identify the

characteristics of such a concept. Results indicate that the ability of practitioners in

such respect is not significantly different from that of other members of the

professions allied to medicine, or the learned professions. The influence of health ca¡e

systems on medical laboratory sciences is examined by identiting the political,

economic, social ant technological factors shaping health care delivery in the above

cor:ntries. In all cases, diagnostic pathology services are financed by a mixtr¡re of

public and private provision. The thesis also assesses the relationship between the

various professional bodies and licensing authorities. Although practitioners in all



four countries require some form of licensure (i.e. ate "regulated professions"), only

those in the UK undergo State Registration on an annual basis.

The views of practitioners towards the mutual recognition of European professional

qualifications has been sought using semi-structured interviews. There is some

support for such a principle, but in practice little activity is taking place. A

comparison has also been made of the views of undergraduates and tutors towards

European exchange schemes such as SOCRATES. This is achieved using

questionnaires aimed at assessing participation rates, identification of barriers to

student mobility, levels of awa¡eness regarding European current affairs, and

language competencies. Student participation is relatively low and the main barrier to

study in other European countries has been identifred as lack of finance. Comparisons

have been made with respect to curriculum content, student assessment strategies,

course fees and other aspects of education. There is a requirement to increase levels of

provision with respect to European studies and students need to be better informed

regarding opportunities available to them. The influence of European Union policy

on academic and professional harmonisation is assessed by considering aspects of

student and staff exchange schemes, together with the possible affects of the

Sorbonne and Bologna Decla¡ations. The work concludes with some

recommendations for increasing the role of education and training with respect to

achieving closer European integration. These include a re-assessment of the af[ects of

replacing Inter-University Collaborative Programmes with Institutional Contracts.

There is also a need for greater tutor advocacy and further EU investment in student

grant aid.
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Introduction

Does the roadwind up-hill all theway?
Yes, to tlw very end

Witt the day'siourney take the whole long day?

From morn to night mYfriend

Christina Rossetti.

The purpose of this thesis is first to identify those factors that have either aided or

obstructed the development of medical laboratory technologists as a professional

group within certain European countries. The second aim is to identiff common and

disparate themes that have shaped the drive towa¡ds the European Union's vision of

professional harmonisation" within the context of a unified Europe, predicated on a

cornmon and shared citizenship. Consideration is given to identification of bariers

militating against the professional harmonisation of medical laboratory scientists

within Europe, using four selected countries. The research has been caried out with

the United Kingdom as the primary model concerning professional development,

since much of the relevant information is more readily available to the author. This

should not be interpreted that the British paradigm is axiomatic of European models,

rather it is used as an analogy against which other continental systems can be

compared.

The central hypotheses ofthis thesis are that: -

(a). The primary stirnulus for professional homogeneity will stem from scientific

and technological advances rather than any other factor(s)

(b). There is conflict in relation to political (national) self-interest that has roots in

the historícal relationships between the selected countries. This militates
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against any impetus towards professional or academic harmonisation within

Europe

(c). The mutual recognition of academic and professional quali/ìcations wtthin

biomedical sciences in Europe will be achieved by:

(i) An increased awareness by students of the threats and opportunities

relating to graduate employment associated with various General

Dírectives

(it) The acceptance by colleges of credit transfer schernes

(iiù A willingness on the part of professional bodies, statutory authorities

and employers to recognise scqdemic and professional qualifications

frorn other member states of the European Union.

The evolution of this particular professional group in each country has been a

dynamic process, and analysis of such a progression is made even more complex by

the inclusion of a European dimension. National health organisations include a

plethora of occupational groups referred to as health care scientists (approximately

twenty-eight in the United Kingdom alone), and this research specifically addresses

that category referred to as Medical Laboratory Scientific Officers (MLSOs) and their

counterparts in Germany, Greece and Sweden. This selection is based on the funding

mechanisms associated with the health care delivery systems in each country.

Medical science, and particularly pathology, is enigmatic. Predicated on biology, the

art of linking cause and effect with respect to disease is based on examination of vital

systems. These can be diffrcult to understand because disease processes can have

unpredictable outcomes. This results in what can at best be described as¡ an inexact
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science. Diagnostic laboratory pathology is traditionally divided into four major

specialist disciplines, namely haematology, medical microbiology, clinical chemistry

and cellular pathology. This is an artifrcial division based on the requirement to

analyse abnormal processes against a background ofa need to learn, teach, and above

all, understand the natr¡re of disease. Such necessities have resulted in an approach

towards diagnostic pathology that is reductionist in natr¡re and false in relation to its

tendency towards compartmentalisation of disease. The approach is also artificial

with respect to a predilection for considering abnormal physiological mechanisms as

anomalous entities that can be classified into discreteconditions, as defined by

traditional Western medicine.

Problems with the delineation of terminology is an axiomatic characteristic of any

treatise dealing with the development of professional groups, and this has proven to

be the case with respect to this work. Definition is a diffrculty assoeiated with the

occupational group r.lnder examination. As an example - there is some overlap

between the terms "medical laboratory sciences" and "biomedical sciences". The use

of the former term tends to be resüicted to the four specialist disciplines mentioned

above, whilst the latter designation refers to a wider aspect of diagnostic medicine that

includes immunology, molecular and cell biology, genetics, biotechnology, electron

microscop¡ gene replacement therapy and hybridoma technology. An additional

confounding anomaly is the tendency towa¡ds the synonymous use of titles (such as

*MLSO" and "Biomedical Scientist" in the UK or "laboratorie assistanf' and

"biomedicinsk analytikcr" in Sweden).
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The current situation with respect to European harmonisation is confused, largely as a

result of the complexities of medical science. Added to this are the historically wide

ranging and conflicting factors that helped to shape the profession. The fact that

MLSOs in the UK and their European counterparts have played a subordinate role to

clinicians has further complicated the process of integration.

In an attempt to reflect the diversity of influencing factors, this thesis has been

broadly structured into four sections (A-D). Section A (which includes Chapters 1,2

and 3) considers the influence of science and addresses the problem of definition with

respect to 'þrofession". Section B (Chapters 4 and 5) examines how health care

systems and the inter-relationships between professional bodies have laid the

foundations for the modern era. Section C (Chapters 6 and 7) considers the influence

of both current and flrture practitioners on professional harmonisation together with

an academic perspective. Section D (Chapters 8 and 9) assesses future prospects

against the backgror¡nd of Er¡ropean Union policy.

The profession under examination is concerned with the principles of science and

many of the primary influences shaping its characteristics have been founded on the

historical developments associated with medical advance. The first two chapters of

this work relate to some of the most dominant scientific issues that have impacted on

medical laboratory sciences. Although the chosen temporal interface between the

chapters is the turn of the Nineteenth Century, this carries no particular historical

significance since such selection was based primarily on convenience.
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The development and maturation of medical laboratory sciences is typified by a

convoluted momentum towards the goal of professional recognition - a process

exemplified by characteristic occupational strategies aimed at achieving public, peer-

group and governmental acceptance. The third chapter examines some of the issues

centred on the issue of 'þrofession", its primary characteristics and the relationship

between profession and MLSOs.

Chapter Four considers the influence of national health service characteristics within

the four selected countries and the ways in which these have influenced the

development and funding of diagnostic pathology within the identified states.

Central to the maturation of any occupation that has claims towards being a

profession is the role of the organisation(s) that represents such groups within the

professional arena. An additional consideration related to the professions allied to

medicine (including MLSOs) is the role of national statutory licensing authorities

responsible for issues such as the state registration of practitioners within those

particular professions. Chapter Five addresses such factors, examines the historical

relationship between the relcvant agencies involved in medical laboratory sciences,

and their impact on the mutual recognition of professional qualifications.

Using a combination of taped face-to-face and electronic (e-mail) based semi-

structured interviews, Chapter Six considers the views of practising biomedical

scientists with respect to professional developments within Europe. The primary aim

here is to assess the level of agreement concerning the mutual recognition of

professional qualifications.
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Chapter Seven consists of an assessment of data collected from questionnaires

returned by undergraduate students and course tutors from within the four selected

countries. The survey addresses concenn such as obstacles to student mobility,

language competency and the European Credit Transfer Scheme (ECTS).

As with most other institutions, professional organisations operating within the

European arefla have been subjected to political economic and social influences in

the recent drive towa¡ds Europeanisation. Amongst the most significant of these are

the measures adopted by the European Union in an attempt to achieve harmonisation

within va¡ious spheres of activity. Chapter Eight briefly re-visits the contribution that

science and technology have made towards Er.uopean integration. There is then an

examination of the influence of European Commission policy in relation to academic

exchange programmes within the biomedical sciences sector. The need for

pragmatism has resulted in the partial restriction of this particular debate to the most

important progrrilnmes affecting education and training - namely SOCRATES and

TEMPUS. This work does not address issues such as the Fourth and Fifth Framework

Programmes concerned with Research and Development, nor does it consider the

roles of various professional organisations within the stratum of international

(including European) biomedical sciences e.g. the European Confederation for

Laboratory Medicine (ECLM), European Association for Professions in Biomedical

Science (EPBS) and International Association of Medical Laboratory Technologists

(rAMLr).
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The early part of Chapter Nine considers the weight of evidence in support of the

hypotheses and testifies to the veracity of Oscar Wilde's observation that'the truth is

rarely pure and never simple". The concluding passages suggest future strategies that

may be adopted in order to facilitate greater European cohesion within medical

laboratory sciences and considers some of the impending changes that are likely to

shape the future of the profession.

The Bibliography is presented within nine sections designed to guide the interested

reader to sources dealing with wider issues concerning this research. The sitations are

arranged in strict chronological order \¡vithin each section and secondly in alphabetical

order. The use of numerous acronyms and abbreviations is an unavoidable and

unfortunate element of any treatise dealing with the European Union and in order to

minimise any confrrsion the reader is directed to the list of abbreviations included in

the early section ofthis work.
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SECTION A

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

AGENCIES FOR HOMOGENEITY
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CHAPTER 1

Pre-Twentieth Century Advances in Diagnostic Pathology
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Chapter 1

Pre-Twentieth century Advances in Diagnostic Pathology

Introduction

The annals of pathology, and ultimately laboratory science, are inextricably linked

with the history of diagnostic medicine, anatomy, surgery and the pure and applied

sciences. The development of medicine is itself characterised by contradictions,

idiosyncrasies and false hopes interspersed by significant scientific advances. The

seeds of today's medical profession were laid during the Renaissance and nurtured by

a revival in the arts as well as science The practitioners of medicine had suffered a

protracted period of doubt, conflict and contradictioq exemplifred by the contention

between adherents ofthe Greek and Arabist systems. This chapter examines the ways

in which medical advances erumating from the Enlightenment have influenced the

early development of diagnostic pathology.

Renaissance Medicine

It is commonly supposed that the Renaissance was characterised by a rapid expansion

in intellectual creativity in sectors such as medicine - first in Italy but later in France,

Holland and England. Such an augmentation represented the beginnings of modern

scientific medicine and was to be cha¡acterised by the practice of dissection' the
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formulation of hypotheses and the conduct of experimentation' The rebirth of

medicine - beginning dtüing the 14th Century - had been preceded by the

establishment of the first organised medical school in Europe at Salermo (1)'

External influences were also having an aflect on the development and liberation of

medicine and science. These included the invention of printing, the voyages of

discovery, the Reformation and the new cosmology of copernicus' All of these

contributed to the freedom of scientific thought and removal from the constraints of

mediaevar scholasticism. some two hundred years earrier the fan of constantinople

had resulted in the scattering of Greek scholars tlroughout Europe' Such dispersior¡

accompanied by a propagation of precious manuscripts' was instrumental in the rise

of Humanism (2).

TheMiddleAgeshadwitnessedaruleofauthoritywithrespecttoEuropeanscience,

but from the l5th centtrry a radical change occured. This period witnessed not only

the continuation of Greek and Latin works, but also the study of medicine according

to Hþocrates and physics according to Archimedes' Modern experimental science

was gradually replacing personal experience and the scientific method was born'

Based on observation and the mainteffmce of ca¡eful records' the system was founded

on inventions such as the microscope and a renewed interest in the work of Galen'

The early years of the Renaissance saw a renewed interest in the study of anatomy' In

order to better portray the human body, artistic drawings, such as those of Leonardo

da Vinci, were prepared. In 1543, the Belgian anatomist Vesalius published his

treatise De Humani corporís Fabrica (on the structure of the Human Body)' This
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highlighted many of Galen's anatomical elrors. At the same time, Fallopius' also

using drawings based on the dissection of human co{pses, discovered the uterine tubes

and tympanum and gave detailed descriptions of the eye muscles and tear ducts'

Additional contradictions to Galen's work were made by the Spanish physician

Servetus, who was the first to correctþ describe the pulmonary circulatory systern

Contributions to medicine were also coming from other European countries' The

Swiss physician and alchemist Pa¡acelsus founded the practice of chemotherapy by

discovering new chemical remedies. He also broke with tradition by lecturing in

German and publicly burning Galen's classical treatises on medicine. The French

sgrgeon Pare, using forceps and ligature, facilitated surgical amputation and provided

a more humane alternative to cauterisation'

In addition to a revival of interest in Greck and Roman culture' the Renaissance

represented a change of outlook: There was a desire to escape from the limitations of

tradition and an eagerness for discovery. It was natural that the study of anatomy and

physiology should be the first aspects of medicine to receive attention Pollack and

Underwood (196S) argue that the changes taking place in medicine during the

Renaissance were a consequence of a general cultural revolution' The awakening of

national feeling grew alongside increasing cosmopolitanism' The universities began

to act as agencies effecting scientific and cultural ties between the European nations'

German physicians travelled to Scandinavia while the English and Dutch physicians

visited Russia. The art of medicine roamed the Meditenanean and central Europe to

the North and west. Medical men followed the explorers to Eastern Asia and

America. European medicine w¿ts¡ onthe wayto becoming world medicine'
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The renewed interest in anatomy also taid the foundations for an increased

understanding of human physiology. In 1616 the English physician Harvey

characterised the circulation of the blood. Experimenting on live animals and

dissecting the bodies of executed criminals his findings were published in his treatise

of 1628 Exercitatio Anatomica de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis (An Anatomical

Disquisition on the Movement of the Heart and Blood). Educated at Carnbridge and

trained in medicine at Padua, Harvey had been taught by Fabricus and was the first

physician to simultaneously use quantitative and observational methods in medical

investigations . Thus was fi¡rthered the cause of the scientific method (3). Harvey's

important discovery had been founded on contemporary technology (such as the

hydraulic pump) which assisted in his elucidation of ca¡diac valve function. Such a

facility had been denied to his predecessors such as Galen. There are certain dangers

in studying the body as a machine. Almost all who did so, convinced themselves that

a complete explanation of its workings were within their grasp. Defeat resulted in

specious theories and undefined terms, which became confused with spruious

observed facts.

The Renaissance was dealing a fatal blow to the "authoritative principle" in science

and philosophy. Rigid dogma gave way to observation and experiment, reason and

logic replaced blind faith - and inductive reasoning (chanrpioned by the likes of

Bacon) became pre-eminent. Now, for the first time in Europe, medical training was

becoming properly organised (4).

Shortly after Harvey's discovery of the circulatory systen¡ the Flemish chemist, van

Helmont, fi.lrthered the cause of physiology by developing the concept of gases and
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suggested that digestive disturbances could be treated by the use of alkalis. The

Italian biophysicist Borelli publishing his studies on animal motion established the

link between muscle fibres and muscle contraction. The Italian histologist Malpighi

studied the physiology of the spleeq liver and kidney, and demonstrated the existence

of blood capillaries. This was a time therefore of significant advances (5) - a period

in history which defined the birth of contemporary diagnostic medicine.

The foundations for an integrated study of physiology were further cemented by the

efforts of 18th Century scientists such as the Dutch physician Boerhaave and his Swiss

pupil Von Haller. The latter was the first to establish that all living maffer possessed

irritability. The Italian physicist Galvani demonstrated that electric currents could be

used to stimulate the contraction of frogs' legs, whilst his compatriot Spallanzani

investigated the role of gastric juice in digestion.

During the 19ft Century the French physiotogist Bernard investigated carbohydrate

metabolism in humans and studied the autonomic nervous system. Pointing out that

living organisms are never at rest but constantly undergoing dynamic changes in order

to maintain internal equilibrium, his expositions were to lay the foundations of

modern concepts of homeostasis. Significant inroads were also beitrg made into the

understanding of the nervous system - once again characterised by contributions from

across Europe (6).

Pathological anatomy was also witnessing important developments. Prior to its

eventual decline as the great centre of learning, Padua was to produce one of the most

pre-eminent researchers within the sector of human anatomy - Giovanni Battista
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Morgagni. Inl76l he published his work entitled De sedibus et causis morborum per

anatomicq indagatis (Onthe Seats and Causes of Diseases Investigated by Anatomy).

For the first time the concept of the pathological lesion was introduced into the theory

of disease. Morgagni had united anatomy, clinical medicine and pathology by

correlating clinical symptoms with autopsy findings in approximately 700 cases (7).

Some 200 years earlier the Florentine Antonio Benivieni, practising medicine for over

30 years, had kept methodical records of autopsies. Following his death (circa 1502)

his records were edited and published as De Abditis Morborium Causis. This work

was to represent the forerunner of the great texts in pathology (See Plates l.l: 1.2 and

1.3), pp 17, 19 and2l respectively.

The Influencc of the Purc Sciences

From 1500 onwards there was a transition from alchemy to chemistry which was to

underpin modern concepts of this science. Represented by the work of the Belgian

chemist Johann Baptista Van Helmont (S) and the Irish man Robert Boyle (9), this

\ilas an era cltaracterised by an emphasis on e4perimental observation. Centres such

as Leiden became pre-eminent by the mid lTth Century and attracted chemists such as
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Franciscus de Boe (known as Sylvius) and Herman Boerhaave.

Following the discovery that different gases existed, four of these were quickly

characterised by chemists of the 18ü Centtrry (10). Their work was to pave the way

for the use of anaesthetics (see later). Partly resulting from Boyle's work it had

become clear during the 17ú Century that most 'þure" substances were compounds

rather than elements. It now became possible to synthesise compounds from their

pure constituent elements. Many could then be broken down agarrn and analysed.

Such developments resulted in a rapid expansion of known pure compounds and

represented the birth of synthetic chemistry and pharmacology (11).

Amongst the foremost contributions of the chemists towards medicine was the

development of the dye industry. In 1845 the Royal College of Chemistry was

established in Londor¡ primarily to provide education and research facilities modelled

on those which had developed in Germany (previously British Universities had been

entirely didactic). One of the College's primary areas of research related to the

dyestuffs industry which had developed þrimarily in Germany) into a highly effrcient

commercial industry - although essentially craft based. The staple dyes were red and

blue and obtained from madder root and Indigofera. There was also a wide range of

other natural dyes such as woad, weld, fustic, cochineal and logwood. In 1856 Perkin

isolated rnauve which proved to be the first of the aniline dyes widely used in a¡eas

such as cellular pathology (12).
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Scientific research was now developing in both methodological and institutional

senses. Later would come the establishment of the German resea¡ch laboratories

represented by Badische, Aniline and Agfa (also the Swiss company Ciba-Geigy).

Although chemists were providing novel investigative tools to medicine, some such as

Cardwell (1994) have argued that surprisingly medicine, amongst the oldest of crafts

and historically closely related to chemistry had shown the least evidence of progress

towards systematisation or of the influence of science. The reason for this is cited as

the fact that medicine is a biological science - more complex and obscure than the

physical sciences.

The establishment of the Royal Society in London (1660) had also proven to be a

significant stimulus for the advancement of chemistry. Formed specifically for the

study of natural phenomena, it denoted the existence of a body of individuals

committed to advancing scientific knowledge. It also provided the opportunity of

exchanging views - science and medicine were becoming more interesting.

The physicists were also becoming increasingly involved in the scientific revolution.

Notable amongst their contributions were the invention and further refinements of the

microscope. For the first time it now became possible to study pathological changes

at a cellular level, thus aiding the u¡rderstanding of the aetiology and pathogenesis of

diseases (13). The 17ú Century was characterised by a growing trend towards the

quantification of natural phenomena - in other words nature was becoming

"mathetamised".
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Another significant invention was the thermometer. As early as 1575 there had been

an interest in measuring heat, particularly amongst the Venetians' From about 1635'

santorio and Sagredo began to develop the thermoscope which was to become the

first air thermometer (the former also adapted the pendulum to medical practice in an

attempt to measure pulse rates). At the same time the "liquid in glass" thermometer

was developed, although the definition of a universally accepted standard of

temperatgre remained elusive. Some agreement was however reached in the eafly

lgft Centwy when universal temperature scales based on fiduciary points (i'e' based

on public confidence and trust) were developed. These involved the use of mixtures

of ice and brine, ice and water, body temperature and the boiling point of water' The

work was pioneered by Gabriel Farenlreit, Anders Celsius and Rene-Antoine de

Reamer

By the mid lgth Cenfirry the imagination of Europeans had been captured by the

astounding developments in areas of physics such as electro-magnetism' Progress

included the work of Volta, Galvani, Ritter, Ampera" Orsted and Faraday' Linked to

these advances were the observations of the eflects of electric currents upon human

muscles and nerves. These were to lnve a profound influence on medicine and

psychology (Talmor¡ 1967).

The closing years of the 19ú Century saw another important discovery in physics

which was to have direct benefits to medicine. In 1895, Rontgen published his

furdings relating to the use of electro-magnetic radiation (X-rays) in penetrating solid

substances. The use of X-ray photographs was quickly to become a widely used

technique by surgeons during world war I (see Mantin and Pullen, 1997)'
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The Birth of Medical Laboratory Sciences

Although most historians of science would perhaps agree that modern medicine has

its foundations in the 17m Ceùtury, laboratory based diagnostic medicine did not

develop until the second half of the 19û Century. This was the period which

witnessed an increasing interest in clinical microscopy, and between 1840-1890 such

techniques were widely practised. This represented the foundations of contemporary

specialist disciplines such as medical microbiolog¡ haematology, blood transfusion

science, clinical chemistry, histopathology and others' In most cases the work was

being executed personally by medical practitioners who had an interest in scientific

investigation. However some employed one or more individuals who assisted in the

daily routine laboratory procedures. This early period of diagnostic laboratory

pathology is associated with some of the most famous names in investigative

medicine such as Koch and vircho% nlany of whom were devoted to research'

However it was their assistants who were to represent the predecessors of workers

currently referred to as "medical laboratory scientiflrc offtcers" or "biomedical

scientists" (within the United Kingdom)'

Many of the gteat scientific institutions were established drning the 17û Century'

These included the Academie dei Lincei (1603), the Royal Society for the Arts (1754)'

Ecole Potytechnique (1795),the Royal Institution (1799) and the British Association

(1S31). It was America however, which was to see the first exploitation of the newly

emerging technologies. Such applications included the research activities of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1865. Although essentiaþ centred on the

needs of industry, these activities were to influence the development of applied

clinical science in Europe and elsewhere'
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The X'oundations of Histopatholory

The emergence of medical laboratory sciences was heralded by dramatic

developments in microscopy (13). In 1609, Gatileo had invented the telescope and

together with his assistant, Torricelli, had developed crude ground lenses' In 1879 the

German mathematician Abbe introduced the oil immersion objective and

apochromatic lenses, together with new mass manufacturing processes for precision

built instruments. Six years earlier the American instrument maker Robert Tolles had

devised the first 1/10t1' immersion microscope using CarøÃz balsam' These

developments resulted in an increased demand for - and a significant growth in

methods for preparing specimens for microscopic examination' This led to the

introduction of novel approaches such as the staining oftissues and bacteria' By 1886

high quality optical glass lenses wefe being manufactured by Zeiss in Jenna' It was

during this time that some of the most significant developments in the study oftissues

took place (14).

The founder of modern cellular pathology is regarded by many as being Rudolph

virchow. Born in schwielbend (Germany) in 1821, he studied at the Friedrich

Wilhelm Institut, Berlin, and had been a pupil of Muller' The word "cell" had first

been coined by the 17th Century microscopist Robert Hooke, but it was Theodore

Schwarrn (also working with Muller), who had discovered that animal organisms

consisted of nuclear cell structures. Virchow's "cellular pathology''was founded on

the concept that no specific cells occurred in disease but that morbid processes arose

in existing cells. It was he who first used microscopy in the study of cancerous tissue'
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Many of the techniques developed in the latter part of the 19û Century are currently

used in histopathology. In 1873 Camillo Golgi published his method for depositing

metallic salts within cell structures. At this time the histological study of nerve cells

was being stimulated by the introduction of new staining methods' Golgi cut sections

of tissue by hand from material hardened in solutions of potassium bichromate or

osmic acid. He later developed the first tissue impregnation techniques using

chromate of silver in order to study the fine structure of nerve tissue' He is also

remembered for discovering the fine cytoplasmic network in nerve cells (the Golgi

apparatus), and it was he who first recognised Plasmodium vivax as a distinct species

of malaria (15).

other key figures who laid the groundwork for modern histopathotogy included not

only Müller but his contemporary Purkinje (working first at Breslau and then Prague)'

Unlike the botanists the early histologists made little use of microscopy, but in the

1830s achnomatic lenses began to appear which allowed closer examination of tissue'

Using such lenses, Muller who had also studied at Bonn and Berlin, compiled a

complete description of glandular and cartilaginous tissue. He also grouped various

cells into connective tissues (16). In 1838 he wrote a major publication on tumours

by which time improved methods of specimen preparation had been achieved using

such reagents as potassium dichromate, glacial acetic acid and osmium tetroxide '

The Mid and Late lgft century was a period rich in medical scientists and although

nrany were bacteriologists, the discipline of pathological anatomy was also well

represented. This was especially so within the medical centres of Germany' Typical

of such men was Friedrich Von Recklinghauser¡ Professor of Pathology at
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Strasbourg. Pubtishing his paper on neurofibromatosis in 1882, he became an

authority on bone diseases, embolism, infarction and thrombosis' He was also one of

the pioneers of metallic impregnation techniques'

The understandurg of cellular reactions involved in disease was aided by the

painstaking investigation of cell proliferation performed by Carl Weigert' He

demonstrated the presence of bacteria in smallpox lesions in 1871 - his work

representing the earliest record ofthe staining of micro-organisms.

weigert also pioneered the use of differential staining and his histological methods in

neuropathology formed the basis for modern procedures such as the preparation of

serial sections of pathological tissue (17). Although studying initially at Breslau and

Berlin" v/eigert largely developed his histological methods atLeipzigand Frankfurt'

Druing the 1880s the microscopic examination of tissues remained relatively

primitive, with only two stains being readily available' These were carmine and

haematoxylin, both being natural dyes' consequently all staining reactions were

either red or blue in colour. 'when weigert investigated smallpox lesions he used

ammonium - carmine solutions differentiated with a mixture of glycine and dilute

hydrochloric acid. This was an early example of "regressive" staining (18)' He also

experimented with aniline dyes such as metþl violet for examination of bacteria and

later used acid fuchsin and Bisma¡k b,rown. weigert later developed "clearing"

mixtures with dehydrating properties which represented a further advance in

histopathology. The creator of newopathological methods, he also published the

resorcin - fuchsin method for elastic tissue in 1898, while the Weigert - iron
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haematoxytin (with van Gieson's counterstain) is stitl routinely used' weigert is also

credited with the first descriptions of the fine details of the nervous system - achieved

by the use of the differential haematoxylin stain to illustrate myelin sheaths'

Another pioneer in the development of histopathological techniques was Ehrlich who

in l88l first used metþlene blue as a bacteriological stain. Later he extended its use

to the staining of nerve endings - this probably representing the first 'lital" stain (19)'

A year later Ehrlich reported his modification of the zielú' - Neelson stain for

tuberculosis to the Berlin Society of Internal Medicine. Using nitric acid as a

decolouriser, fuchsin was employed as a primary stain and aniline water as a mordant'

In 1886 Eh¡lich solved the problems associated with unstable alum haematoxylins by

developing acid - alum haematoxylin. This was achieved by adding acetic acid and

glycerine in order to prevent oxidation. This represented one of the fust examples of

a .þermanent' stain in histopathology. Later refinements in staining techniques are

epitomised by the likes of Lorraine smith" who in the early part of the 20th century

developed the Nile Blue sulphate method of staining fat in tissue sections'

Apart from the advances in staining, other techniques were also contributing to the

development of the science of histopatholgy - most notably the construction of

microtomes used for the cutting of tissue sections. In 1880 Deleoine was responsible

for the adaptation ofthe carpenter's planing iron as a microtome knife' Together with

Cookehewaslatertodevelopthefreezingmicrotome(20).

In the 1g90s the Schanze microtome designed atLeípzigwas to be modified by Sims

- Woodhead to allow irrigation of celloidin blocks with spirit in order to facilitate
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cutting of tissues. The design of the cambridge rocking microtome by Horace

Darwin in 1885 (see Chaptet 2 tegarding the development of microtomes), together

with the use of paraffin embedding techniques by Krebs in 1869, represented further

significant advances.

The foundations of histopathology wefe laid therU by developments in microscopy,

the expanded use of staining techniques and advances in the applications of

microtomes. The fact that thin, stained sections of tissues could be examined

microscopically meant that for the first time pathological lesions could be assessed at

the cellular level. This allowed the first tentative steps in relating cause and effect

with respect to pathological processes. Technology was beginning to unravel the

mysteries of disease.

The Advent of Medical Microbiologr

The impetus for the development of investigative bacteriology had stemmed from the

great epidemics which had ravaged Europe (21). In a practioal sense bacteriology

began when Van Leeuwenhoek first examined microscopic particles from the

scrapings of teeth.. During the Renaissance, Europe fell victim to another frightful

disease given the name "syphilis" by Gorolamo Fracastoro, who recognised

specificity of the disorder. He was also the first to establish the different methods of

infection by tlphus and the contagious nature of tuberculosis. Postulating the

existence of invisible seeds of infection (Seminaria contagionurn) his work began to

displace the old humoral doctrine.
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It was the second half of the lfth century that saw an enoflnous increase in

bacteriological discovery. Prior to the advent of the germ theory, disease was thought

to be transmitted by a mysterious miasma (due to a host of tiny chemical particles in

atr) (22).

Foremost amongst the founders of clinical microbiology was Robert Koch' It was he

who discovered the causative organisms of tuberculosis and cholera. working also on

anthrax at Breslau, Koch was the first to describe the phenomenon of phagocytosis'

During the 1880s tuberculosis accounted for approximately 78%o of deaths in Europe

and it was Koch who evolved the first successful procedure for demonstrating the

tubercle bacillus. Later the technique was to be modified by Ehrlich, Ziehl and

Neelson. using blood solidified by heating, Koch devised a special medium for

growing tuberculosis and subsequently proved that the isolated bacillus caused the

disease. Publishing his report in the Berliner Klinische lhochenschl'ft n 1882 he

wrongly claimed that tuberculin was the cure for tuberculosis. In 1884 during the

cholera epidemics in Alexandria and Calcutta he established the causative organism to

be vibrio cholera. Perhaps the greatest single contribution to the development of

bacteriology was his technique for obtaining pure cultures using agar to solidiff liquid

growth media. Koch has also been credited for the current techniques of preparing

and staining smeafs on glass microscope slides and it was he who was largely

responsible for introducing the Abbe condenser (23) and stephenson's high power oil

immersion lens (24). His investigations into the effrcacy of disinfectants and

sterilising processes eventually led to the development of "Koch's steam steriliser"'
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Another important contribution made by Koch was the establishment of criteria for

identiffing the causative organisms of disease - later to be called "Koch's postulates"

(25). In 1885 Koch became Professor of Hygiene and Bacteriology at Berlin where

he organised the first practical courses. As a direct result of the tension that existed

following France's defeat in the Franco - Prussian war of l87fl87l' an intense

rivalry was to develop between Koch and Pasteur'

The last few decades of the 19ú century became the "golden years of bacteriology''.

At this time Bruce discovered the cause of "Malta fever" (Brucella melitensis) and

..sleeping sickness" (Trypanosoma bruceí) by examining blood films. He also

established the tsetse fly as the vector in the l¿tter disease. Earlier in the 1850s the

Irish physicist Tyndall (Professor of Nattnal Philosophy at the Royal Institution) had

developed his process of sterilisation later to be known as "Tyndallisation"' For the

frst time spores could be destroyed by repeated heating. Having studied at Marburg

he was a strong supporter of the germ theory of disease and also of Pasteur' Tyndall's

efforts were to finally destroy the fallacious doctrine of spontaneous generation'

Foremost amongst the bacteriological research institutions of this time was the Institut

Pasteur - created by the French government and established in 1888. Pasteur's

researches had established that the fermentation of milk and wine was a result of the

multiplication of bacteria and other micro-organisms. His findings were fundamental

to the discovery of the role of micro-organisms in disease. Amongst his other major

contributions was the development of immunisation by inoculation of attenuated

microbes (Yarícella zoster, choler4 diphtheria" anthrax and rabies), the process of

pasteurisatior¡ his work on asepsis and research in stereochemistry. There were also
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other centres of research being established, e.g. in 1899 the scot Patrick Manson'

established the school of Tropical Medicine at the Albert Dock Hospital, later to

becometheLondonSchoolofHygieneandTropicalMedicine.

A direct outcome of pasteur's fundamental bacteriological discoveries was the

development of antiseptic surgery pioneered in Britain by Lister' working on wound

infection and abscess formation he devised a technique for obtaining pure cultures

from a mixed growth in fluid medium. Lister had been profoundly affected by the

high incidence of post - swgical sepsis at Glasgow and published his paper on the use

of carbolic acid in 1867 (26).

Amongst many others, the 1870s saw three particularly significant developments in

microbiology. First, Koch's assistant Loeffler co-discovered (with Klebs) the

causative organism of diphtheria. An early pioneer of virologY, he later demonstrated

with Frosch that "foot and mouth" disease was due to a filterable virus' This was the

first recognition of a virus causing animal disease. Loeffler's technical skills remain

in evidence, e.g. his methylene blue stain is still widely used' He was also one of the

earliest to appreciate the use on aniline dyes for staining bacteria and tissues' Loeffler

also developed improved cultr¡re media such as the use of blood serum for growing

diphtheria bacillus. He also introduced malachite green as a selective medium for

Salmonella typhi together with his "meat-juice, peptone-gelatine" meditm(27l

The second significant development was the discovery by Losch in 1875 that

Entamoeba histolytica caused the amoebic form of dysentery. (n 1897 the Japanese

bacteriologist Kþshi shiga was to name shigella dysenteriae as the causative
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ofganism of baciltary dysentery). This allowed the differentiation of amoebic and

bacillary forms of the disorder by means other than clinical grounds'

The third important discovery was rnade by the Norwegiarl Hanser¡ in 1873'

Working in Bergen he established the causative organism of leprosy to be

Mycobacteriurn leprae. He was thus one of the first to establish an aetiological

relationship between a specific micro-organism and a particular disease (28)'

The 1880s were equally significant. Klebs' working at Prague and then Zwich'l:6rd

been the first to filter bacteria successfully. At the Wiesbaden Medical Congress of

lgg3 he arurounced the discovery of a small bacillus using a rapid methylene blue

stain. claiming this to be the organism causing diphtheria the bacterium was called

the ..Klebs-Loeffler bacillus" (now known as corwebacterium diphtheriae)' Klebs

was also the first to see the typhoid bacillus and also to produce experimental bovine

tuberculosis.

A notable early example ofjoint European efforts in microbiological research was the

unravelling of the mysteries surrounding malaÅa (29). Amongst others Laveran

(French), Ross and Manson (British) and Grasi and Golgi (Italian), made significant

contributions. It was Laveran who originally witnessed the parasite at the French

Military Hospital" Algeria in 18s0. He later established the Laboratory of Tropical

Medicine at the Paster¡¡ Institute in 1886'

Other principal advances at this time were made by the Scot, Alexander Ogstor¡ who

in 1881 clearly established the clinical and bacteriological role of staphylococci in
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septic infection. Also Ross and Yersin demonstrated the existence of diphtheria

exotoxins in 1888. The latter discovery was to have important implications in the

development of an immunising serum. In 1894 Roux and Maftin established the

value of von Behring's anti-toxin serum (produced in horses) - their findings being

presented at the International Congress ofMedicine, Budapest.

As the 20ú Century approached, discoveries in laboratory bacteriology continued

unabated. Amongst these was the detection of the causative organism (clostridium

welchii)of gas gangrene. This was achieved by the American Henry Welch in 1882'

Previously working inNew York, Strasbourg,Leipzig, Breslau, Berlin and Gottingen'

he later introduced the first course in pathology in America (at the Bellevue Hospital

Medical College, New Yorþ.

In 1892 Pfeiffer, working with Koch at Berlin, performed some of the eadiest

e4periments to determine the specific nutritional requirements of bacteria' thus

inaugurating the study of microbial nutrition. Pfeiffer wrongly claimed the causative

agent of influenza to bc Haemophilus influenzae. (In 1933 Smitb Andrews and

Laidlaw established it to be a virus). However, Pfeiffer's procedure for the

differentiation of Vibrio metchnikovi from Vibrio cholerae was to lay the foundations

of clinical diagnostic serology. Using guinea pig inoculations he established that

vibrios failed to grow in the peritoneal cavities of guinea pigs previously infected, i'e'

that the micro-organisms were being agglutinated. These findings became known as

.?feiffer,s Phenomenon" and were to have a profound influence on the theory of

immunity (30). A year later (1893) Hafl<ine used the fi¡st anti-cholera inoculation

during the Indian epidemic and it was he who pioneered the production of the anti-
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plague (Yersinia pestis at the time called Pastuerella pestis) vaccine during the

Bombay ePidemic of 1896.

The final contributions towa¡ds the scientific advancement of bacteriotogy in the 19ü

century were made by three Frenchmen. In 1895 Calmette, working at the Lille

branch of the Instítut pasteur, researched the effrciency of vaccines against

tuberculosis and also developed Pasteur's work on attenuated live vaccines (31)' His

assistant Guerin eventually produced an attenuated strain of the bovine tubercle

bacillus grown in a culture medium consisting of potato, glycerine and bile salts' This

became known as the "Bacillus Calmette Guerin" (BCG) and its use as a vaccine

represented a fundamental advancement in prophylaxis' In 1896 Vincent' an anny

major based at the military hospital in Algiers, discovered the causative organisms of

vincent,s angina (Borreli vincentii and Fusobacterium fusiforme). In the same year

Widal developed a diagnostic agglutination test for tphoid fever'

Despite the fact that laboratory science \¡ras uffavelling the mysteries of infectious

disease there were those who were sceptical of the efforts of the early bacteriologists.

Notable amongst these were Nightingale and chadwick, who during the cholera

outbreak of 1g7l demonstrated hostility towards scientific research. They argued that

there was an urgent need "not to know but to do"' Improvements were required to

water supplies and domestic habits and not to the development of laboratory

investigations. By the mid 1880s Nightingale and her associates \¡rere demanding

reliable statistics on the costs and benefits of hospital and 'but-patient" services, and

contended that it was hospitalisation which damaged the chances of cwe' Such

institutions were seen as being unsanitary, carelessly run and as beds of infection'
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Even today there a¡e those who argue that the success€s of modern medicine are an

illusion in terms of epidemics (Illictu 1990) (32)'

The Emergence of Immunologr

The important discoveries being made in bacteriology were providing an impetus for

new advances in the field of immunology. During the late 18ú Century Jenner

worked on the protective effect of cowpox against smallpox. This, together with

pasteur's research on anthrax and rabies, eventually clearly demonstrated the value of

vaccination. Jenner's famous paper of 1797 led to thousands benefiting from

vaccination and this became a colnmon practice within Europe by the beginning of

the 19th Century.

At the time (1890) of von Behring's discovery of antí-toxic immunity (diphtheria

antitoxin) there were two schools of thought within Etuope regarding the natu¡e of

immunity. The "solidists" led by Metchnikoff believed that phagocytes played a

leading role, while the "humoralists" maintained that substances evolved within the

body were mainly responsible for biological defence (33)'

Metchnikoff is regarded by some as the founder of cellular immunology (Haworth

lggg) (pascoe and Webb, 1986). In1877 he developed the first system for classiffing

leucocytes in which two forms of motile cells were included. These were referred to

as ..microphages" (now called neutrophils) and "macrophages" - both considered by

Metchnikoff to be professional phagocytes (3 4).
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Von Behring had proven that the serum of an animal recovering from an attack of a

certain disease, could be injected into a second animal and confer protection - this he

called ..anti-toxin". Anti{iphtheria toxin was later further developed by Loeffler'

Roux, Yersin, Kitasato and Koch. Von Behring went on to develop the commercial

manufacture of anti-toxins and worked with the German company' Farbwerke

Hoechst. By 1895, diphtheria anti-toxin was also being produced at the Lister

Institute, London. other aims of early pioneers included the understanding of

antigen-antibody (immune complex) reactions and evaluating methods of serological

diagnosis.

Early Attempts at Blood Transfusion

Although important advances were being made in the late 19ú Century' basic

immunological principles were largely lost on the growing band of medical

practitioners seeking to develop safe blood trarsfusion' Prior to Landsteiner's

discovery of the ABo blood groups in r90r and the subsequent establishment of the

discipline of blood group serolog¡ transfusion of blood between individuals was

often fatal (35).

The first recorded suggestion (in 162S) of treating humans with the blood of others is

credited to Johanne Colle at Padua, although no evidence exists that the procedwe

w¿ß ever undertaken at this time (Keyne s,1947). Almost 40 years later the Journal of

the Royal society (May 17th and 24th, 1665) attested to the first organised attempts at

blood transfusion by Lower, wilkins, cox, croon, Boyle and others' These

experiments were largely restricted to the use of dogs as experimental models' Pepys'
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in his diary entry of November 2l't 1667 rccotds an attempt by Wilkins to transfuse

the blood of a sheep to a man. Some 150 years later Walker and Doubleday were

using blood transfusions in childbirth and in 1869 Braxton-Hicks, an obstetrician at

Guy',s Hospital became the first to use phosphate of sodium as an anticoagulant'

A signifrcant step in the development of blood transfusion occurred in 1880 when

Golgi, experimenting with endoperitoneal blood, concluded that homologous blood

infused into the peritoneal cavity increased the haemoglobin content of circulating

blood (36). However, little real progress was made until the beginning of the 20th

Century when the discovery of the ABO, Rhesus and other blood groups systems'

allowed blood to be safely transfused. The demands of the World Wars were to

provide a major impetus for further advances (see chapter 2).

The Foundations of Haematolory

The wider study of blood and its diseases has its origins in the Mid lTth Century when

swammerdam and Malpighi observed corpuscles in the blood vessels of animals'

Later,Leeuwenhoek reported his work on human blood cells in a series of papers to

the Royal Society between 1674 - 1706. The first recorded cell count was reported in

1851 by Vierordt. using a capillary tube method, the procedure took approximately

three hours. In 1855 the Dutch physiologist Cramer devised the fnst counting

chamber consisting of two parallel glass rods cemented into a glass slide' He also

designed a squared occular micrometer'
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one of the founders of modern haematology was Georges Hayem' studying at Paris

he had several distinguished French predecessors. These included de Bordeau'

Anderal (who first recognised the different forms of anaemia) and Donne (the

discoverer of platelets in 1842). Hayemwas the first to consider haematology as a

specialist subject in its own right. His contributions fell into three areasi - namely

blood coagulatior¡ red cell morphology and the development of basic haematological

techniques. He was the first to publish a method for counting platelets and suggested

that they played a key role in blood coagulation. At this time only limited techniques

such as the "bleeding time", 'tlotting time" and 't10t retraction" measurement were

in use (37).

The study of blood coagulation was in the so-called'þre<lassical" period' stemming

from the Mid 170' Century when Malpighi had observed fibfin strands in clotted

blood. At the beginning ofthe 20ú Century, Morawitz was to postulate his 'tlassical"

theory of blood coagulation (3s). The study of red cell morphology was also limited

and confused with very little knowledge regarding the distinction between arteåcts

and actual changes resulting from disease. It was Hayem once again who classified

anaemias caused either by haemopoietic disturbance, blood loss, toxaemia and lesions

of haemopoietic tissue. He introduced his red cell diluting fluid - universally used

until the 1930s. He was also responsible for the introduction of the "colour-index",

used in the studY of anaemia.

Another at the foreûont of early haematology was Ehrlich. Now famous for his

discovery of Salvarsan (Ehrlich 606) used in the treatment of Syphilis and his "side

chain, theory of immunity, Ehrlich through his discovery of the triacid stain played an
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important part in the development of the difierential leucocyte count. This remains a

fundamental aspect of haematology (39). Containing orange G, methyl green and

acid fuchsin, this first example of a neutral stain made possible the structural

differentiation of leucocytes from 1879 onwards. Ehrlich also discovered the basophil

and first identified the presence of nucleated red cell in the peripheral blood of

patients with anaemia. Although the clinical aspects of pemicious anaemia had been

well defined since lg22 ,it was Ehrlich who defined its association with megaloblasts

(40).

The widespread practice of air drying blood smeafs above a Bunsen Burner flame (for

fixation purposes) had developed from such practice aI the Kaisierliche

Gesundheitamt tnBerlin. The enumeration of blood cells was further facilitated in

1877 byan improved method devised by Gower. Using a ruling device engraved on a

chamber, the counting of erythrocytes became practicable for the first time and the

apparatus was the forerunner of later haemocytometers (41)' Prior to this, cell

counting was not practised in Britain and only infrequently in France and Germany.

Between 1850 and 1875 several experimenters (most notably Cramet, Potaþ

Malassey, Hayem and Nachet) were developing eye-piece micrometers, each being

calibrated for particular microscopes. Gower also invented a simple clinical

haemoglobinometer, which became the basis for Haldane's carboxyhaemoglobin

instrument. This was later widely used for the estimation ofhaemoglobin (prior to the

arival of the photo+lectric colorimeter). A further contribution to the counting of

blood cells was made n lg72 when Postain invented the Melangeur diluting pipette.

Early evidence for the interface between the emerging disciplines of haematology and
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immunology became apparent in the 1880s with Von Recklinghausen's discovery of

the amoeboid movement of leucocytes in the blood stream.

Two contempor¿meous developments now occured which significantly advanced the

understanding of haematological disease. The first related to Ehrlich's staining

mixture. As its use gfew in popularity as a diagnostic reagent, the value of applying

synthetic organic dyes to the study of blood cells became increasingly apparent'

Peripheral blood smeafs and bone Íuffow aspirates could now be examined and

different forms of leukaemia and anaemia could be distinguished (42). The second

development was the accelerating growth of the German optical industry linked to

improved glass manufacturing. This resulted in more precisely engineered

microscope lenses.

Clinical Chemistry - The Earþ Years

Advances in clinical chemistry closely followed developments in medicine,

biochemistry and physiology, and were also facilitated by the growth of chemical

analytical techniques. 
1\A,lthoueh 

the earliest publications dealing with biochemistry

appeaf from 1832, at the time such studies were more akin to the homeopathic

treatment of disease. In the mid 19th Cent¡ry the range of analyses available to

physicians was largely restricted to the measurement of hydrochloric acid in gastric

juice, together with a limited range of tests on urine. The latter included Fehling's

test for sugaf, estimation of proteins by boiling with acidification and the

measurement of bile using nitric acid. The classical "Lectures on Chemical

Pathology'' given by Bence Jones n 1847 were based on quantitative analyses of
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urine. Although sugaf, uric acid and urea had been respectively demonstrated in the

blood of patients with diabetes mellitus, gout and chronic renal failure, there were no

methods available for easy estimation. For the remainder of the 19ú century little

further development was seen, although the foundations of the subject were being laid

by the work of pioneers such as Thudicum and Ga¡rod in Britain.

In Germany, von Frerichs, the leading exponent of clinical medicine at Breslau in the

latter decades ofthe Century, was becoming more active in biochemical research' His

contributions included observations dealing with digestior¡ hepatic disorders and

diabetes. It was he who discovered "leucin" and "tyrosin" in the urine. In France

Bernard discovered glycogen and definedthe Mitieu interíeur, thus paving the way

for the discovery of numerous hormones.

Other early pioneers of what was termed chemical physiology included Liebig of

Giessen who made advances in organic chemistry and in the study of metabolism'

Meanwhile Naunyn at Berlin worked on diabetic acidosis. An indication of the

comparatively slow growth of clinical chemistry is the facttbat the first edition of

panton,s textbook .,Clinical pathology'' þublished in 1913 and which represented

standard practice at the time) contained no satisfactory chemical tests on blood -

except for microscopy (Jones, 1999). Kike's'?hysiology" - first published in 1848'

had to await its 35ú edition of 1937 before the term "biochemistry" appeared in the

title.

There was now a rising expectancy that the chemical analysis of body fluids would

add a degree of objectivity to the largely subjective practice of medicine. History
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shows that the most significant advances in clinicat chemistry had to await

developments in microchip technology - originally designed for the American

defence industry. It was not until the second decade of the 20th Century that other

advances in instrumentation provided the first truly expansive phase in the history of

this particular disciPline.

Non-Scientific Influences

The relationship between science and religion has often been uncomfortable. The

Reformation of the 16ü Century witnessed a search for the discovery of fundamental

truths. With some exceptions (e.g. Galileo), most ofthe great scientists of the period

were protestants from Northern Europe. During the Enlightenment, the Church,

increasingly viewed as being intolerant and linked with superstitioru was subjected to

flrerce criticism. As religion became regarded as being an obstacle to progress, writers

such as Voltaire and Rousseau became increasingly anticlerical. Amongst religious

influences on medicine was the Jesuit movement. Considered by some to have been

the ..schoolmasters of Europe" the order was established in 1540. One of the

movement's members, Althansius Kircher, examined the blood and wine of bubonic

plague victims using primitive microscopy. Speculating that a living organism

(Contagium animatum) might play a role in the infectiorU he stopped short of

propounding an actual germ theory ofdisease.

Having made significant strides since the 17tr Century, science was increasingly seen

as a better political guide than religion. In addition va¡ious governments were

criticised - politics should not encroach on individual ûeedom (a3). The spirits of
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laissez faire and economic liberalism were on the ascendarcy (44). Science (and

medicine) was benefiting from an atmosphere of social, economic, political and

religious emancipation. Modern E¡rope was becoming shaped by the ideas

cha¡acterised by the lTth Century. The intellectual revolution associated with the

Renaissance engendered a critical attitude towards traditional authority- Although it

was essentially secular, its strength was derived from faith in reason and research.

Humans would be guided via the scientific method towards a better understanding of

the material universe and of their place in it. The insecurity of the late 16û Centtuy

would be replaced by a more humane society founded on the benefits of social and

scientific reform amongst which medicine was expected to play its part (45)'

The new-found freedom \¡rar¡ to result in a European International Community -

represented by the Grand Tour. The upper classes of all nationalities visited the great

centres of European Culture and scientists began working without reference to

frontiers. The new scientific advances were displayed in exhibitions amongst which

electricity figured prominently. The Pa¡is Exhibition of 1889 also saw optical

sciences being given pre-eminence. Serious science however wris represented by

chemistry - the discipline most directly affecting daily life. The efforts of the

German chemists (most notably von Liebig) transformed not only agriculture and

food processing but also public health.

Improvements in travel and communication also resulted in the dissemination of

scientific and medical information - both of which are predicated on the distribution

of shared ideas. Amongst the most notable advances were the development of steam

driven presses in 1814 and the introduction of regular cheap postal services
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throughout most of Europe in the 1840s. (Approximately one hundred years earlier it

had taken a minimum of 4 weeks for letters to reach Venice from Lisbon. Venice - at

the heart of the Mediterranean economy was therefore a month away from its

periphery).

Originating within the Ruhr district (the first industrial boom area on mainland

Europe) the railway system began to expand during the 1840s (46). A decade earlier'

the first telegraphs had been introduced (by Morse in America; Gauss and rù/ebber in

Germany; rüheatstone and Cooke in England). The second half of the 19tr Century

witnessed a direct benefit in communications as a result of the Industrial Revolution

(a|. The contributions made by advances in communications and chemical processes

were impressive.. Not only was there a profound affect on contmercial life (e.g.

synthetic dyes, soaps and fertilisers) but also the introduction of new drugs and an

increase in medical research. Such developments led to a better understanditrg of

tuberculosis, cholera and malaria.

Important as these developments were to the spread of medical knowledge, there can

be little doubt that the most fundamental contribution to the dissemination of such

information was the invention of printing. Arguably described as the most significant

technological advance in the history of civilisatioru the ability to (comparativeþ)

rapidly duplicate copies by using printing presses had a profound effect on the

dissemination of knowledge (48).

Conclusions
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The medical Renaissance, with its roots in the 14ft Century, and inspired by the likes

of Erasmus and Leonardo da Vinci, initiated profound changes in diagnostic medicine

and pathology. The following centuries \¡/ere to see medicine becoming more

scientific, objective and systematised. By the beginning of the 20th Century, medical

laboratory sciences had evolved into distinct disciplines such as haematology,

histopatholo gy, clinical chemistry and medical microbio lo gy.

This Chapter has identified some of those factors (both scientific and non-scientific)

which have influenced the early evolution of laboratory medicine. Such a matruation

process has been characterised by several features. The first of these may be termed

o,Instrumental Externality" which involves those influences that are extrinsic to

scientific medicine (See Figure 1.1). Forthe purpose of clarity only some of the more

signifïcant elements have been included (e.g. the development of Universities was a

direct result of the dis-empowerment of monasteries - not shown in the relevant

Figure). An additional consideration is the fact that some of the elements indicated

are more closely associated with scientific medicine than are others (Hippocratic and

Galenic medicine cf. laissez faire).
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Figure 1.1: Extemal Factors Affecting the Earþ l)evelopment of Medical
Laboratory Sciences
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The inter-relationship between some of these factors with both science and medicine

is complex. Porter (1997) maintains that the discovery of America was 'the most

momentous event to affect human health". Whilst the voyages of discovery were

leading to the dissemination of medical knowledge, the human species was becoming

increasingly exposed to novel pathogens.

Renaissance humanism was also proving to be something of an eigma. Galen and

Hþocrates were being newly translated from the Greek and the discovery of new

classical texts pointed towards the truths of Aristotelian nattral philosophy and

Galenic medicine (Debus, 1999). At the same time however such re-awakenings were

being challenged by Paracelsus, Vesalius and Servetius. The fact that medicine (and

pathology) were becoming systematic was eventually to lead to yet another paradox.

It may have taken 500 years, but by the latter stages of the 19ü Century, the basic

principles of medical science were essentially anaþical and reductionist in nature.

In some respects the advancement of medical laboratory sciences had mirrored the

earlier pfogress in biology as exemplified by Linnaeus (geneology), Cuvier

(comparative anatomy), Lamark (inheritance) and Darwin (evolution) (Weiss and

Mann, l97l). The tendency was towards a compartmentalisation of disease. As

earlier enunciated by Galileo, Newton and Descartes, the pathophysiological basis of

biological disorder could only be investigated, taught and understood by the

categorisation of causal chains or t¡nits. Here the contradiction lies in the fact that

Western medicine tends to categorise disease into somewhat artificial units. There are

very few (if any) examples of specific pathological conditions where the resultant

affects are restricted to medical microbiology, haematology or clinical chemistry.
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Gregory (1999) points out that the conflict between Romanticism and science

illustrated another contradiction. The Romantic reaction of the l7th Century opposed

the idea that atl things could be explained by science. There were some things in

Nature which could only be described by artistic expression and not by a reductive

analysis, notion or mathematics.

The second process influencing the development of laboratory medicine was the

dynamic causality of disease. Advancement in medicine is shaped as a result of

individuals or groups reacting to current or past diseases that have afflicted the human

race. The rapid advance of medical microbiology during the 18ú and 19th Centuries

was largely a response to the historical lessons of plagues. Table 1.1 and Figrre 1.2

illustrate the 12 primary causes of death in London during the great plague (a9). Of a

total of 97,306 deaths - 85,725 (S8%) resulted from microbial causes. Plague

accowrted for 70.5Vo of mortalities. Even discounting these, 59.6% of deaths remain

attributable to microbial disease. As a result of improved methods of microbial

culture and identificatior¡ the advent of antibiotics, public health improvements and

social reforn¡ the pattern of microbial induced mortality and morbidity has since

radically altered.

Some (such as Illich 1990) would argue that such improvements are but false hopes,

based on the belief that medical intervention will provide the means to rid the human

race ofdisease and pestilence.
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Table 1.1 The Twelve Primary causes of Death in London, 1665

*Indicates microbial origin of disease

Source:- Hammonds, 1999.

C¡use of De¡th Numbers o/o

Plague (Yersinia pestis)* 68,596 70.5

Ague and fever (malaria?)* 5,257 5.4

Consumption (tuberculosis) * 4,808 4.9

Worms* 2,614 2.7

Convulsions and Mother (?) 2,036 2.1

Spotted fever and Purples* 1,929 2.0

Aged 1,545 1.6

Dropsie and timpany 1,478 1.5

Griping in the guts* 1,288 1.3

Chrisomes and infants 1,258 1.3

Surfit I ,25 I 1.3

Flox (?) and Small Pox* 655 0.7
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Figure 1.2: The Tlvetve Primery Cau¡es of Deeth in LondonrlffiS - 7o of Total

T Indic¡tes micrcbÍalþ induced dise¡se.

Adapted from Hammonds, 1999.
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Table l.2.and Figure 1.3. indicate the 12 primary causes of death within the United

Kingdom in 1990.

Circulatory disease and cancer accounts fot 7l.5Yo of deaths while infcctions and

parasitic illnesses result in only 0.4Vo of total moralities (Some deaths within the

'.Respiratory Disease" category will be due to bacterial pneumonia. Even assuming

that all 61,018 cases are microbial induced, the total microbe - mediated oauses of

death amo¡nt to 11.2o/o). The emergence of the Human Immunodeficiency Virus and

antibiotic resistant stains of bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus and tuberculosis) may,

ironicall¡ reverse the above trend.
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Table 1.2 Causes of Death in the United Kingdom' 1990

*Indicates microbial origin of disease

Source: Hammonds, 1999.

Cause of De¡th Numberc o/o

Circulatory diseases 259,247 45.9

Neoplasms 144,577 25.6

Respiratory diseases* 61,018 10.8

Digestive disorders 18,429 3.3

Injuries, poisoning etc. 17,943 3.2

Mental disorders 13,395 2.4

Nenrous system disease ll,6M 2.1

Nutritional, metabolic 10,249 1.8

Genito-urinary disease 7,317 1.3

Various other diseases 13,905 2.4

Infectious and parasitic* 2,446 0.4

Miscellaneous (not
identified)

4,676 0.8
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Figure 1.3: Causes of l)eath, United.Kingdom' 1990

I Indicates microbialþ induced disease.

The third influential process is that of synergistic parallelism (o. vertical

augmentation). These are essentially intrinsic to medical science and have a direct

influence on its development. The advancement of scientific knowledge is

incremental but it also has a synergy in that historically simultaneous scientific

discoveries have resulted in an amplification of benefit to humans. Examples of such

a phenomenon have occurred with respect to the development of medical laboratory

sciences. Table 1.3 illustrates examples where simultaneous or chronologically

approximate advances have resulted in synergistically improved diagnostic tests.
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Table 1.3 Example of Synergistic Parallelism in Medical Laboratory Sciences

ConsequencesUse of
MicrotomesUse of DyesDate Microscopy

Galileo Invents
Telescope

1609

1690
Van Leeuwenhoek,
Simple Microscope

1830
First Achromatic
Lenses

Perkin isolates
Mauve1856

Verguin discovers
Magenta1859

Verguin uses Azo
Dyes1862

Paraffin
Embeddingr869

Gogi Silver
Impregnation1873

Tolles uses

Immersion

1879
Abbe uses

Apochromatic
Lenses

Deleoine first
Microtome
Knife

1880

Ehrlich uses
Methylene Blue1881

Darwin designs
Rocking
Microtome

r885

Impetus to
the Spirit of
Enqutry

Study of
Pathology begins
to shift to
Cellular Level

Tissue
Processing leads
to improved
Specimen
preservation

Development
and spread of
Medical Schools

High Resolution
Microscopy

Identification
and Localisation
of Cellular
Components

Increased
understanding of
PathophysiologyEhrlich uses Alum

Haematoxylin1886
Zeiss High Quality
Lenses
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The resultant effect of the parallel development of microscopy, the dye industry and

microtomy, was the ability to examine pathological lesions at a cellular level. This

occurred ea¡lier than would have been the case if all three strands had developed in

sequential order.

History is cha¡acterised by inevitabilities - the advent of the industrial revolution; the

demand for social reform and the advancement of science were bound to result in a

medical dividend. The 18ü and 19ú Centuries were characterised by global, regional

and local reforms that were to prove to be the architectural pre-determinants of

scientific and medical revolution. One of the resultant phenomena was the

establishment of diagnostic pathology - which was to prove to be the forerunner of

today's clinical laboratory. Chapter 2 will explore the issues which shaped the

development of laboratory medicine within the 20ù Century - an age influenced by

the demands of global conflicts, the est¿blishment of firther social and welfare

reforms, the advent ofNationat Health Services and a second technological revolution

with profound implications for health care and diagnostic medicine.
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I

Notes

3.

5.

Salermo represented th Arab and

near Monte Casino this an increas

and l0ü Centuries as a aming. B
was primarily practical and secular in tone with an e,mphasis on personal hygiene and diet.

Latin translatiørs from Arabic and Greek medical classics were prepared by Benedictine

monks. Drning the 12ü Centrry, medioal instruction, whiú became increasingly scholastic

and theoretical, was disseminated to medical schools at Montpellier and later to the

Universities of Bologn4 Oxford and Pa¡is.

Developed during the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centwies, this was a movement which aspired

to re-animate ttre influences of classical antiquþ - as opposed to the degraded scholasticism

of the late Middle Ages. Sucå ambitiurs were to be achieved by a revival of the philosophy,

language and literature of ancient Greecæ and Rome. The movement purported to advocate

universatty human (as opposed to utilitarian) science. Political strivings and religious dogma

were also rejected (Watson, 1968 ).

This essentially involves four stages:

(Ð Observationoffact.
(iÐ The formulation of an appropriate theory or paradigm.

(iii) The testing of such theory by experimentation.
(iv) The recording ofthe results obtained (i'e. 'bonclusions').

Such developme,lrts were e,pitomised in 1575 when \ililliam of Orange recommended Leyden

for its successful defence against the Spaniards. Given the choice betrveeri a university and

the remissiqr of taxos, the btrghos chose the former. Amongst the foremost of its scholars

was Boerhaave. Trained first in divinity and then in medicing he practised Hippocratic

methods. His pupils were later to dominate British medicine and profoundly influenced the

development ofthe Edinburgh medical school (See Can, 1997 a)'

Amongst other notable discoveries and advances were:-

(a) The first description of erythrocytes and spermatozoa by the Dutch microscopist van

Leeuwenhoek.
(b) The initiation of the study of glands by the English physician Wharton, who first

demonstated salivary secretion. His work was further clarified by the Danish

anatomist Steno (who identified secretims ofthe tear ducts and salivary glands) and the

Dutch physician de Graaf (who discovered the ovarian follicles and performed studies

on the pancreatio juices and the bile) (See Root, 1997).

Contributions included the work of:-

(a) Bell, the Scottish anatomist who described the functions of both sensory and motor

nerves.
(b) Weber, a German physiologist who first recognised that the autonomic nervous system

was composed oftwo prooesses.

(c) The French physiologists Magendie and Flowens. The fi¡st described the functions of
the spinal nerves and investigated the mechanisms of swallowing and regtrgitation.
The second investigated cerebella¡ function and pioneered the study of animal
psychology.

(d) The German physiologist Muller, who showed that perceptions were determined only
by the sensory organ that received the serisory impulse and ttrundt, who established the

first laboratory for investigating the physiological basis ofpsychology'

2

4.

6.
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7 ..Lesion" - a change in the structr¡e of an organ ü tissue resulting from injury or disease, and

commonly givíng rise to impaired function. The tissue

change úui U.tit the subject of study since f the

MesJpotamians circa3000 BC. However, :ior t been

consiàerable reluct¿nce to the dissection of human bodies. This had primarily been {or
religious rerasons. Although isolated autopsies had been perforrred as early as 1302 (for

forãrsic purposes), it was not until 1556 that this reluctance was dissipated. This was_ þ9
result of ttìg decision of the Facuþ of Theology at the Universþ of Salamanca which

declared thati
,.The dissection of human corpses serves a useful purpose, and is therefore permissible to

Christians ofthe Catholic Chwch".

The most significant advances in r¡nderstanding the lesion were achieved in the late 18h

Century. Contributions included those made by: -

(a) The Scot John Hunter who described the various stages of the inflammatory response in

his publicatiø of 1794 entitled "A Treatise on blood, inflammation and gunshot

wounds".
(b) Hunter's compatiot and nephew - Matthew Baillie, who published clea¡ illusfiations of

lesions as seen at autopsy. His book "The Morbid Anatomy of some of the most

important parts of the Human Body'' was first published n 1793 and the accompanying

illustrations "The Series of Engravings" were published separately between 1799 and

1803.
The English surgeon Astley Paton Cooper who descriH both inflammatüy and

innocent tumouJ of the breast in his work of I 829 - "Illushations of Diseases of the

Breast Part I'. Using surgically removed lesions he pointed out the differences

between benign and malþant lesions of the breast.

The Frenchman Francis Xavier Bichat who first conceived the idea of 'tissues" existing

in va¡iOUS Organs. He alsO ClaSSified memb,rAnes intO 'lnuCOUS", "SerOuS" and

"fibtrous".
carl von Rokitansþ - alleged to have performed 30,000 autopsies, he was a
descriptive pathologist and gave detailed accounts ofarterial diseases, hepatic necrosis

and congetrital cardiac lesions.

The Pomeranian Julius Cohnheim, wtrose confiibutions to experimental pathology

included the first description of leucocyte diapedesis.

Rudolf Virctrow - the "fattrer of Cellular Pathology'', who first postulated that

the term "costing an ann and a leg") (See Richardson, 1999)'

(e)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(Ð

Van Helmon! a medical dremist, \ras an ardent follower of Paracelsus. Described as "the last

alchemist and the first chemist" he was the fust to recognise that there were different kinds of
gases, each with different pro,perties. He also pioneered the use of balances for precise

ieightings. Van Helmont'Jwork on gases was later to be expatiated by John Mayow, Joseph

niestley-and Antoine Lavoisier. These were to establish the relationship betrveen oxygen,

combustion and respiration (See Root, 1997)'

Boyle is best knovm as the discoverer of the Law, which relates the pressure upon a sample of
gur to its volume, He was also the first to define an element as 'h pwe substance which

cannot be bnoken dovm into any simpler substance by chemical means"

8.

9
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10.

1l

t2.

13.

14.

l5

16.

t7

Ca¡bon dioxide was the first gas to be truly characterised. This was achieved by Joseph Black

in 1750. Wuking as a clinician in Edinburgh he named the gas 'frxed air" and presented his

studies four years=later as a doctoral thesis entitled "On the Acid Humour Arising from Food,

and Magresia Alba". The discovery of hydrogen is credited to the-English chemist Hcnry

Cavendish. The gas was described in his work "On Factitious Airs" published n,1766.

O*yge" was first õscovered and prepared by Joseph Priestley n l7-7.!' He produced th. gq
by'h-eating the red oxide of måcury (HgO). It has been established that Scheele had

in¿epe"¿ãUy discovered oxygen in 1773 (prior to Priestley), but his work was not published

untit 1ZZS (Ñewth, lS95). Ãúough nitogør was clearly distinguished around 1772, the

credit for iti discovery remains unknown. The gas was extensively studied by Cavendish,

Priestle¡ Scheele and Rutherford in the 1770s (See Plambeck' 1995)'

In Sweden, Scheele investigated chloring hydrofluoric acid, manganese, oxalic and citic
acids and barium. Priestley worked on hydrochloric aci{ sulphr.n dioxide, ammonia and nifric

oxide, while Black researched the relationships between a number of basic or alkaline

substances - including magnesi4 soda, lime andmagræium carbonate (See Williams, L972\.

perkin was a student of Hofinann (the Head of the Royal College of Chemistry) who had

requested his pupil to atte,rnpt the synthesis of quinine. Using aniline_dyes derived fio1 cgal

tut, potin found a bhck residue from which he extacted a purple substance (mauve) haying

mé property of a dye. In 1859, Verguin discovered magerìta and th¡ee years later Griess

isolated the first ofthe azo dyes (See Cardwell, 1994).

Credit for the first microscope is usually given to Zacharias Jansen. In 1595 he elaborated the

work of his frther at Middèggrg; Holland, and having give,n versions of their new inventims

to Prince Mar¡rice of Orange and Archdr¡ke Albert of Austria their insfuments became

contemporary scientists, including Galileo
later the Dutch draper and amateur sci

erim€nts using simple microscopes. Using

recorded the first descriptions of protozoa, baoteria and spermatozoa
..animalicules"). Using single, higþ qualþ, high power løtses, he was also able to provide the

füst detailed accounts of red blood cells. His microscopæ had magrrifications betrveen 50x

and 200x with resolutions of 2 microris.

Although most microscopists worked without the benefit of dyes, the abilþ of biologists to
study ãisease processeJ at a cellular level for the first tfune led to advances in the

understanding of a variety of diseases. Eventually the use of the microscope was to transforrn

diagrrostic pãttrotog and the classificatiør of disease from an anatomic - pathological

approach @ãsed on pragrratism) towards an aetiological approaoh (based on logic).

Golgi's approach to histological study exemplified the attitude of many of his contemponaries.

Spuned ol by advances in staining techniques scientists were experiencing a spirit of enquþ

- promulgated most notably within the teaching cæntes of Germany.

The ability to recognise pattems of morphological features is a fundamental part of taditional
histopathology. Suctr recognitiør is largely depørdent ør the süaining of tissue components.

Howãver, thã-examination of such tissue sections can at best be described as the study of gross

artefacts with little if any resemblance to the state of living tissues-

Occasionally the cutting and preparation ofsections ofa pieco oftissue is required in order to

elucidate the three-dimensional topography or anatomical architectrne of an organ. For

example this practice (whicfr is referred to as "serial - sectioning') is employed when

studying the üacking of maligrrant cells along ner:ral sheaths or lymphatics.

Difrerent tissue groups have varying affinities for dyes. These are reflected by the degree to

which the dye is økén up by a particular tissue or by the stain avidity (i.e. a combinøion of
the speed and bínding power between the dye and the tissue). _Regressive staining is a
technìçe where tissuð sections are over-stained after which the different avidities of various

tissue groups for the dye are exploited. That is, the dye is selectively removed from r¡nstained

tissue groups,

18.
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20.

19.

2l

24

25.

26.

.Vitaf, $ains are those which are taken lp by some living cells. The dye will selectively

colou¡ certain elem€nts of the cell. These staining methods can be ac,hieved via a variety of
techniques, which may be invivo (intravital) or invitro (supravital)'

Under normal circumst¿nces, tissues, which require microscopic examination, are embedded

in pæaffin wax and cut into thin sections using a device called a microtome. This is always a

time consuming process. In some situations requiring urgent results (e.g. the investigation of
a possible mali-glant lesion of the brsast - while the patient is 'nder anaesth*ics) tissues can

be rapidly frozertin liquid carbon dioxide. These can then be subsequently seotione4 stained

an¿ eiaminø under thi microscope. This allows vital diagrostic informatiur to be relayed to

surgeons wittìin minutes.

It has been estimated that approximately 33%o of Britain's medieval population {iø_!og
repeated outbreaks of bubonic and pneumuric plagues. O*Tg 1tr9 

t+tn Century, the 'tslack
Oäth,, killed about 77 million individuals. Plagues remained the scourge of Europe for

Cerituries since in 16ó5 an outbreak claimed the lives of some 65,000 Londoners. Prior to

Jenner's pioneering work, smallpox was also a major threat to*Europeans. Unlike _other
epidemics, it did nõt disappear æ and during the l8h Century alone killed over

sixty million people. kr- the were seen. These included the

choíera epiadrics in Russia ( 1865), together with the typlus

(1S3S) *a typnoia (1396) outbrreaks in Sou (See Derry and Williarns, 1973;

Flalsey and Friedman,1984; Mantin and Pullør, 1997).

In lB43 Holmes showed that puerperal fever was transmitted by health workers and in 1847

the Hungarian obstetrician Semmèheis came to the same conclusion whilst working at the

Vienna fr¿utu*tty Hospital. The incidence of fever was markedly increased on those wards

where students had frequented post-mortem rooms.

Using microscopy the objects to be examined are placed on a platform or stag€. Below this is

positi-oned u rúb.røg" condenser which is used to focus light onto the object. Such a

äondenser should form a pefect image of the light source. Although the Abbe condenser is

commonly used, it is somewhat inefficient - forming only an imperfect image of the light

source,

The use of immersion oil in microscopy allows an increase in resolution (i.e. the smallest

distance bstween the closest two lines or dots that can be defined separateþ) by optimising the

numerical aperture. Clhis is dependent on the refractive index of the medium between the

object and tñe lens). Theoreticaily, the maximum possible numerical aperture when a lens is

used in air is 1.0 whereas with immersicn oil it is 1.51.

In order that an organism can be unequivocally proven to be an aetiological factor, the

following criteria drould be met :-

(a) It must be found in all cases ofthe disease'

O It must be isolated from the host and grown in pure cultwe.

("i It strould reproduce the øiginal disease wtren intoduced into a susceptible host.

(¿l It must be found present in the experimental host so infected'

(See Webster, 1993)

In 1865, Lister was Professor of Surgery at Glasgow. Using phorol or carbolic acid as a

disinfecóant he swabbed wounds and ingruments in cases involving compound fractres. The

mortalþ rates were reduced following the use of carbolic sprays. Ca¡bolic acid is a
derivative of benzene and first described t a group of Manchester chemists (Calvert,

McDougall and Smith) as a means of suppressing the stench associated with sewage.

Suoh was the sigrrificance of Loefler's technical contibutions as Koch's assistant that it
could be argued that he re,presents one of the earliest predecessors of today's Medical

Laboratory Scientifi c Offi cers.

22.
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28.

29.

33.

34.

30

31.

32.

The terms "aetiology'' and 'þathogenesis" require carefrrl distinction. The first refers to the

causal factor(s) of disease u¡hereas the second signifies the mechanism(s) by which the

disorder arises.

prior to the establistment of non-governmental scientific organisations in the latter part of the

19ú Centtrry, the "inte,lnationa[sãtion" of soience was epitomised by contributions from the

individual iesearcher. The sum total of such efforts represented an "invisible college" of
scientists. knportant modes of contact were the pøsøral visit and private lettc (See Rose and

Rose, l97l ChaPter 9,PP 179 - 197').

pfeiffer found that live cholera vibrios could be injected into previously immunised guinea

pigs without ill effect. He then withdrew a drop of the animal's bodl fluid and examined it
míc"oscopically. He observed that the vibrios ber ame motionless and gradually aisintgq{¡!.
Ottrer organisms that rese,mbled vibrios in appearance were not similarly affected. Pfeiffer

called thls actiur 'bacteriolysis" and showed that it also took place in vitro. Frrthermore it
was demonsfated that the power of the injectd animal's serum to produce lysil ru.as

abolished following heat teatment. This was "Pifeiffer's phenomøton" (See tWilliams, 1998).

AtteÍtuate-"to c
laboratory. The

høve a more prolonged effect than kitled vaccines, yet do not cttlse tlre serious dìsease þr
which the pirent tt^i, il r"tporaible. An æample is immunisdion against tuberculosis by

BCG'(See Fan, 1988).

Illich contends that the progress of modern medicine has had little effect on the increased life

expectancy. Conte,mporary clinical care is seen asi being incidental to the curing of disEase.

He supports his argument with the following observationsi

Tuberculosis reached a peak over two generations. [n New York the 1812 death rate was 700

per 10,000. This had declined to 370 pq 10,000 by 1882 when Kochisolated and cultured the

Lacitlus. A further reduction to 180 per 10,000 had already been achieved by the year l9l0
when the first sandorium was establistred. Finally, the rate was only 48 per 10,000 in the

1920s, i.e. prior to the advent of antibiotics. He also points out that cholera" typhoid and

dyseníery, si-narry peaked and dwindled independently of medical intervention. The

cómbineï death rates-of scarlet fever, diptheri4 pertussis and measles (up to the age of 15

years) showed that90or,o of the decline in mortalþ (Mrveen 1860 and 1965) occuned before

ittr u.r of antibiotics and mass immunisation. While Illictr recognises that improved housing

and reduction in virulence were impctant åctors in this decline, he maintains that the most

sipificant influence stemmed from increased resistance due to better nufrition.

Humoral -'(Med) ofthe bodily lwmours; relatingto boþfluids esry. As opp. cells",

theories of immunity use the term 'humoral immunity'' to refer to the synthesis and secretion

of antibodies into body fluids such as plasma (See Sykes, 1976).

Working at Messina in 1882, Metchnikofrconducted microsco'pic observations ø Daphnia,

the water flea, infected by the frmgus Mormspora bicuspidata. Once inside the Daphnia gat,

the frrngal spores w€re absorbed by amoeboid cells in the coelomic cavity. Such observations

were lalter supported by work he r¡rdertook using cells in frog skin. These demonstated the

ability to take up anthrax bacilli prior to destroying thun. This work led to Metchnikoffs

A*.y of phagoclosis supported by the likes of Virchow and Claus. It was the lattø who

provided tire n-roê'þhagoc'¡e" (Cirækz phageiqto @t: þtos, cæll). The destuctive events of
ihe l870s and 18801 forced Metchnikoffto leave Russia rrd he joined the Pasteur Institrfe
when it opened in 1888.

Based on cufrent U.K. gørot¡rpe frequencies within the ABO blood group system,

approximately 40% of previously untested blood tansfusions would result in some degree of
incompatibiliiy U"tr"een donor and recipient. Thøe exists some confusion as to who should

Ue crøitø wiitr ttre discovery ofthe d B, AB and O blood groups. Some authors (Kirk et al,

1975) claim that ttre discovery was made by Landsteiner in 1900 while others (Williams,

lg3li give credit to the Hungarian Jansky. His discovery in Prague during 1907 is said to

have'bõen confi¡med by Agote (Buenos Aires) and Lewisohn (New York) in 1914.
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The word.homologous" has different connotations in biology. In blood transfirsion science

the term .homologóus blood" refers to blood of the same group - usually restricted to mean

'bfthe same ABO group",

These represented fairly crude attempts to measure the physiological (haemostatic) response

of patienis to minor injury such as pin-pricks or estimating the time for blood clots to form on

pierced skin or using lz vitro tests at37oc.

Morawitz postulated that when blood clots are formd a soluble protein in the blood called

fibrinogen is converted to insoluble stands of fibrin. This is

thrombin. The latter is not norrnally present in the blood in an

substance called prothrombin. He also suggestxl that conversi

enzyme thrombin only takes place when another ørrrqe, "thromboplastin", is released from

injued tissues. Latei resea¡õh was to show that although the latter part of the theory was

cJrrect, the formation of thromboplastin is much more complex than was originally suggested

and that there were other stimulants for the conversion of prothrombin.

The ..differential" count is a common technique in haematology in udrich stained blood fikns

are examined microscopically and the leucocytæ categorised into five major groups' Ìn
certain blood disorder. ther"-ute characteristic changes in the distribution patterns of white

cells.

Megaloblasts are abnormal red cells recogrrised in bone-marrow and peripheral blood film¡

becãuse of distinct morphological abnonnalities. They usually result from a deficiency of
either vitamin Bl2 artd/or folic acid.

Before the advent of automated electronic cell counters, blood cells were enumerated by

preparing a solutiur ofthe blood and placing the covered by a

þUrr roio slip. Using conventioral light micr defined area

õut¿ Uu visualised and counted' The appar known as a

"haemocytometer".

In 1891 Romanowsþ first described a modified methylene blue stain for donurstating

malarial parasites. Tire mixtr¡re was observed to impart a differential colouration to white

blood ceùs. [n the same year, Malachowski ottained similar results using a polychrome

methylene blue solution. The original Romamowsþ stain was fulher modified by Jenner,

Leishman, MacNeal, Giemsa ana Wright. The result was a complex formulation consisting of
methylené blue, eosin, azure and unstable eosinates. The compound dye gave vivid coloration

to blóod cells, which could now be distinguistred on the basis of size, shape and droma.

Championed by the likes ofthe English physi

being popularised alongside a growing tend
the ef;forts of Mary Godwin. The latter was

and alongside her husband (Williarn) believed in sooial anarchism.

Loosely translated from the Frenc*r language, the term "laissEz-faire" means "leave b€".
pioneered by Frørch economists (Lnown as the'þhysiocrats") and lasting from about 1830 to

1880, this theorøical concept paradoxically resulted in a delay to much needed public refonn,

e.g. ti" introduction of pubÍic health and welfrre changes advocated by Chadwick an{ othq9.

Tñe policy of non-intJrvention also extended to economic life. Favorning capitalist self-

interêst, ómpetition and free trade, the philosophy was champione.d by Adam Smith.

The late 16ft Century was a period of unc,erøinty extending eve'n to the supply of life's basic

needs. Life was shòrt and precarious. Survival at birttr was rmcertain lvith 200 out of 1000

babies dying before the age of 12 months. 50% of the population would not reach 20 years of
age'
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Although the first public passenger line was introduced in Darlington in 1825, it w9s

Continental Ernope which saw the greatest expansion of railway networks dwing the

following three decades. tlaving achieved independence in 1830, Belgium consEucted_ a

nefwork of Søte railways radiating from Brussels. In Germany, the first locomotive to be

constructed (in lS39) ran on the Dresden to Leipzig line. Cologne became an important

railway centre with links to Antwerp, Minden and Basel. Berlin also had lines connected to

Ilamburg, St€ttin, Bresau, Magdeburg and Leipzig. In France, railway consfuction was

retarded- for political reasons (largely relating to who should finance the required

infiastructure) but in 1842, legislation was inhoduced providing for railway construction

between Paris, Rouen, Le Hawe, Lille and Calais. Links to London and Brussels were to

follow. By 1870, a web of steel ran across Europe including spain and Italy.

The most important developments included :-

(a) Brunel's iron steam ship buitt in 1858. Called the 'Great Eastern' it lay the first

transatlantic cable.
(b) The invention ofthe fust filament lamps used for electric lighting in 1878 - by Swan in

England and Edison in America'
(c) T'né into¿uction of electric fams - füst used by Siønørs in the Berlin suburbs

(d) The invention of the telephone by Bell and Edison

Ci The first use of electromagrretic waves to send messages by the Italian Mar-co1i.

Similu experiments in the use of wireless telegraphy were conducted by Popova in St.

Petersberg.
(Ð The production of the first internal combustion engines. The earliest gas engines were

buifin the 1860s in Germany and Franc,e by Lenoir, de Rochas, Hugon and Otto. The

first engineering plant to produce small pefrol models was built at Deutz near Cologne

by OttJand fangen. ln l872,the lattø was joined by Gottlieg, Daimler and lvfanbach'

A decade later Daimler and Manbach built a frctory at Cannstatt while Benz

independently built pefiol engines at Mannheim.

1¡iu to the advent of printing press€s, medical knowle.dge had beeir disseminated by word of
mouth, the laborious coplng of manuscrips m by leuer writing. Although the first-

developments in printing took place in China from as early as lhe 2Ñ Cørtury, the spread of
technoiogical lnowledge was slow to reach Europe. However by 1500, several European

towns had printing houses (including Stassburg, Bamberg, Cologne, Subiaco, Rome, Venice,

Milan, Florence and Naples). In France the Sorbonne had seen the infoduction of printing in

1470, two years after the Swiss had established a press at Basle. Presses were also found at

Valericia and Bruges (both establishún 1474).

For the purposes of clarity, the other remaining causes are not shown. These included:-

Childbed (625), Abortive and stillbom (617), Rickets (557), Rising of the lights. (397),

Stopping of thé Stomack (332), Impostume (abscess) (227), Bloudy flux (185), Collick and

winde (134), Apo'plex and suddenly (116), Canker and thrush (lll), Jaundies (110), Scurvy

(105), Stone and Strangrry (98), French Pox (syphilis), Kings evil (tuberculosis) (86), Broken,

bruised limbs (82), Cold and cough (68), Cancer, fistula (56), Vomiting (51), Drovmed (50),

Accidents (46), Various others (452) (See Hammonds' 1999).
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CHAPTER 2

Diagnostic Pathology in the Twentieth Century

".., we tmow [nothingJ coltcrete about most of the medical encounÍers there have

ever been The historlcal record is like the night sþ: we see a few stars and group

them inÍo mythic constellations. Butwhat is chieflvvisible *'*###:;ono,rnnr.

Intnoduction

This Chapter explores the emergence and development of medical science against the

background of technological advances made during the Industrial Revolution. With

the advent of antibiotics, the first half ofthe Twentieth Century witnessed a

significant improvement in the ability of medicine to counteract Íumy of the

infectious diseases that had plagued the human race. These scientific tools together

with technical improvements were to further public expectations in relation to clinical

medicine. The demands of wars also acted as a spur to the development of novel

techniques in areas such as blood transfusion science. The establishment of national

health systems and the expansion of diagnostic pathology further provided the

impetus for the introduction of a structured professional entity. This was to be the

binh ofthe formal occupational group concerned with medical laboratory sciences.

Histopatholory - The Prccess of Modernis¿tion

History takes no heed of temporal boundaries. The advancement of medical science

into the 20th Century witnessed a growing expectation of medicine. Diagnostic

accgracy was not considered to be a problem until technological advances were to

show that the classification of disease could be achieved on a more rational basis.
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Cellular pathology \¡ras no\il being used to establish the relationship between disease

causality and clinical manifestation. Previously it had been sufftcient to recognise

cell components and the organisational aspects of cells within tissues, but now the

study of the form and function of cellular organelles was adding valuable information

to the understanding of disease processes. Added to this, the recognition of cell types,

not only according to morphological criteria but also in relation to their biochemical

and immunological properties, was becoming more coÍtmon'

Techniques originally introduced over a century ago remain the basis for many

current procedures used within cellular pathology, e.g. microincineration was first

introduced by Raspail in lS33 (1). The first half of the 20th Century saw several

significant developments including the introduction of autoradiography by London in

lg04 (2). The technique of microradiography (3) has been applied to the study of the

dry mass of cells and sometimes to demonstrate the arangement of blood vessels in

tissues following their injection with radio-opaque material. Substances used to

demonstrate the structure of blood vessels and anatomical regions such as the

bronchial tree have included colloidal solutions. These are allowed to solidifu so that

permanent casts can be prepared. Gelatine injections containing coloured substances

such as carmine, carbon or Prussian Blue have also been used, together with neoprene

latex and cold-setting plastics. Specimens prepared using such techniques have been

successfully employed as museum demonstrations.

A significant problem associated with the processing of tissues prior to histological

examination has been the requirement to preserve cells and tissue constituents in a

condition rrs near as possible to that existing during life. This must be achieved in
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such a way as to allow the preparation of thin, stained sections suitable for

microscopic examination. Such preservation is a primary objective of the process of

.,frxation" (a). Many of the diffrculties associated with the preparation and cutting of

histological sections were solved during the early decades of the 20û Century and

several of the fixatives introduced at this time are commonly used in current

diagnostic work. Notable examples include Helly's fluid (1903) and Susa fixative

(1916). Improvements were also being achieved in the use of embedding media (5)

and since the 1960s commercially available mixtures have been added to parafñn

waxes in order to improve consistency (e.g. microcrystalline-wax mixture and

synthetic rubbers).

In the late 1950s experiments were being undertaken on the feasibility of automatic

tissue processing and examples of early instruments include the "Histette" (Hendrey

Relay Ltd. Slough) and "Histokinette 2000" (Reichert-Jung Ltd.). These had the

advantage of allowing tissues to be processed overnight. Ultrasonic vibration

methods to improve tissue processing were also being developed at this time and

advances were also being made in microtomy (6).

Development of the aniline dye industryhad originated inthe late 1850s and these

stains, together with haematoxylin, still comprise the commonest true dyes in

histology (7). Techniques developed since the Second World War have largely been

histochemical methods - giving coloured reactions for the identification of specific

chemical structures and enzymes. These, together with the hundreds of synthetic dyes

being manufactured (principally in Britain and Germany) resulted in an explosive

expansion of histological staining techniques between 1900 and 1965 (see Addendum
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2.1 for a representative list of dye applications developed during this period).

Histological staining had come of age - but developments in immunocytochemistry

were to carry the science (and art) of cellular pathology to even gteater heights during

the second half of the 20ú Century (see later).

Since Íumy of the dyes were complex organic chemicals (the extracts of naturally

occurring substances), their composition tended to vary ûom batch to batch and from

manufacturer to manufacturer. Added to this, the nomenclature used to identiff such

stains led to confusion (8). Measures then taken in Britain and Americ4 principally

involving the establishment of a unified classification system for dyes, led to a more

rational system of stain nomenclatures. By 1951, automated techniques for tissue

staining had been introduced - one of the first examples of a machine which

performed automatic staining being that devised by Davidson at King's College

Medical School. There now quickly followed a plethora of commercially made

apparatus, the American manufacturers "Technicon" being the primary providers of

such equipment.

Since the eady I970s, immunocytochemical techniques have become established

adjuncts to routine histopathological practice. The bases for immunocytochemistry

had first been laid in the 1940s when Coons attempted to localise antigens and

antibody responses related to pathogenic micro-organisms. This represented another

example of scientific disciplines (namely histopathology, immunology, microbiology

and chemistry) transcending traditional boundaries and thus reflecting scientific

synergism. However, several conceptual and technical barriers had to be conquered

before the full potential of immunocytochemistry could be recognised. Essentially
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these related to the requirements of labelling each antibody with different

fluorochromes, fading of the fluorescent signal from the stored tissues and an

unsatisfactory degree of clarity of morphological detail. ln 1966 however the advent

of cell-lineage specific markers revolutionised the histopathological analysis of

neoplastic lesions (9).

Between 1940 and lg87, several contributions were made to the development of

immunocytochemical technology as aids to diagnosis. (10). Such was the popularity

of these techniques that according to one survey (Angel et al, 1989), approximately

B0% of histopathology laboratories in the United Kingdom were using histochemical

methods in the later stages of the 20th Century.

Other immunologically based applications in histopathology were advanced between

1960 and 1990. These included the Peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) procedure

introduced by Sternberger in the late 1960s. The technique involved a three-layer

bridge antibody system and demonstrated exquisite specificity in relation to antigen

detection. The Avidin-Biotin Complex (ABC) procedure was a method introduced by

Hsu ef al tnthe early 1980s and allowed antibodies from a variety of animal species to

be used in investigative histopathology.

Following the turn of the Century, advances in histopathology were centred on four

principal developments. These were the increased availability of synthetic dyes and a

standardised nomenclature, improvements in the processing of tissues (fixation,

embedding etc.), the introduøion of immunologically based chemical staining

reactions and improvements in microtomy. These advances led to the production of
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high quality uniform tissue sections available for microscopic examination.

Histopathologists of the 20th Century were reaping the benefits of the efforts of

Virchow, Schwann, Golgi, Muller and others.

Microbiolory and the Advent of Antibiotics

Whereas the early years of the 20th Century are noted for the emergence of

chemotherapeutic agents, there were also fi.rther advances in the identification of

micro-organisms. In 1905, Schaidinn and Hoffman discovered the causative

organism of syphilis (Treponema pallídum) and a year later von Wassermann,

working at the University of Berlin, developed his serological tests for the causative

spirochaete (11). It was also in 1906 that Bordet discovered Bacillus pertussis -the

cause of whooping cough. Another notable advance occurred n 1923 when George

and Gladys Dick established that scarlet fever was caused by a Streptococcus species

(they later developed an effective antitoxin). In the same year Calmette and Guerin

succeeded in manufacturing the "BCG" vaccine for tuberculosis (See Addendum 2.2).

Greater awareness was now growing ofthe effects of environmental and social factors

on the epidemiology of infectious diseases. Amongst the early pioneers of reform

was Sims-Woodhead who, in 1916, became the second President of the Pathological

and Bacteriological Laboratory Assistants Association (PBLAA) of Great Britain.

His interest in tuberculosis intensified during employment at Edinburgh Children's

Hospital and he became a member of the Royal Commission, which during the fnst

decade of the 1900s investigated the transmission of tuberculosis from cattle to Man.
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He was also a strong advocate of sanatorium treatment and also pioneered the practice

of chlorinating water supplies.

Concomitant with the work of the Royal Commission, laboratory research on novel

growth media was advancing. At Liverpool, MacConkey evolved a medium

consisting of pepone water with an agar base and containing neutral red and carbolic

acid. This was a significant advance since it allowed for the specific growth of Gram

negative organisms but suppressed those that were Gram positive (12). Other typing

methods developed at this time included those of the Canadian D'Herelle. During the

1920s he worked on the possibility of using bacteriophage (see later) as a therapeutic

agent (See Plate 2.1). Although this never materialised, bacteriophage became an

essential aid in the tlping of Salmonella typhi and Staphylococcus aureus. Having

practised at Yale he was later to establish the Laboratoire du bacteriophage at Paris in

1933 and also its peripheral research centres at Tifles (former Yugoslavia), Kiev and

Kharkow (Ukraine).

Slightly earlier Felix (who had collaborated with Weil in the Austrian Army Medical

Service during World V/ar I) had began to investigate Typhus. In 1916 they

developed the Weil-Felix agglutination test for the organism (13). Felix had studied

chemistry in Vienna and between 7927-1954 had worked at the Lister Institute and

also for the Public Health Laboratory Service (PHLS) during rWorld War II. It was as

a result of his efforts that the Central Enteric Reference Laboratory and Bureau were

established at Colindale, London.
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Plate2.l BacterioPhageMs2

X-ray structural detemination using radial depth cue rendering with Grasp (4.

Nicholls) on silicon graPhics.

Reproduced with Permission: Dr. Jean-Yves Sgro, Institute for Molecular Virology,

University of Wisconsin

PDB Entry IM S2Code

Original Reference: Valegard, Ç Jas, L.I, Fridborg, K. and Unge, T. (1990) Nature,

345, (36). (Not cited in Reference Section)
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Although the beginnings of modern chemotherapy are attributed to Ehrlich's

discovery of the anti-syphilitic agent Salvarsan (Arsphemamine or Ehrlich 606) in

lgl},the chemical sulfanilamide had been isolated in 1908. Its bactericidal property

was not known until after lg36,when it was discovered to be the active constituent of

the first 'fuonder drug" Prontosil (see below and Addendum 2.2). Coincidentall¡

1910 saw the introduction of tincture of iodine as a wound disinfectant by Woodbury

- a major in the USA Army Medical Corp. In the meantime Fleming was researching

other possible sources for substances that would destroy bacteria. In 1922 he isolated

lysozyme from tears (14) but failed to establish any medical application. ln 1928

came his famous discovery of penicillin in mould growing in cultures of

Staphylococcus. His paper "On the antibacterial action of cultures of Penicillium"

published n 1929 demonstrates his appreciation of the bacterial killing powers of

penicillin and also that the substance was non-toxic. He did not pursue this line of

research and it was not until the advent of V/orld lù/ar II that Florey and Chain were to

revisit the subject.

Spurred on by the need to discover substances for the treatment of war wounds,

Florey had researched the biochemistry of mould (working with Raistrick's research

group at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine). In 1940 he

published his paper '?enicillin as a Chemotherapeutic Substance" . Later at Oxford he

actively pursued methods of purification, preservation and mass production of the

drug. He successfully demonstrated the absence of toxicity and showed its

effectiveness against haemolytic streptococci, staphylococci and Clostridium

septicum. These efforts represented important milestones in the development of cell

culture techniques and the birth of biotechnology - since improved culture procedures
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and freeze drying applications were established (15). The new drug was eventually to

abolish gas gangrene during World War II.

Between 1932-35 the German chemist Domagk obtained the first chemotherapeutic

agent (Prontosil) which was strongly active against bacteria. The substance is

degraded in the liver to sulphanilamide and this fact led to the discovery of

sulphonamides. This group of drugs had a significant impact between 1935-37 and

were used to combat pneumonia and puerperal fever (caused by Streptococcus

pyogenes). Three other'sulfa'drugs were soon discovered (Sulfapyridine in 1937,

Sulfathiazole in 1939 and Sulfadiazne in l94l). The first effective antibiotic against

Gram negative bacteria was discovered in 1943 when Waksman isolated

Streptomycin from moulds growing in soil. A year later the fust of the tetracyclines

(Aureomycin) was discovered by Duggar and at the same time Erythromycin was

isolated from the Aclìnomycetes mould. Davies (1999) maintains that the

development and use of antibiotics, unlike vaccines, have not eliminated any of the

infectious diseases. The bacterial infections causing human suffering prior to 1950

remain within the population and the inappropriate use of chemotherapeutic agents

have resulted in the emergence of new antibiotic resistant organisms.

Significant developments in virology and tissue culture were also taking place.

Although Harrison had earlier (1907) demonstrated outgrowths of nerve fibres from

neurons embedded in lymph clots, the first true advances in tissue culture and

virology had to await the 1950s. As early as 1928 Maitlands had shown that vaccinia

virus would multiply in fragments of tissue suspended in liquid nutrient medium, but

the use of such techniques was sporadic for the next three decades. ln 1949 Enders
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published his discovery that the poliomyelitis virus (highly tissue speciflrc in vivo)

could be grown in tissue cultures ofnon-neural origin.

Various refinements in technique followed, e.g. the use of cell monolayers. These

allowed the application of tissue culture not only for virus isolation but also for cancer

researcþ vaccine production and antrviral chemotherapy. Enders, Webber and

Robbins achieved significant results when growing mumps virus in chick tissue and

using penicillin to prevent bacterial contamination. The early 1940s also saw the birth

of microbial genetics (see later) when Avery et al (n 1944) showed that DNA was

responsible for the transformation of pneumococci. Lederberg and Tatum also

demonstrated genetic recombination in Escherichia coli n1946.

Medical microbiology was becoming inextricably bound to the scientific disciplines

of cellular and molecular biology, microbial genetics, biotechnology and molecular

immunology. Biomedical sciences was therefore experiencing a conflicting exigency

- i.e. the requirement to reconcile convergent scientific paradigms with divergent

intimations in respect of emerging disciplines such as molecular biology and

biotechnology.

Immunolory - the Emergence of a Dichotomous Science

Immunity to infectious agents depends on the production of antibodies (which will

react with the antigen) and cell-mediated immune reactions. Historical developments

in the discipline reflect advancing knowledge of both "arms" of the immune response.

It was not until 1903 when Wright demonstrated that antibodies (opsonins) aided the
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cell-mediated phagocytosis of bacteria and that a compromise was reached between

the two hypotheses of immunity.

The study of antibodies had begun in 1890 when von Behring established that

bacterial toxins could be neutralised by horse anti-toxin antibodies. Ehrlich was also

pioneering immunocytochemistry by attempting to quantifr the precipitation reaction

between toxin and anti-toxin. His work prompted the physical chemist Arrhenius to

coin the word "immunochemistry" in a series of lectures published n 1907. It was

not until the 1940s that significant advances regarding the chemical nature of

antibodies were made. At this time Tiselius and Y;abat, using electrophoresis,

demonstrated that antibody activity in serum was associated with the gamma-globulin

fraction (16). Another significant immunological breakthrough was accomplished in

1945 when Landsteiner and van der Scher, working with isomers of aminobenzene

sulphonic acid, first demonstrated the exquisite specificity of antigen-antibody

interactions.

The first attempts to investigate the structure of antibodies were made by Porter in

1959. Using several proteoþic agents (e.g. papain) he found that antibody molecules

could be cleaved into different constitutional parts depending on the enzyme being

used. Employing sulphydryl reagents, Edelman then demonstrated that the

constituent chains of immunoglobulins could be isolated. These observations formed

the basis on which Porter postulated a four-poþeptide chain configuration for

immunoglobulin (Ig) G (17) (See Plate 2.2). Elucidation of antibody structure and the

generation of immunoglobulin diversity represented two of the most important

immunological problems during the first half of the 20ü Century. Theoretical
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Plate2.2 Computer Generated Model of Mouse IgG2a Molecule

Source: Clarb 2000.

Reproduced with permission

Note: Heavy chains of the antibody molecule are shown in yellow and light blue

Light chains are shown in green and dark blue

Carbohydrate is shown as red
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immunology became embroiled with the task of explaining how an apparently infinite

number of antibodies could be produced using a finite number of lymphocyte clones

(l 8).

Human necessities were to mother immunological inventions during the global

conflicts that occurred at this time in history. Although vaccines using live attenuated

organisms or bacterial filtrates had been previously used, the use of heat killed

organisms (e.g. typhoid/paratlphoid A and B or TAB) became popular during the

conflict. Striking prophylactic results were being recorded in the third and fourth

decades of this century against diseases such as enteric fever, cholera and

staphylococcal infections. By the close of the century, humanity was reaping

profound benefits from vaccine development. Challenges remain with respect to

diseases such as H.I.V (See Plate 2.3), mølaria (See Plates 2.4,2.5 and 2.6), enteric

fevers and acute respiratory disorders (See Table 2.1). Tuberculosis also remains a

major problem despite the availability of an effective vaccine. Ironically, although

much is known regarding the transmission and pathogenesis of plagues such as

malaria (See Plates 2.5 and 2.6), these continue to represent unresolved challenges to

medicine. Pharmaceutical prophylactic treatment (e.g. with quinine) is not absolute

and is at best relative (B.N.F., 1998).

Amongst other fundamental contributions was Nuttall's publication in 1904 of his

paper "Blood, Immunity and Blood Relationships". He demonstrated that phyla

classes, orders and genera of organisms could be distinguished using serological

methods. The following year, Carel, working at the Rockerfeller Institute developed

a technique for rejoining severed blood vessels. This was to pave the way for organ
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ptate 2.3 Human Imnunodeñciency vÍms Budding from a cultured

LYmPhocYte

(Scanning Electron Micro graPh)

Source: C.D.C.' 2000.

Reproduced with permission

Note: Image shows H.I.V. 1 attached to a lymphocyte (large cell in background).

1.his is the site for assembly and budding of free viral particles or virions (seen

as small light-grey particles towards the front of the image).
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Plate2.4 X'luorochrome Stainingof PlasmodiumfalciparumMalaria

Source: Caramello' 2000.

Reproduced with permission of the Editor, Atlas 2000 Project, Carlo Denegri Foundation.

Note: Image shows "cygnet-ring" form of P.falciparum tnside erythrocytes.

The parasites are visualised using rapid fluorochrome staining using the

DAPI-PI * technique.

* 4" 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and propidium iodide (PI)
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plate 2.5 X'emale Mosquito (Unknown Species) Taking a Blood Meal fnom a

Human

Source: BIODIDAC' 2000.

Reproduced courtesy ofUniversity of Ottowa.

Note: There are approximately 400 species of Anopheles, approximately 25 ofwhich
serve as vectors for malaria (Ptasmodium spp.) in humans. The image shows

the female's gut engorged with blood.

þ
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Plúe2.6 Anopheles Mosquito (Palmodium spp.)

Ê#S+? JÀ'-'

Source: Curtis el al.r 2000.

Reproduced with permission ofthe Editor, Atlas 2000 Project, Carlo Denegri Foundation.

Note: The adult mosquito is in the characteristic position with the proboscid (biting

part), the head and abdomen in a straight line. This is set at an angle of 45'with
ih. r*fur" on which it rests. The effrciency of Anopheles as a vector of malaria

depends on their biting behaviour, fertility, survival and ability to adapt to their

brêeding habitats. The most effrcient (A. gambiae) arc widely distributed in

tropical Africa.
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transplants and by the late 1960s transplant immunobiology had been established as a

multidisciplinary science.

Table 2.1: Vaccine l)evelopment - Successes and Challenges

(Figures reported in millions)

* Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Source: UNICEF' 2000.

I)isease
Annual Deaths

(if not immunised)
Numbers
Prevented

Numbers
Occurring

o/o

Prevented

Smalþx 5.00 5.00 None 100

Diphtheria 0.26 0.22 0.04 86

Pertussis 0.99 0.63 0.36 64

Measles 2.70 1.60 t.l0 60

Neonatal Tetanus r.20 0.70 0.50 58

Hepatitis B r.20 0.40 0.80 33

Tuberculosis 3.20 0.20 3.00 6

Polio 0.64 0.55 0.09 86

Parasites e.g. malaria 2.20 None 2.20 0

H.I.V./Other STDs * 1.30 None 1.30 0

Diarrhoea etc 3.00 None 3.30 0

Acute Respiratory
Infections

3.70 None 3.70 0
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Immunologists were demonstrating one of the hallmarks of modern science, i.e. the

disappearance of sectarian loyalties and the abandonment of isolationism (19). Such a

phenomenon is compatible with the biomedical paradigm of disease which emerged

from the Renaissance (20). Others (Bloorn, 1994) have pointed to the innate

reciprocity of immunology which, it is argued, provides significant opportunities for a

reciprocal interaction between science and the real world (21).

Whilst knowledge of humoral immunity was advancing, it became increasingly

apparent that antibodies could have harmful as well as beneficial effects. Ehrlich had

fnst suggested the possibility of autoimmunity in 1900, referring to it as "honor

autotoxicus" (22). Two years later Richet and Porter coined the term "anaphylaxis"

to describe a type of allergy often associated with a lethal state of shock (23). In 1948

Fagraeus demonstrated that antibodies were synthesised in plama cells, however by

now research related to humoral immunity was being superseded by the rebirth of

cellular immunology. Using the new technique of immunofluorescence, Coons

demonstrated antigens and antibodies inside cells and at the same time (1941-42)

Chase and Landsteiner discovered that delayed hypersensitivity could be transferred

by cells but not serum (24). Other notable advances relating to cell mediated

immunity included Gowans' discovery (in the late 1950s) that lymphocytes

recirculate from blood to lymph fluid (called "lymphocyte trafficking"). This led to

an understanding of the role of organised lymphoid tissue in cell mediated immunity

(25). By the early 1970s the Americans (Benacerraf at Harvard and McDevitt at

Stanford) were establishing the role of T lymphocytes with respect to antigen

recognition (26). Another significant development included the discovery of the co-

operative mechanisms between "T" and "8" lymphocytes by Claman" Chaperon and
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Triplett n 1966. Described by Talmage Q99$ as the period denoting the advent of

molecular immunology, the 1960s and 1970s saw the separation and identification of

several important molecules. These included complement components, cell receptors

and interleukins. The introduction of hybridoma technology by Kohler and Milstein

in 1975, and the subsequent use of monoclonal antibodies, greatly enhanced

diagnostic immunology and haematology (See Figures 2.1 and2.2). The use of such

techniques later allowed King to describe the first T-cell subset n 1979 and the

isolation of the T-cell receptor by Allison and Haskins in 1982-83.

(See Addendum2.3 for a selected review of immunological developments)'

These developments in immunology are indicative of a trend seen in other sectors of

biomedical sciences, i.e. the replacement of ad hoc advances by an evolutionary

theoretical sophistication almost what might be termed a Darwinian

conceptualisation of medical laboratory sciences.

Global Conflict and the Impetus for Developments in Blood Transfusion

History demonstrates that ironically medicine eventually benefits from human conflict

- the development of blood transfusion science is no exception. The foundations for a

rapid understanding and progress in this discipline were laid in the United States and

Europe during the opening years of the 20th Century. The discoveries of Landsteiner,

Levine and Wiener allowed for an e4pansion in the knowledge of blood groups. In

1900, Landsteiner (working at the Pathological Institute, Vienna) conducted

experiments during which he mixed the red blood cells and sera of twenty-four

individuals (mostly colleagues). His results led to the discovery of the A, B and O
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blood groups. A year later, von Decastello and Sturli discovered the AB blood group.

Despite these advances the medical world remained largely unconcerned until the

needs of battle casualties in World War I provided a startling demand for blood

transfusion. In 1928 Landsteiner, together with Levine, discovered the MN and P

blood group antigens and also the Rhesus antigen with Wiener in 1940 (See

Addendum 2.4 for details relating to the discovery of blood group systems).

Prior to lgl4, direct trarsfusion of blood from donor to recipient had been dogged by

the problem of blood clotting. The use of sodium citrate as an anticoagulant

pioneered changes in the technique which substantially reduced the associated risk.

This allowed one unit of blood (approximately 540 ml) to be transfused in 20 minutes

(previously this had to be completed in 5-6 minutes). The advent of refrigeration and

the acceptance of anticoagulants in the 1920s paved the way for storage of blood and

therefore the birth of the "blood bank" (he first recorded being established in

Leningrad n lg32) (American Association of Blood Banking, 2000). Within Britain

the organisation of blood donor panels was originally undertaken in London by the

Red Cross in 1921. The need for a separate service had become apparent by 1925 and

consequently the London Blood Transfusion Service was inaugurated. This trend was

replicated in other regions of Great Britain and a National Blood Transfusion Service

was established.

Elsewhere the ravages of war were leading to creative inventions. Russia pioneered

the use of cadaver blood for transfusion purposes. At the Skilifosovsþ Institute

30,000 transfusions of blood taken from victims of sudden ca¡diac arrest (resulting

from hypertensive heart disease, myocardial infarction and electric shock) were used
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between 1930-60. The blood from individuals who have suddenly died can be

recovered by venesection and flows out in the fluid state. After 20-30 minutes

however it clots, but 30-90 minutes later it becomes liquid again (27). Normally 2-4

litres of blood can be obtained from the jugular veins of the corpse within 6-8 hours of

death. If the blood is stored at 4oC it can be used for transfusions for a period not

exceeding 25 days.

In 1910, Fleig experimented with plasmapheresis (2S) in an attempt to remove toxic

substances from blood. In these early experiments the donor red cells were suspended

in isotonic spa water such as those from Kreuznaasch Elizabeth Quelle and Kissingen

Schönbornsprudel. The procedure was significantly facilitated following the

introduction of plastic transfusion equipment by Walter and Murphy n 1952.

The exchange of large volumes of plasma became possible with the introduction of

cell separators. The first of these, introduced by Cohen in 1951, allowed the

harvesting of particular fractions of blood, e.g. red blood cells, leucocytes, platelets

and plasma. Plasma exchange has since been used successfully in a number of

pathological conditions, e.g. the removal of harmful antibodies in haemol¡ic disease

of the newborn.

The storage of blood prior to transfusion had been facilitated by the work of Rous and

Turner in 191S. Working with the Allied Expeditionary Forces in France, they

experimented with the use of dextrose as a nutrient for stored red cells. Following

rüVorld War I, interest in the storage of blood waned until it was revived in the 1940s.

The first large-scale blood bank was established at the Central Institute of
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Haematology and Blood Transfusion in Moscow, where by 1937 some 6,000

transfusions had been successfully given.

The Spanish Civil War saw the first attempts to supply the transfusion needs of an

army on the battleflreld and during the period 1936-39 over 9,000 litres of blood were

supplied from a centre in Ba¡celona. Further improvements to red cell preservation

were made during the 1950s and 1960s and included the use of acid-citrate-dextrose,

citric-phosphate-dextrose and adenine. The possibility of freeztng red cells was

realised in the 1970s by the use of solid carbon dioxide, dimethyl sulphoxide, gþerol

and liquid nitrogen. Because of the technical advances being achieved it was

becoming apparent that the use of fractionated blood products could optimise the

benefits of transfusion. Consequently the advocacy of blood component therapy

increased as the Century progressed.

The therapeutic value of transfused platelets had first been demonstrated by Duke in

1911, but it took 70 years and the advent of plastic filters and closed transfer systems

before platelet transfusions became routinely used for the treatment of conditions such

as leukaemia and haemorrhagic disorders. Such was the pace of advance that by the

late 1980s the clinical management of haematological disorders was benefiting from a

comprehensive range of blood products. (See Addendum 2.5 for examples of such

products and their applications).

Of primary concern to blood transfusion scientists was the safety of both recipients

and donors. During rùVorld War I there had been a tendency to use blood goup O (the

'hniversal donor" group). Since cross-match testing (29) was not always possible,
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recipients were first challenged with small volumes of donor blood. If no untoward

clinical reactions were observed, then the entire unit of blood was transfused.

Between 1940-60 several refinements in cross-matching techniques were introduced

(30), thus facilitating safer transfusions. Pre-transfusion protocols were further

enhanced with the introduction of automated processing including grouping and

antibody screens (31). The advent of computerised optical character recognition

systems in 1981 represented additional safety features in relation to sample

identification.

Fundamental to the development of blood transfusion science as a distinct discipline

was the growing awareness that the biological applications of transfusion were largely

based on immunological principles. Such a relationship was exemplified by four

major advances in blood group serology. The first relates to the growing

understanding of the biochemistry of erythrocyte membrane antigens through the use

of lectins (32). The red cell agglutinating activity of Ricin (obtained from the castor

bean) had first been described in 1888, but it was not until 1948 that Renkonen

established that plant extracts had blood group specificity.

The second area of development involved the investigation of how the behaviour of

blood group antibodies in vivo were related to their physiochemical characteristics.

Immunologists were elucidating the basis of the immune response with respect to

antibody class (isotype), structure, thermal amplitude and complement fixation- Such

features were found to affect the ability of antibodies to cause haemol¡ic transfusion

reactions (33).
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The third advance came from the introduction of the "anti-human globulin" reaction

(Coombs' test) for the detection of red cells which had been sensitised with IgG

antibody (3a). This facilitated the understanding, investigation and treatment of auto-

immune haemolytic anaemia, haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN) and

haemoþic transfusion reactions. The test also advanced techniques of antibody

screening and cross matching.

Finall¡ the introduction of the blood product "Rhogam" in the late 1970s greatly

reduced the incidence of HDN due to Rhesus (anti-D) antibodies (35)' This

represented a primary example of a practical clinical benefit in blood group serology

stemming from a concept based on immunological theory. Perhaps nowhere else in

medical sciences is there a better example of a biological peace dividend.

Simple Microscopy to Advanced Automation - The Study of Blood Disorders

Some of the most notable achievements in haematology were coincidental with the

advent of the 20th Century. Working with Haldane at Oxford, Lonaine-Smith

investigated the respiratory pigments in blood. In 1900, he showed that the oxygen

carying capacity ofthe blood was directly related to its colour. This work later led to

the introduction of Haldane's carboxyhaemoglobin method for estimating

haemoglobin. Based on a simple visual colorimetric technique, this remained the

principal method of haemoglobin estimation for the next four decades. At the same

time, Leishman introduced his modification of Romanowsky's stain for the study of

blood cells. Originally developed for identifuing malaria and other parasites

(especially intra-corpuscular forms) the incorporation of methylene blue and eosin,
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supplied by the famous manufacturer Grubber & Co. atLeipzig, was to revolutionise

the examination of blood cells. The first decade also saw the eflorts of Price-Jones on

the measurement of red cell diameters, both in health and a variety of pathological

conditions. His work was of fundamental importance to the development of

haematology since he showed that red cell size and shape exhibited characteristic

deviations associated with different types of anaemia. While at Guy's Hospital in

1910, he published the first authoritative account of statistical variations of

erythrocyte morphology in various diseases (36). These observations later led to the

differential diagnosis of haematological disorders (most notably the anaemias) on the

basis of erytluocyte morphology.

Progress was also being made in the study of blood coagulation. Although the

original classical theory of Morawitz (1905) remains the foundation of modern

concepts, he recognised only two (prothrombin and fibrinogen) of the many clotting

factors necessary for blood coagulation. Techniques for investigating haemostatic

mechanisms began to appear after 1935 when Quick introduced the 'þrothrombin

time" test (37). In the following decades other proteins were discovered including

Factor V by Owrentn1947, Factor VII by Aexander et al tn 1951 (See Plate 2.7) and

Factor X by Telfer et al in 1956.

It was in the area of automated blood cell analysis that the most sþnifrcant advances

were made. These were based largely on the "Coulter" principle. The original cell

counter utilised electronic devices for counting different t¡pes of blood cells and

represented the prototype for more advanced automated methods (38). These

included instruments using the principle of continuous flow analysis as represented by
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Plúe2.7 Factor VIIa Docking with Tissue Factor

Source: Rao and l)uncanr2000.

Image courtesy of Arthur Olsor¡, The Scrþs Research Institute,
Copyright 1999 TSRI.

Note: The image is a computational prediction ofthe docking sequence between
soluble coagulation Factor VIIa (multicoloured) and tissue factor (white), the
latter being bound to cell membranes. The sequence represents the beginning
of normal secondary haemostasis. The structures of Factor VIIa were derived
from related proteins and that for tissue factor determined by X-ray
crystallography.
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the American manufacturers Technicon Corporation (see earlier). These analysers

allowed as many as eleven haematological parameters to be measured automatically

and some had integrated cytochemical reactions that allowed the counting of specific

types of leucocytes. Increasing sophistication in electronics and instrumentation has

led to the development of advanced techniques. Perhaps the foremost amongst these

is the application of fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS analysis) (39) which

has revolutionised the diagnosis of haemoproliferative disorders (See Figures 2.1 and

2.2). Using fluorescently tagged monoclonal antibodies and cell sorting, it is now

possible to categorise the majority of leukaemias and lymphomas. These are

conventionally classiflred into the French American British (F.A.B.) categories

originally delineated according to cell lineage, morphological characteristics and

degree of maturatior¡/differentiation (See Addendum 2.6 (a)). This technology and its

applications in diagnostic pathology reflect a disciplinary convergence of sectors such

as immunology, molecula¡ and cell biology, biochemistry and biotechnology.
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Figure 2.1: Immunophenotypic Difrerentiation of Acute Myeloblastic Leukaemia

Abbreviations:-

AML
BLA
CD
HLA- DR

Acute Myeloblastic Leukaemia
Blast Cells
ClusterofDifferentiation eloid)(Lymphoid)
Human Leucocyte Antigen-DR
(Histocompatibility Leucocyte Antigen-DR)
Myeloperoxidase (Cytochemical Staining Reaction)MPO

Adapted from Uthmtn, 1997.

See Addendum2.6 (a) for F.A.B. Categories of Leukaemia.
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Figure 2.2: Imnunophenotypic Difrerentiation of Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia

Abbreviations:-

B-ALL
BLA
CD
cMu
sig
T,ALL
TdT

B cell-Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia
Blast Cell
C luster of D ifferentiation (Myelo id) (Lympho td)

cytoplasmic mu heavy chain (ie. IgM immunoglobulin)
surface immuno globulin
T cell-Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia
terminal deoxynucleotidyltranasferase

Adapted from Uthmtn, 1997.

See Addendum2.6 (a) for F.A.B. Categories of Leukaemia.
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Current understanding of disease processes is increasingly based on awareness of

pathology at the molecular level. To some extent this exemplifies the dichotomous

nature of modern science. On the one hand "science .. . . . . . [including medical science]

is so specialised andfragnented that no synthesis is possible and thereþre any

advance for which synthesis would be required cannot now take place", while on the

other "if biologists and physicists could cornmunicate only in dumbshow, there would

be no molecular biotogt today. Sciences [areJ becoming more uni/ìed, not less"

(Medawar, 1994).

The Transformation from Chemical Physiolory to Clinical Chemistry

A thorough knowledge of physiological chemistry is a basic requirement for the

proper understanding of medicine. The study of chemical pathology, aimed at

elucidating the biochemical basis of disease, is promulgated on the premise that

changes in biochemical parameters are both a reflection of and the root causes of,

pathological disorder. As an applied science, chemical pathology seeks to aid

diagnosis and treatment by analysing body fluids and tissues. The emphasis on

analysis is sometimes referred to as "clinical chemistry".

Amongst the early 20ú Century developments was the discovery of tryptophan (the

first known essential amino-acid) by Hopkins in 1900. In 1901 Takamine and Bell

concomitantl¡ but independently, isolated and synthesised adrenaline. At the same

time there was a significant advance in the understanding of diabetes mellitus when

Opie elucidated the role of the islets of Langerhans in this disorder (40). Shortly

afterwards Bayliss and Starling first established the role of hormones when, n 1902,
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they discovered "secretin'o - a substance released by the walls of the small intestine.

Another significant advance is attributed to the Russian botanist Tsvett, who in 1906

developed paper chromatography as a means of separating dyes. This was to become

an important means of studying organic molecules in the 1960s. Three intrinsic

elements were therefore shaping the development of chemical pathology - these were

the practice of medicine, increasing knowledge of biochemical pathways and an

expansion in the availability of chemical analytical techniques. Increasingly,

correlations between biochemical tests and clinical manifestations were providing key

information on the basic aetiology ofhuman illness (41).

Other advances in the understanding of diabetes were achieved in the early part of the

Century (2) and by 1922 Banting, Best, Mcleod and Collip had successfully

extracted insulin from human pancreas and used it experimentally to treat diabetes in

dogs. In 1920 the English biochemist Astbury discovered that wool had different x-

ray diffraction patterns when stretched - this eventually led to the use of x-ray

diffiaction techniques in the study of the three dimensional structures of proteins.

Contemporaneously the Swede Tiselius developed electrophoresis - later to become a

widely used method for separating proteins in solution. ln 1932 Krebs discovered the

'1rrea cycle", the biochemical pathway which transforms ammonia to the waste

product urea in mammals.

The foundations of clinical chemistry had been laid by Berzelius, Liebig and others in

Continental Europe, while in Britain Bence-Jones had introduced a'þhysiological

mentality" into clinical medicine dtring the latter half of the 19tr Century. Against the

prevailing tenets of classical pathology, Bence-Jones had attempted to apply the
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principles of physiological chemistry (based on both diagnostics and therapeutics) to

clinical practice. As a prominent physiologist he was one of the founders of chemical

pathology, paving the way for quantitative clinical chemistry. Such a development

can be delineated into five modern phases.

The first occured between 1910-1920 when advances were made in methodology.

Notable pioneers at the time were Bang in Sweden and Folin and Van Slyke in the

U.S.A. By the 1920s, venepuncture had become routine practice, visual colorimeters

were widely available and analytical methods requiring only one millilitre of blood

were adopted. This led to the second phase during the 1920s when the number of

analyses increased to approximately twenty, with 50% of these being in constant use.

During this decade, the number of hospital laboratories performing biochemical

analyses had increased ten-fold with the performance of such tests being transferred

from the clinician to chemically trained staff in specialist laboratories. From 1930-

1949 there was a slow but steady increase in investigative work. New methodologies

included the introduction of flame photometers permitting the analysis of blood

electrolytes such as sodium and potassium. Other instrumentation was also being

pioneered, e.g. photoelectric colorimeters (affording greater speed and precision) and

also micro -ar:ølytical techniques such as those adopted by King in Britain. These

allowed a greater number of analyses to be performed on a single venous blood

sample and also permitted the use of capillary blood. These developments preceded

the third phase of growth - associated with a steep increase in the numbers of requests

by clinicians who were becoming more scientifically minded. From 1950 the increase

in demand in most large laboratories has been of the order of 10-15% per annum.

More complex anaþical procedures e.g. enzymic rate reaction studies, were being
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introduced and analytical procedures became possible on 'hltra'micro" samples of

blood (0.01 microlitres). This allowed a more intensive biochemical study of

paediatric and neonatal disease.

The fourth involved the introduction of automated analytical equipment using

continuous flow or discrete systems (see earlier with reference to haematology

analysers). This technology enabled the simultaneous measurement of approximately

twenty parameters on a single plasma sample and two hundred or more samples could

be processed per hour. The final phase involved the development of large computers

during the 1980s. These were essentially designed to maintain sample identification,

to control ar:ølytical machinery and to calculate, store and deliver the results of tests.

At the same time, the first "simple to operate" machines for bedside or'hear-patient"

testing were being evaluated. The advent of computerised technology was eventually

to lead to the establishment of multiple profiling.

Since there are relatively few chemical constituents in blood which can be measured

directly, quantitative techniques using indirect means have been designed by clinical

biochemists. Many of these rely on the production of coloured reaction products that

can be measured using photoelectric absorbance devices, e.g. colorimeters and

spectrophotometers. Using both light and ultraviolet spectroscopy it is possible to

determine substances such as bilirubin, proteins, cholesterol, üe4 acid phosphatase,

calcium, creatinine, uric acid, glucose, albumin and lacatate dehydrogenase (Rocks,

1993). Other coÍtmon methods based on light measurement include turbidimetry,

nephelometry and fluorimetry. Instruments using combinations of these techniques

have now been developed, e.g. fluorescence polnization analysers can be used in
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therapeutic drug monitoring. Other current techniques in clinical chemistry include

the use of atomic absorption and emission spectrometry (e.g.to measure minerals and

trace elements), high perfonrutnce liquid chromatography (H.P.L.C.) (e.g. for

analysing biogenic amines, vitamins, porphyrins and carbohydrates) and gas

chromatography (e.g. for measuring alcohols, drugs, organic acids, steroids and bile

acids). Clinical chemistr¡ then, has undergone a significant degree of technocratic

divergence, a trend associated with a de-humanisation of diagnostic pathology.

Dry reagent chemistry techniques are also now widely used in clinical biochemistry.

Emanating from the mid-1950s the first applications involved the development of

reagent strips for the measurement of urinary glucose. The advent of such technology

caried the advantage that comparatively untrained personnel could obtain semi-

quantitative measurements in a relatively short time. This could be achieved by

dþping the strip into a urine sample and following a stipulated interval - making a

comparison of the colour developed with a pre-printed colour chart. More accurate

quantification became possible with the development of simple photometers (glucose-

meters) and in the 1970s photographic film technology was introduced into such

systems. Using complex systems involving "support", 'leflective" and "analytical"

layers, it is now possible to apply the techniques to measure hundreds of anal¡es

including alanine transferase, creatinine, electrolytes (sodium and potassium) and

human chorionic gonadotrophin.

The Emergence of New Disciplines

The advent of the new Century coincided with the first challenges to traditional

approaches within diagnostic pathology. During 1915-1916, Twort in England and
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D'Herelle in Canada discovered "bacteriophages" - a group of viruses that appeared

to prey on bacteria (43). The discovery was to lead to advances in virology and

bacterial genetics (See Addendum2.2). Other achievements in virology were gained

between 1940-1965 when Luria obtained the first good electronmicrograph of a

bacteriophage n1942 (See Plate 2.1) andalso Enders, Webber and Robbins grew the

mumps virus in chick tissue in 1948. They used penicillin to prevent bacterial

contamination - a development that led to advances in tissue culture techniques.

Further achievements in virology followed, including Blumberg's discovery of the

..Australian antigen" :rr.1964 - a key stage in the development of a vaccine against

Hepatitis B.

Genetics was also developing as a discipline and the necessity for a new nomenclature

soon emerged. The word "gene", originally introduced by Joharursen in 1909, is

derived from the term'þangenS' originally coined by the Dutch researcher de Vries

(44). lt was the latter who, together with the German Correns and the Austrian von

Seyssenegg, independently re-discovered Mendel's work on genetics in 1900. In

7902, Stanborough in New York established that chromosomes occur in pairs and

were the ca¡riers of heredity. In 1905, Chargraffsuggested that the bases adenine and

cytosine were paired with thymine and guanine respectively. This proved to be an

important clue to the structr¡re of DNA. McClung then established that the female

karyotype contained two 'X" chromosomes while males carried one 'X" and one "Y"

chromosome. In 1907, the American Thomas Morgar¡ working on the fruit fly

Drosophila melangaster, proved that chromosomes had a distinct function in heredity

and established his mutation theory - later leading to the fundamental understanding

ofthe mechanisms of heredity.
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It took almost forty years before DNA was established as the hereditary material for

almost all living organisms. lnl944 this fact was established by Aver¡ Macleod and

McCarthy. The birth of genetic engineering was to occur some eight years later when

Luderberg discovered that viruses that alter bacteria could transmit genetic material

from one bacterium to another. These bacterial structures (called plasmids) were

shown to contain extra-chromosomal genetic material. The following year (1953)

saw two further advances in genetics - Franklins and Wilkins conducted x-ray studies

of DNA whilst Watson and Crick developed their famous double helix model of the

same molecule.

Six years later the discipline of cytogenetics was given an impetus following the

identification of specific karyotype disorders (involving sex chromosome defects) in

Turner's and Kleinefelter's syndromes (by Ford and Jacobs respectively). The 1970s

saw further gains including the first appearance of gene technology (45), followed by

additional advances in genetic research applied to both the diagnosis and treatment of

inherited disorders (46).

Prior to the "molecular era" of genetics, the 1970s and 1980s had been associated

with advances in chromosome banding techniques (47). These allowed karyotyping

to be used in the study of cytogenetic disorders and in the elucidation of specific

cytogenetic abnormalities associated with malignant conditions e.g. translocation

events in leukaemia (See Addendum 2.6 (b)).
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More recent developments are the use of DNA probes, which have allowed

cytogeneticists to hybridise such probes to chromosomes and determine if a specific

DNA sequence is present on the target chromosome. Several reviews have been

carried out in relation to the historical development of human genetics and its

importance in the treatment of disease (Connor and Ferguson-Smith, 1993) (Higgins,

lgg3) (See Addendum 2.7 for review of other developments in biotechnology and

genetics).

Although the genetic components inherent in many types of cancers have been studied

since the 1920s, only comparatively recently has the involvement of specific genes

been demonstrated at the molecular level. Elucidation of the role of oncogenes and

tumour suppresser genes has yielded useful information on tumorigenesis, its

treatment and control of cell cycles. Such studies once agaui' represent the interface

between disciplines such as genetics, immunology and molecula¡ biology and have

also aided the understanding of the relationship between cause and effect, i.e. how

events occurring at a molecular level are eventually manifested at the rnacroscopic (or

organ/tissue) level.

The advent of new technologies revolutionised diagnostic pathology - a prime

example being the introduction of the polymerase chain reaction (P.C.R.). Developed

at the Cetus Corporation in California (1985), the technique "allows the rapid

production of large amounts of a specific target DNA sequence of de/ìned length and

from as little starting material as a single molecule" (Rapley et al. 1992). The

protocols can be used to identifu differences (e.g. genetic mutations) in both RNA and

DNA. Undoubtedly the technique will have an impact in fields such as medical,
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developmental and forensic pathology. Assays already developed have permitted the

rapid detection of several disease markers such as tumour cell antigens, inherited gene

defects and indicators of bacterial and viral infections as well as the hanslocations

associated with leukaemia (see above and Addendum2.6 (b)) (48).

In-situ hybridisation has also achieved significant success. Since its introduction in

1990, the technique has been extensively used to demonstrate nucleic acid sequences

in cells that could represent gene component coding for particular proteins. By using

in-sítu hybridisation in combination with conventional immunophenotyping, accurate

diagnosis of specific tumou¡s can be achieved. These developments have been

achieved in parallel with an impressive increase in gene mapping associated with the

human genome project (See Figure 2.3). The acceleration of gene assignment has

been facilitated by a combination of recombinant DNA technology, family studies and

improved banding and sorting analysis. Launched n 1990, at an estimated cost of $13

billion, the project aims at mapping and sequencing all human DNA by the year 2005

(See also Addendum 2.7).
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Figure 2.3: Gene Assignments to specific chromosomes (1966-1992)
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Selection of the year 1900 as a demarcation line carries no particular significance in

relation to the development of medical science. It is no more than an historical

idiosyncrasy that the turn of the Century saw the confluence of two factors which

brought the public to the altar of scientific medicine. The first relates to the

perception of the medical benefits that could be reaped from the "fast-dye" industry,

including drugs and antiseptics. The second concerns the appearance of the first

effective analgesic - aspirin, the realistic replacement to alcohol and opium.

European belief began to be based on the supposition that "altering nature" held the

key to personal well being. Religious faith could be replaced by a financial

investment in terms of intellect and money. At the same time the debate continued as

to the acceptability and rationality of Darwinism - could it be possible that the higher

forms of intellect were based on chance mutations of "lower" forms of life? This

debate, centred around "emergent evolution", was to pre- occupy scientists and lay-
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persofis for much of the 1920s and 1930s. In addition to biology, physics and

chemistry were also contributing to the increased public perception of the value of

science and medicine.

One of the most urgent problems facing the World at the turn of the Century was the

need to increase the supply of nitrogen fertilisers. Global population was beginning to

outstrip the capacity of wheat-growing countries. Chemistry provided the solution in

the shape of the German firm, Harber-Bosch, at Oppau near Ludwigshafen. By 1909

the company had succeeded in combining nitrogen with hydrogen to produce

synthetic ammonia - a fixed form of nitrogen which could be used as a fertiliser (and

explosive!). Another German priority was the production of synthetic gasoline from

coal by a process of hydrogenation, thus solving the Country's oil shortage and

literally fuelling the road to war. In France, the production of medicines (and

perfumes) was an important branch of the chemical industry - exports of these

products amounting to approximately 53.5 million francs by 1913.

In physics, Russia" America and Germany were the first to experiment with rocketry,

the government of the latter country undertaking such research for military purposes.

It was nuclear physics which was to capture the public imagination. The 1930s saw a

plethora of physical discoveries culminating in the control of nuclear processes. The

splitting ofthe r.¡ranium atom was accomplished by 1938 and the eve of wa¡ coincided

with the discovery of nuclear fission. Lichtheim (1974) argues that the fnst half of

the2}thCentury reaped the harvest of four centuries of modern science (49). Not the

least of these was the development of electron microscopy which, together with
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computerised technology, has allowed exquisite visualisation of biological subjects

(See cover plate ofphagocyte) (50).

Scientific achievement was now becoming more visible. By l9l4 Trans-Atlantic

radio messages were possible, city streets were becoming crowded with petrol-driven

cars, aeroplanes were becoming more common and the educated people of Europe

were appreciating telephones, anaesthetics, specialised steels and steam turbines.

Science and the seeming mastery of nature, whilst boosting the confidence of

civilisation was also contributing to "an íll-defined sense of strain. This showed most

obviously in the problems posed to traditional religion ... it also operated in the

determinism its díscoveries often encouraged, or through the relativism suggested by

anthropologt...science was itself a force sapping corfidence in the values of

objectivity and rationality so important to science itself'(Roberts, 1996).

Despite intense researcl¡ many of the fatal diseases of humanity remain unconquered.

Increasing in incidence and largely incurable, cancer, vascular and cardiac disease and

chronic degenerative illnesses, all remain the most important challenges to medicine.

Diagnosing medical conditions is one thing, curing them is another.

Conclusions

An inherent characteristic of diagnostic pathology is that it, like most branches of

science, moves forward by incremental advances in human understanding. On the

one hand this leads to an (ultimate) holistic approach to the understanding of disease.

However there remains a reductionist tendency which is inherent in modern
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laboratory medicine. This, it could be argued, is at best spurious. Western medicine

categorises disease using artificial compartmentalisation and is based on pragmatism

rather than logic. Parasitic disease may be regarded as one of the primary concerns of

medical microbiologists - but the detection and identification of mala¡ia has

traditionally been ascribed to haematologists, presumably because the parasite is

found within red cells during part of its life cycle. Similarly, erzymes are an

important aspect ofthe work of clinical chemists, butr the functional characteristics of

blood clotting factors (serine proteases) are consigned to the haematologist. Similar

idiosyncrasies are to be found in disorders such as leukaemia and lymphoma - almost

identical in terms of their pathogenesis and affected tissues, and yet are the

responsibility of haematologists in the first instance and cellular pathologists in the

second. This demarcation is perhaps a reflection of the complexity of pathology - a

requirement to categorise disease so that it's aetiology, pathogenesis and

manifestations can be more easily taught, learned and understood.

Such then, were the contributions that science and technology were making towards

human health and well-being. The benefits were being shared by most people in

'Western European and elsewhere. The instinct of scientists to communicate their

discoveries and inventions to others was creating a collective dividend and the

beginnings of a vision of a r¡nited Europe.

The next chapter focuses on the problem of definition and the extent to which the

concept of 'þrofession" is shared between occupational groups. This is an important

element of any consideration ofprofessional harmonisation since the status of MLSOs

within the hierarchy of health care scientists has always been problematic. Arguably,
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many of the strategies adopted by the 'þrofessional" bodies representing this group of

workers have spent much effort over the past few decades in attempting the transition

fiom a predominantly'technical" vocation into a "scientific" métier.
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Notes

I A section of tissue is mounted on a slide and heated in an electric furnace. By slowly

increasing the temperature, all the organic matter is burnt off- leaving a mineral skeleton of
the tissuJon ttre súde. This is then examined by reflected light or dark-ground illumination.

The sites of mineral deposition are compared with contol sections that have not been

incinerated.
See Drury and Wallington, 1967,

In order to generate sufficient enerry for cell division and continued survival, certain chemical

substances have to be metabolised by cells. If radioactive elements a¡e "labelled" and then fed

or injected into an animal, the label may be incorporated into those tissues and cells which a¡e

metãbolically active. Autoradiography can then be used to demonstrate the sites of
radioactive isotopes in tissues by their ability to reduce the silver salts in a photographic

emulsion.
See Doniach and Pelc, 1950.

The absorption ofx-rays by histological sections can be used in order to study the shucture of
tissues. Information can also be gained regarding the chemical composition of tissues.

Microradiography can detect mineral material (hydroxy apatite) which is responsible for

virtually alithè absorption of x-rays. Thin sections ofbone for example can be placed in close

contact with a fine grain photographic emulsion and then exposed to a beam of soft x-rays.

The resultant picture will show the distribution of mineral material.

As soon as material for histological examination is removed from the tlody, it begins to decay'

Consequently the primary aims of fixation can never be completely achieved. Methods now

available for the preparation of tissue sections are essentially a compromise between the

limitations of the technique and the need to preserve and demonsfrate tissue components in a
life-like manner. In practice the purposes of fixation are to:-

(Ð Minimise autolysis (i.e. the "selÊdestruction" of cells by the action of intacellular
enrqes). This results from the breakdown of proteins leading to the eventual

liquefaction of cells. Bacterial decomposition and putrefaction a¡e also minimised.
(iÐ 'Coagulate" the tissue in order to prevent loss of easily diffirsable substances.

(iii) Protect the tissue from the deleterious effects associated with its processing (involving
procedures such as dehydration, cleming and wax impregrration).

(iv) Leave the tissues in a condition uûrich allows differential staining with dyes and other

reagents.

See Cruickshank, 1911, for a review of autolysis.

In order to prepare tissues for sectioning they usually require impregnation with an embedding

medium to provide support for microtomy (cutting). The most commonly used media are

paraffin wax, ester and polyethylene waxes, cellulose nitrate and synthetic nitrates.

Prior to staining, ulta thin sections of tissues impregnated with wax are prepared using

microtomes. Several types of instruments exist and all have separate firm supports for the

knife and tissue blocks. There are also feed mechanisms designed to advance the specimen

onto the cutting edge. The thickness of sections cut in this way range fiom a fraction of one

micron (ultra-microtomy) to several hrmdred microns, but are usually 5-10 microns.

Historically, the most common instuments have been the "Cambridge Rocking" (first
intoduced in the 1880s), "Rocking", *Sliding", "Base Sledge", "Freezing" and "flltra''
microtomes.
See Culling et al,1985, Chapter 5, pp 86-89.

In 1856 Perkin had discovered'lnauve" which quickly made an enoflnous ntrmber of new

dyes available. Two years earlier the German chemist von Hoffuan had realise.d that benzene

could be derived from coalta¡. When benzene is treated with nitic acid it forms an oily
yellow substance called nitrobenzene. Ifthis is reduced it yields aniline - so called because it
was fust prepared from indigo (for which the French and Portuguese name is "anil"). Von
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Hoftnan developed a method for the mass manufacù¡re of aniline and Perkin produced the
aniline purple dye with its characteristic brilliant mauve c,olour.

See Derry and Williams,1973.

Conventionally, commonly used dyes are identified by name only but the labelling of less

familia¡ stains was confused by the existence of several synonyns. For example "Sudan IV',
(a stain for lipids) has the synonyms 'Oil Red IV', *Scarlet Red", 'Tat Ponceau", "Scharlach
R', "Fat Ponceau R or L.B" and "Ceratine Ponceau 38". In order to avoid confusion the
Society of Dyers and Colornists (based in Bradford) introduc.ed a system of dye indexing in
1924 called the Colour krdex (C.I.). With the collaboration of the American Association of
Textile Chemists, a second edition of the C.I. was prepared in 1956 together with a

supplement in 1963. The system uses a C.I. number as well as the name of the stain in order

to identifr dyes. Further progress towards standardisation ofdyes was achieved in the early
1960s when the American Biological Stain Commissior began tesing dyes and publishing
information in ttre journal "Biological Stains'.
See Dnrry and Wallingtur , 1967 , Chapter 6, pp 99- I I I .

Whenever malþant diseases are investigated, antibodies may be used to identi$ specific
antigens on the suråces of cancerous cells. Following the work of Koller and Millstein (see

Immunology section), 'lnonoclonal" antibodies could be used to detect highly specific
molecules or 'htark€rs". These are referred to as "clusters of differentiation" (CDs) and are

expressed on the s.nfaces of malignant cells. Identification of such markers can aid in the
diagnosis and classification of maligrrancies such as leukaernia and lymphoma. The
antibodies are usually attached to fluorescent dyes which can be detected using fluorescence
microscopy.

The most notable of these were:-

(Ð Invention of immrmofluorescent techniques by Coons in 1940.
(iÐ Development of the immunoperoxidase method by Nakane n 1967 .

(iiÐ The diversification of immuno-en4,me technology by Awameas in 1969 followed by
Stemberger a year later.

(iv) The application of the immunoperoxidase method in diagnostic analysis by Taylor and

Nayak rra1974.
(v) The promotion of the widespread use of immunoclochemical techniques in diagnostic

pathology by Polak in 1986 and lvfason in 1987.

See Jasani and Schmid, 1993,p 7.

In syphilis and other fieponomal diseases, three distinct types of antibodies can be detected.

One of these is known as a 'leagin" (no relationship to those antibodies of the same name
associated with allergy) and can be detected using the Wassennann reactim. This test utilises
a cardiolipid antigør obtained from bovine heart muscle with added lecithin and cholesterol.
The technique is an example of a "complement fixation tesf' and is based on the fact that
when an antibody (i.e. reagin) combines with its corresponding antigen (i.e. the T. pallidum),
then proteolytic enz5mres belonging to ttre "complemenf' series are activated.

Gram stain: -" A method of staining bacteria so thqt they are more easily seen by light
microscopy. They can also be divided into Gram positive and Gram negative organisms
based on the final staining reaction and this, togetl,er with observation of their morphologt,
provides vahnble data þr preliminary identification purposes. The method, developed by
Hans Christian Gram in I 884, entails staining a Jìxed preparation of bacteria on a glass slide
with crystal violet, followed by treatment with aqueous iodine solution. All bocteris in the
preparationwill then be stained blue-blrck The slide is then treated with ethanol or acetone
and the stain is removed from those bacteria which are Gram regative. The Gram positive
bacteriaretain the stain The decolourised bacteria are counlerstainedwith a suitable stqin
such as neutral red or safranin. In Gram positive bacteria the cell wall preverrts elution of the
crystal violet-iodine complex by the solvent, but tlp Gram negative cell wall is unsble to do
this."
Verbatim from Far, 1988.
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The Weil-Felix reaction is used for detecting rickettsial infection. The test relies on the fact
that some riclcettsiae share antigens with some serotlpes of Proteus and involves
agglutination of a sfain of Proteus vulgaris (Proteus OXl9) by serum of patients with typhus.

Found in tears, saliva, mucus and egg white, lysozyme is an enzyme that cataþses the
destruction of the cell walls of many bacteria by hydrolysing mucopeptide. This renders the
bacteria more susceptible to osmotic lysis (i.e. the cells burst when exposed to solutions in
which the salt concentrations are slightly lowered).
See Martin, 1979.

Following Florey and Chain's sucoess at isolating penicillin, scientists at the U.S. Northern
Research Laboratory in Peoria, Illinois, discovered strains of penicillin mould that could be

grown in large tanks.

First developed by Tiselius in 1937, elecFophcresis is a technique for separating mixtures of
chmged particles (e.g. antibody protein) by using differences in their rates of migration
through a stationary gel or liquid when subjected to an electric field. rWhen freated in this
way, antibody proteins (globulins) move towa¡ds the anode and separate into five bands

according to their iso-electric points. These can be visualised by appropriate staining. In
order of increasing migration speeds these bands are called "gaÍÍÍrt' (1), "ha" (p), "alpha
2" (o2),"aþha l" (cl) and "albume,n".

Immunogobulins (antibody proteins) can be divided into five major classes. These are

identified as "[gM', "IgG","IgD", "IgE" and "IgA". Classes differ from e¿ch other in respect

to their physiochemical characteristics and biological functions.

These were:-

(Ð The "Instructive" or "Iemplate" theory - proposed by Haurowitz and Pauling in 1930.

According to this theory, antibodies were flexible molecules that could be moulded into
the shapes (i.e. minor images) of their corresponding antigens. The hypothesis
however could not adequately explain immunological'1nemo4y''.

(iÐ The "somatic Mutation" hlpothesis - postulated by Lederberg in 1959. The model
suggested that genetic modifications þoint mutations) occurring in somatic cells could
generate all necessary antibody conformations. The theory relied on the fact that cells
producing antibodies had exceedingly high mutation rates.

(iii) The "Germ Line" theory - based on Ehrlich's Side-Chain theory (1898). The model
proposed that all information for producing antibody diversity was genetically
transmitted from one ge,neration to the next. The argumolt was teleological since it
assumed that all species had pre-existing "knowledge" of all antigenic molecules.

The debate relating to generation of antibody diversþ was resolved by Burnet's
"Clonal Selection" hypothesis (1957-59) wtrich suggested that the antigen selected the
clone of l¡rrnphocles carrying the appropriate receptor and induced the cell to undergo
clonal proliferation. The work of Tonegawa (1987) at the Basel Institute for
Immunology later provided additional support for the basic principles of Bumet's
h¡pothesis. In relation to the genetic principles for antibody synthesis Tonegawa
showe.d that antibody diversþ could be achieved via a combination of genetic
mechanisms including not only somatic point mutations, but also meiotic cross-over
and variable-diversity-joining (VlÐ genes (See Addendtun 2.3).

Medawar (1996) argues that instead of scientists becoming more specialised, the opposite is
the case. In the biological sciences, today's graduates have wider sympathies than their
predecessors. It may be that sucå an holistic approach to biological sciences comes about as a

matter of necessþ since our understanding of molecular biolog¡ genetics, microbiology,
blood transfusion science etc. is amplified by advances in other sciences such as immunology.

In the 19ft Century, what Medawar calls the monoclausal subtype of the medical paradigm,
attempted to find one cause or one class of biomedical determinants of disease. However,
contemporary science tends to think of disease in terrns of multi-factorial causation. He
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argues that this development follows 'the growth of diverse new academic disciplines
(medical psychology, psychotherapy, medical anthropology, medical sociology etc.)".

Bloom suggests that basic knowledge of immunity is required for informing the understanding

of tumour rejection, the amelioration of allergies and the resistance to infections, In this sense

immunology complies with one of the classical paradigms of science, i.e. its unidirectionalþ
- proceeding from the "basiC'to the "applied".

Referred to as "loss of tolerance", the formation of antibodies against self-antigens was the
subject of research by Owen (who studied consanguineous cattle twins). His efforts assisted

Bumet (and later Medawar) to formulate theories of immunological tolerance. The concept of
self-nonself discrimination was to become a central issue in immunology for over 40 years.

Synonynously known as '"Type I hypersensitivity'' or "antibody mediated mast cell

degranulation", this form of allergy can have localised or systemic symptoms. Such reactions

are associated with "allergens" such as penicillin, the consumption of strawberries and bee-

stings. Symptoms and sþs include vasodilation and b'ronchio'consFiction. These are

mediated by substances such as hisüamine which are released from leucocytes called mast

cells or basophils.

Also referred to as "Tlpe IV " or'tell mediated'hypersensitivity, this form of allergy usually
takes more than twelve hours to develop. The effect can be transfened from an allergic
individual to another person by infirsing T lynphocytes (which have been previously

sensitised to the allergen). This type of allergy forms the basis of the mantoux reaction used

for testing immunþ to tuberculosis.

Within tor years the roles of separate T and B llmphocytes as distinct furctioral tmits were

being elucidated. Miller, examining the relatiurship between neonatal thymectomy and
infection with the leukaemogøric murine retovirus (Gross virus), discovered that absenc,e of
the thymus led to immunosuppression in new-born mice.

These researchers demonsfiated that T cell responses were being controlled by linear peptides

coded by an important set of genes called the Major Histoc,ompatability Complex (M.H.C.).
Such immune response (h) gøres (associated with the socalled "I" region) were larown to
code for a class of glycoproteins called'tlass II M.H.C" molecules.

Whenever the blood clotting procêss is activate{ a major proteolytic procêss known as

"fibrinoþis" is triggered. This mechanism eventually results in the dissolution or lysis of the
fibrin clot originally produced to stem the flow of blood loss from an injury. The final result
is that blood which clots (usually after about I I minutes following injury) .r 

'ill turn into the
liquid phase again. This process is called 'haernostasis" - defined as the 'tnaintenance of
blood in the fluid state".

The term'þlamapheresis" can be translated as'taking away plasma". First described by Abel
n 1914, the technique involves removing blood from a donor and centifuging it in order to
separate the red cells from the plasma. The erythrocytes me then returned to the donor while
the toxic substances in the plasma can, ifnecessary, be removed and discarded. Currently the
technique has applications in a wide variety of disorders e.g. the procedwe can be used to
remove abnormal antibody proteins in a malignant disorder called multþle myeloma. The
procedure is also used in blood fractionation.

In addition to establishing the blood groups of both donor and recipient and performing an

antibody screen on the recipient's serum, there is a requirunent for a fi¡rther cross-match.

This entails mixing donor red cells with patient's serurn and incubating the mixtwe at room
temperature and 37C. Several techniques (see below) can then be used to seek evidence of
incompatibility - usually signified by agglutination or haemoþis ofthe duror erythrocytes.

Although Ottenberg (working with Weil in New York in 1907) has been credited with first
cross-matching donor and recipient bloods, there were other contibutions to the development
of such a procedure. Minot and Rous first used citated samples on tiles, also Diamond and
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Denton first used albumin in the 1940s in order to detect "incomplete" antibodies (see below).
The use of proteolytic enzymes soon followe.d and test-tube methods were adopted in the
1950s together with centrifugation in order to augment agglutination. In 1974, Löw and
Messeter introduced low ionic strength saline in order to further increase the test sensitivity.
See Zeleski et a1.,1988.

The first automated systems fell into three broad categories:-

(Ð Those utilising discrete analysis in which serological anaþes were conducted in
individual cuvettes (e.g. the "Groupamatic" systems employed by Konton AG).

(ii) Continuous flow techniques (as used by the Amoican company Technicon).
(iiÐ Systems based on the use of miøoplates (intoduced by Gamma Biological Inc.,

Houston)

See Wagstaff, 1988.

These are sugar binding proteins or gþoproteins of non-immune origin and which can

agglutinate red cells. First discovered in plants, they have been found in many organisms
ranging fiom bacteria to mammals. Some lectins that react with human erythrocle antigens
have been isolated from the albumin glands of snails and from certain fungi. Some plant
seeds contain more than one lectin, e.g. Bandeiraea simpliciþli¿ contains three lectins. In
blood group serology notable examples include the åct that the sugar N-acetylgalactosamine
(found in the Al blood group antigen) reacts with the lectin from Dolichos biflorus, while L-
fucose (found in the H antigen) reacts with a lectin from the common guse Uac europeus.

Of the antibody classes, the two most important with respect to blood group serology are

probably IgM and IgG. The ability of such antibodies to activate (or "fix") complemørt and

agglutinate cells ¡n yivo results in different degrees of red cell haemoþis (destructiut).
Therefore the severity of transfusion reactions varies. The most severe reactions are caused

by IgM antibodies ofthe ABO system.

IgG antibodies are relativeþ small molecules and cannot agglutinate red cells suspende.d in
isotonic saline. They are therefore referred to as "incomplete" antibodies. In order to
establish whether red cells have been coated or "sensitised" with such antibodies, the blood is

"washed" prior to the addition of anti-human globulin reage,nt to the red cell suspension. This
reagent can now agglutinate erythrocytes that have antibody protein attached to their
membrane antigens. The test was introduced by the English immunologist Robert Coombs
who adapted the 1908 antiglobulin concept of Moreschi. There a¡e two versions of the

technique - the 'Ðirect" Coomb's test wlrich is used to detect red cell sensitisation in vivo,
and the "Indirect" test which involves incubating the patie,nt's sen¡rn with test red cells in
vitro. This is perfonned in order to detect IgG antibodies in the pati€nt's serum.

HDN occurs because of blood group incompatibility between a mother and her foetus.
Although antibodies from several blood group systems have been implicated, the most
clinically significant cases arise from Rhesus incompatibilþ - most notably due to "anti-D'
antibody. The "D'antigen is the most immunogenic within the Rhesus system. When a Rh
(D) Negative mother becomes pregrant with a Rh @) Positive foetus, some of the foetal cells
will enter the matemal blood circulation (usually at delivery) and immunise the mother. As a
resul! she produced ant-D. If she subsequently becomes pregnant with a second Rh (D)
Positive foetus then the maternal anti-D can cross the placental banier and destroy or
haemolyse the Rh (D) Positive foetal red cells. This is because the antibody is primarily of
IgG class and therefore relatively small. Destructiur of the foetal €rythrocytes can lead to a
spectrum of clinical signs, ranging from mild anaemia and jaundice to brain damage
(kernic'terus), heart failure and death. As a result of investigations caried out by Freda in
1964, it was discovered that sensitisation of a Rh @) Negative mother could be avoided by
the adminisûation of small nmounts of anti-D immunoglobulin. This has to be given by intra-
muscular injection within 72 hours of delivery. The anti-D coats any D-positive foetal cells in
the maternal circulation and these are then consequently removed by phagocytes of the
matemal immune system. As a result, the foetal red cells cannot be recognised as foreigr and
therefore the mother is not stimulated to produce her own ant-D.
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Using specialised equipmen! Price-Jones projected cells onto a screen at a magnitude of
x1000. The peripheries of 100 cells were measured across their greatest and smallest
diameters and the average distances calculated. The cell diameters were then grouped at
intervals of 0.25 microns and plotted on a graph. The data obtained provided information for
the means, standard deviations and coefficient of variation of normal and abnormal cells.

The test measures the efficiency of the latter stages of blood clotting - lnown as the "common
pathway''. It was to prove to be one of the most important contributions to the understanding
of the final phases of the haemostatic s1ætem.

Using a Coulter counter, the blood cell or particle suspension flows through a small orifice
across which is passed an electric current. Each cell or particle gives rise to a resistance to the
current. This will then result in a brief voltage pulse - the amplitude of which is proportional
to the size of the particle. By pre-setting "electronic gates", both the numbers and sizes of
different types of blood cells can be measured with increased speed, accuracy, precision and
reproducibility.

Automated blood cell analysis can be achieved using one or more of three basic techniques.
The Coulter principle (see earlier) relies on electrical impedance technology whilst most of the
anaþers manufactured by the Technicon Corporation are based on light-scattering
technology. These use dark-field optics to detect single cells passing a detection point. The
cell suspension is introduced into a sheam of fluid and this is known as the "sheath floui' or
'hydrodynamic focusing". The cells are drawn into a single file and a laser light source is
used to illuminate the sheath. The angle of light scattering depends on the optical densþ of
the cell and the detection of "wide angle" light is used to estimate the haemoglobin
concentation of the cells. The third technique involves fluorescence activated flow
cytometry. This is currentþ utilised in instruments such as the FACScan (Becton Dickinson)
and EPICS (Coulter) anaþers. Cells are stained m labelled with a fluorochrome dye and
using sheath-flow technology the cells are struck by a focused laser beam. The cells then emit
both scattered and fluorescent light, which can be separated according to wavelength by a
series of mirrors and filters. h the more advanced analysers th¡ee fluorochrome detectors and
two scatter measurements are incorporated. Fluorochromes used for marking the cells include
phycoerythrin, thiazole orange and fluorescein isothio'cyanate. Monoclonal antiMies can be
conjugated to the fluorochromes and are used to detect cell surface markers or antigens
specific for certain cell types. The technique is now widely used in the study of diseases such
as leukaemia and lymphoma (Figures 2.1nd2.2).

See Harmening 1992, for an account of the applications of automated blood cell differential
counters and Hall and Malia" 1991, for a succinct account of FACS analysis. Thom, 1990,
provides an interesting appraisal of both electronic and optical methods of automated red cell
analysis.

In 1869, Langerhans described unusual clusters of cells scattered throughout the pancreas.

Later to be called the 'oislets of Langerhans" they were found to secrete the peptide hormone
insulin (isolated n 1922). Two forms of diabetes mellitus are now recognised. Type I or
"insulin dependenf'diabetes mellitus is seen in individuals who lack inzulin-secreting cells,
whilst those with Type II (the majority) have 'îron-insulin dependenf' diabetes mellitus.
Usually these latter individuals have normal or slightly elevated levels of insulin but their cells
have a reduced sensitivity to the honnone. The islets of Langerhans actually produce two
hormones - insulin and glucagon, which interact to confrol blood glucose levels.
See Raven and Johnson, 1990.

The authors argue that "most fif not all]... ...diseases originate from an ímpairment of
bioclemical or molecular mechanisms of the organism" and further that "biochemical
processes afected by the diseqse and manifested through pathological lesions mry be

revealed by clinical biochemical tests...-.normal cell function is based at several
or ganis ational lev el s" :-

(Ð Connected with the catalytic aúivity of simple or complex proteins and the activity of
cells dependent on the fansfer of genetic information - any fault in the goretic system
leads to abnormality of enz)¡me or failure of enzJme synthesis.
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(iÐ Related to structural complementation of the flrnctional inter-relationships that exist

between various enzyme activities - there being hundreds of €,nzyme cataþed
biochemical reactions in the cell that do not operate independently. They are ordered

into sequences of connective reactions through cornmon intermediates. At the same

time the enzyme systems are separated from each other by compartmentalisation. Sub-

cellular sfuctures are responsible for different cellular activities modulated by various
reactions including energy transfer.

(iiÐ Various organs and inter-related systems. Cells are organised into more complicated
multicellular tissues (a view which tends to support the arguments promulgated in
Chapter I in relation to the reductionist nature of Western diagnostic pathology).

Amongst the most notable were:-

(Ð The use of picric acid as an oxidant in the estimation of blood sugar (See Pascoe and

Webb, 1984).
(iÐ The development of methods for measuring the specific gravity of urine (See Pascoe

and rrlVebb, 1985).

Bacteriophages can infect not only bacteria but also fungi. Having complex structures they
are composed of a head containing DNA (m less commonly RNA) and a tail with a contactile
sheath. The virus can attach to receptors on the surfuce of the host microorganism and thqr
infect its nucleic acid. This induces the host to manufrctt¡re more bacteriophage components.

The bacterium maythen be disrupted or þed.
See Fan, 1988.

In 1868 Darwin had postulated his'þrovisional hlpothesis of pangaresis" in an attempt to
provide a theory of heredity. In the hlpothesis, the leading characteristics ate represented by
minute granules. Too small to be seen with a microscope, these multiply and are tansmitted
during cell division to the daughter cells. According to Darwin every cell gives offgemmules
which then accumulate and are collected in buds or in the germ cells. Like Darwin, de Vries
postulated that every heritable cha¡acteristic of the organism is represented by a minute entþ,
but to distinguish them from Darwin's circulating gemmules he called these entities
'þangenes".

In 1970, Khorma" at the Universþ of Wisconsin, achieved the first complete synthesis of a
gene (analine-ûansfer RlfA). In the same year Temin and Baltimore discovered reverse

fianscriptase. The discovery of this üø1mre (used by retroviruses to transcribe RNA to DNA)
was to prove to be another key ste,p in the development of genetic engineering. The
emerg€nc.e of this new technology received a further boost in 1973 when Cohen and Boyer
showed that DNA molecules could be cut with restiction enzymes, then joined together with
other enzymes and reproduced by injecting them with E. coli.

Amongst the most important achievements \üere:-

(Ð The use of umbilical cord blood by Dafos in the diagrrosis of foetal disease (1983).
(iÐ The finding of the genetic marker for Duchenne muscular dystrophy by Davis and

Williamson and that for Huntingdon's chorea by Gusella (1983).
(iiÐ The development of the first genetically modified vaccinia virus to protect animals

from Hepatitis B, herpes simplex and influenza (1984).
(iv) The discoveryofthetechnique for genetic fingerprinting byJeffreys (1984).
(v) The mapping of the gene markers for cystic fibrosis to chromosome 7 and that for

polycystic kidney disease to chromosome 16 (1985).
(vi) Approval of the first gerretically engineered hepatitis B vaccine by the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration for use in humans (1986).
(vii) The discovery by Kunkel of the first defective gene in Duchenne muscular dystrophy

(1e86).
(viii) The finding ofthe first growth inhibition gøre (in rdinoblastoma) by Weinberg.
(ix) The successful implantation by Jaenisch of the ge,nes for several hereditary diseases

into mice, thus leading to better prospects for human featme,lrt.
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(x) The elucidation by Kim, Nishimura and Ohtsuka of the complete physical structure of a
protein produced by the onoogene c-H ras. This led to clinical applications in the

teaûnent ofcancer.

Pioneered by Seabright - chromosome banding relies on the fact that a¡eas of genetic material
(called heterochromatin) on chromosomes me relatively resistant to proteolytic digestion by
enzyrnes such as trypsin. Following treatment, the chromosomes are stained and the

heterochromatin shows as dark bands. These a¡e characteristic for each pair of chromosomes

- an attribute that can be used in the counting and identification of chromosomes. This latter
procedure is knov,'n as "karyotyping".

Applications of P.C.R. include :-

Genetic Disorder

Cystic fibrosis

Muscular dystrophy

Huntingdon's disease

Sickle cell anaemia

Thalassaemias

Gene Studied

Regulator Protein CFTR*

Dystrophan

Huntingdon Gene Locus

B Globin Gene

o and B Globin Genes

*Cystic fibrosis trans-membrane conductance regulator.

In addition, several infectious agents can also be studied. These include viruses

(cytomegalovirus, Epstein Barr virus, human immunodeficiency virus and human papilloma

virus), bacteria (salmonella, klebsiella, legionella, pseudomorws) and ñurgi (yeast,

P neumocys t i s c arinii).

In 1897, Thomson identified the first structural component of the atom (the electron), and

shortly afterwards the proton was discovered. Rutherford in l9ll demonshated that alpha

rays, emitted during radioactive disintegration, were positively charged helium atoms. Two
years later, Soddy discovered isotopes and in l9l9 Rutherford succeede.d in obtaining
hydrogen by using aþa particles to bombard certain light elements. These discoveries were

eventually to lead to the atomic pile, the cyclotron and to Chadwick's discovery of the neutron
ll¡1932.

See Lichteim,1974.

During the first quarter of the 20ü Cørtury, fundamental physical research had suggested that
electrons (i.e. cathode rays) could, in some way, be utilised to increase the resolution of
microscopes. In the 1920s the French physicist de Broglie suggested that electon beams

could be utilised as a form of wave motion and in 1926 the study of electron optics was

initiated when it was demonstated that electrostatic or magnetic fields could be used as lenses

for charged particles or elecfions. In 1935, the first commercial electon microscope was

constructed in England and by the end of the Century these were capable of resolutions of less

than 0.2 nanomefes.
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Chapter 3

Medical Laboratory Sciences - The problem of Definition

"There are men and classes of men thot stand alorp above the common herd: the

soldier, tlp sailor and the sheplcrd not infrequenþ: the artist rarely; rarelier still,
the clergtman; the physician qlmost as a rule. He is the flower (such as it is) of our
civilisation".

Robert Louis Stevenson
Underwood's Foreword, 1 887. Source: Caplan et al,l98l

Intrcduction

In assessing the professional harmonisation of any vocational group, there is

an explicit assumption that the cohort in question is a discreet, easily

identifiable cluster of workers. This is not necessarily the case with respect to

medical laboratory workers in Europe. Health care scientists represent a

heterogeneous category and include a wide range of personnel. Throughout

Europe there are differences in qualifications, responsibilities, levels of

educatior¡ employment rights, terminology (e.g. protected titles) and

licensure. In addition there is confusion regarding the inclusion of such

disparate groups within the heading 'þrofession". This chapter explores the

perception of UK based practitioners with respect to this aspect, and a

comparison is made with similar occupational categories.

The Emersence of a New Groun of Scientific Worken

Discoveries in diagnostic pathology, the demands of global conflicts and the

establishment of health services fuelled an increased call for laboratory services in the

1940s. The advent of microscopy had allowed investigators to examine tissues, thus

the pioneers of pathological anatomy had inadvertently laid the foundations of cell

biology. Increased understanding of nutritior¡ digestion and respiration - brought
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about by developments in organic chemistry, also paved the way for new specialities

such as endocrinology. By the 1960s, genetics, molecular biology and other

disciplines were beginning to have an impact.

The earlier scientific medicine of the 19û Century had made greater contributions to

knowledge than to health. Not until the advent of scientific drugs, antibiotics and

anaesthetics in the 20ú Century did the frst significant breakthroughs in curative

medicine occur. Social, economic and political changes stemming from the 19ú

Century "age of revolutions" had placed increasing demands on medicine. In Britain

both the natr¡ral and human environments had been transformed through

industrialisation and technical innovations such as the printing-press, stea¡î engine

and the "iron-horse". These inventions were followed by the advent of electricity, the

motor car and powered flight. Demographic changes associated with industrial

boomtowns in Europe and America were leading to population growth. Because of

acute industrial competitiveness, opportunities for work and wealth went hand in

glove with povert¡ disease and high mortality. Appeals from the bloody battlefields

of Europe and elsewhere added to the pressures on the practitioners of medicine,

which itself was undergoing a process of transformation (l).

Amongst the most important Ewopean centres of medical reform was Paris. Novel

concepts of disease and research practices had been introduced in the 1860s.

Characterised by scientific observation coupled with pathological anatomy, vast new

teaching centres based within Parisian hospitals had promulgated the concept of the

corpse as the new textbook of medicine. Autopsies were increasingly being used to

corroborate diagnoses made at the bedside. The patterns of pathology were becoming
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fashionable paradigms amongst both students and elite practitioners. From the end of

the Napoleonic Wars, the city became a magnet for medical students from Europe and

North America. Here they were encouraged to learn medicine through dissection and

as a result medical education universally became more systematic and scientifrc (2).

Other major seats of learning such as Vienn4 Edinburgh and London were also

embracing the "new medicine".

In London the 1815 Apothecaries Act had specified that all medical practitioners must

possess a license to practice (3). Increasingly the hospital (a traditional focus of

medical discovery) was becoming supplanted by the laboratory as the seat of learning.

The concept of controlled scientific investigation was taking hold, and as a result of

technical improvements the focal point for pathological advancement moved in the

direction of German laboratories. These were exemplified by Liebig's Institute of

Chemistry at Giessen where an emphasis was placed on the study of organisms in

terms of physico-chemical systems (4).

In Bonn and Berlin, Müller encouraged the systematising of laboratory inquiry whilst

his protégé Ludwig continued the argument that physiological science must be

quantitative and analytical. The latter's work at Marburg, Ztxicb,, Vienna andLeipzig

championed positivist materialistic science. Romanticism and vitalism he argued no

longer had a place in the study of physiological medicine. By the 1890s instruments

such as the stethoscope, thermometer, sphygmomanometer and spirometer had

established the phase of "low-technology''scientific testing. Measuring and counting

the components of blood were becoming recognised as having diagnostic value. The

laboratory was seen to have a role in both diagnostic medicine and basic research.
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Thus were born the forerunners of today's pathology departments - clinical

laboratories became the vehicles by which physiological measurements could be

applied to both the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Increasingly, ward laboratories

were becoming established, technological instrumentation was becoming more

complex and by the turn of the Centtrry, the first medical laboratory technicians were

being employed within the Western Ewopean countries'

To some extent, Northern America had been setting the pace of laboratory expansion

particularly within the context of public health initiatives with a bacteriological

approach destined to spearhead the control of communicable diseases in most

developed countries (5). Developments in Europe tended to be slower. The

overwhelming majority of those engaged in pathological sciences held medical full-

time posts in pathology. These were often seen as stepping-stones to more prestigious

positions in medicine and surgery.

In Britairu laboratories were not numerous towards the close of the 19ú Century and

at this time the majority were attached to the larger university hospitals. Unlike

America most towns lacked laboratory facilities, but from 1890 onwards concern for

public health began to grow. Laboratories now began to be established under the

direction of Medical Offrcers of Health. V/ith them came the need for assistants with

the necessary technical skills. The first recorded example of an employed assistant in

Britain was in April, 1865, at St. Thomas' Hospital, Londor¡ at which Jenner worked.

At this time the laboratory assistants were selÊtaught and often used relatively crude

techniques, e.g. histological sections were shaved off using hand-held knives and
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there were no solid bacteriological culture media. All microscopic observations on

tissues had to be hand drawn.

In Britain the first organised classes for laboratory assistants took place at the

University of Edinburgh in 1877, hrrtt there was little encouragement given to

scientific research or teaching. The duties of assistants in many of the early

laboratories were largely menial, many of the recruits were unskilled and there was

little opportunþ for personal advancement with no Trade Union representation. As

increasingly higher standa¡ds and more skills were required of stafl the situation

became more difnicult. It became apparent that an organisation was required that

could help to improve standards and conditions of employment.

In 1896, John Mclean at University College, Birmingham made the first

(unsuccessful) attempt to form an organisation of all assistants in pathology

laboratories. It was not until lgl2thtat Albert Norma¡" working at the Department of

Obstetrics and Gynaecology in Liverpool, established the Pathological and

Bacteriological Assistants Association (PBLAA). Operating closely with the

Pathological Association of Great Britain and Ireland, the PBLAA's objectives were

to form a means of communication amongst the assistants, to supply information

regarding appointments and to assist in the general advancement of it's members.

A new 'þrofessionaf' group was emerging - one which was to witness numerous

developmental changes, undergo a profound expansion in later years (See Figures 3.1

and 3.2), participate in political conflicts and experience a continued struggle for

professional recognition. Such tensions were exacerbated because of two
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contributory factors. These related firstly to the fact that the science being practised

was trans-disciplinary and secondly to the dichotomy between professionalism and

vocationalism.

Figure 3.1 Institute of Biomedical Science Membership Grades (I.B.M.S.)
(194s-199s)

(Ten Year Increments)

Note:- The grade of "Ordinary Member" was abolished n 1979 and individuals

transferred to "student" or "Associate" grades dependent on their qualihcations.

(The year 1989 saw the first decrease in total membership. This occurred at a time

when the advent of "black-box" technology and increasing automation were changing

the roles of MLSOs. There was also a drive for increased cost-effectiveness against a

background of expanding demand for laboratory tests. Paradoxically the decrease

occurred despite attempts by the I.B.M.S. to open membership to graduates in

physics, chemistry and other scientific subjects

Source:- IBMS Annual Reports 1945'1997 (See Bibliography).

IBMS Central Office, Coldbath Square, London.

See also Farr, 1982, Chapter 15' p 167.
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X'igure 3.2 Membership Grades of I.B.M.S ¡s Percentago Total (1945-f995)

Source :- IBMS Reports 1945-1997 (See Bibliogrephy)'

As with any other branch of science, medicine (including pathology) requires a

systematic approach in order to reach a level of understanding. As mentioned earlier

(See Chapter 2) medical resea¡chers tend to set (sometimes) artificial bounda¡ies to a

given problem. Some would argue that such an approach can be represented by two

distinct paradigms (Ratcliffe, 1993).

Reductionism and universality form the basis of the 'oanal¡rtic" or 'Newtonian'

paradigm in which an emphasis is placed on objectivity and analysis. Based on the

assumption that the most effective way to generalise is from the parts to the wholç,

reductionism suggests that the comprehension of natural laws (i.e. those which govern

the Universe and human behaviour) can best be achieved by understanding the

fundamental building blocks of Natr¡re. There is a conscious attenpt to dismantle
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problems into smaller "suFproblems" and thus reductionism is complemented by

analysis. By treating each component as independent entities they become more

manageable and if each is independently solved, the whole problem can be solved.

The relationship ofthe parts to the whole (or indeed to other parts) is irrelevant

The "integrative" paradigm is based on the doctrines of relativity, value-critical

subjectivity and expansionism. The doctrine of relativity maintains that there are no

universal laws or truths - but only context dependent processes. This implies some

semblance to reductionism in that an attempt is made systematically to connect

problems with each other in order to better understand their relationship. Value-

critical subjectivity suggests that all human practice, including that of science is

"normative and value-laden". Neither the problem under study or the applied

methodology is independent of the reseatcher's values. Expansionism holds tløt a

better understanding of the problem is best achieved by conceptualising it as an

interdependent part of a larger problem and is best explained in terms of its functional

role in tløtlarger systern

There is therefore within the study of medicine, a conflict between these paradigms,

i.e. the tendency to reduce disease processes to their simplest discrete boundaries in

order to better urderstand the mechanisms, but also the requirement to adopt a more

holistic approach on the other. After all, disease is not simplistic with regard to cause,

mechanism or effect. Such inherent conflict has influenced the evolution and practice

of medical laboratory sciences and has been instrumental in shaping the

organisational context of contemporary pathology departments.
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Problems of Definition

Medical practitioners have a history of conflict with allied occupations, one alea

being the issue of 'þrofession". The question as to whether today's biomedical

scientists are members of a profession is complex, not least because they form a

disparate group. The term 'þrofession" may be variously defined (6) (7) (8) and used

synonymously with other designations (9). With respect to those currently employed

as Medical Laboratory Scientific Offrcers (MLSOs) in Health Service laboratories,

the debate continues as to whether, as a group, their role and responsibilities reflect

those criteria which cha¡acterise a profession in the traditional sense or whether labels

such as 'bccupation" (10) or "vocatiofi" (11) (12) (13) afe more appropriate.

Since the emergence of semi-specialised diagnostic services at the start of the 19ü

Century, pathology departments have evolved into complex organisations within the

hospital setting (See Figure 3.3). They now provide a comprehensive range of

services for patients and other users concerned with the delivery of health care.
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The Issue of Profession

An assessment of whether MLSOs represent members of a profession requires

consideration ofboth the criteria that characterise a profession and the occupational

activities of this particular group. Freidson (1970) argues that professions have two

'tore" features from which other frequently cited cha¡acteristics a¡e "derived".

(Note: For the purposes of analysis (see later), each characteristic has been allocated a

reference number).

The core characteristics are:-

(a) a prolonged specialised training in a body of abstract knowledge (C1).

(b) a collectivity or service orientation (C2).

Both are seen rÌs fundamental criteria in that they form the basis of professional

autonomy. Amongst the derived cha¡acteristics are several that refer to autonomy.

These include:-

(c) the profession determines its own standards of education and training (D3).

(d) most of the legislation concerned with the profession is designed and

influenced by that profession (D4).

(e) those that practice the profession are relatively free of lay evaluation and

control (D5).

(Ð both licensing and admission boards are formed from members of the

profession (D6).

(g) the practice of the profession is usually recognised legally by some form of

licensure (D7).

In addition other non-derived but equally fundamental criteria would include the

following:-
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(h) compliance with a code of conduct expressly designed for that particular

profession (ND8).

(Ð the practice of specific areas of expertise not available to members of the

general public who at the same time recognise the value and significance of

such work (ND9).

(t) the attainment of certain minimum qualification criteria necessary for entry

into that particular profession (ND10).

(k) self-governance in respect that all aspects of conduct, practice, ethics and

qualifications are controlled by the practitioners ofthat profession (1\D11).

(1) the provision of certain minimum standards of service as expected by society,

government and individual members ofthe public (ND 12).

Also, peculiar to the 'þara-medical" professions (i.e. those "allied to

medicine"):-

(m) the subjection dwing their historical development to a common process, i.e.

the re-formalising of a new order in the medical division of labour (Larkin,

1e83).

Freidson (1970) maintains that a major occupational þrofessional?) problem of

groups such as MLSOs stems from their 'þaramedicaf' status. This obliges them to

work under the direction of clinically qualified practitioners. Only via a relationship

with the physician's work can the activities of such groups be given a degree of

legitimacy. Historically, the formal organisation of the division of labour within

medicine is such that the physician h¿s the primary, and sometimes the only authority

and licence to perform or order diagnostic tests, drugs and therapeutic procedures.

However given the increasing complexity and proliferation of paramedical

technologies, this traditional model is being challenged more frequently. Structrnal
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distinctions have led to a pyramidal organisational hiera¡chy in health care groups.

Within this complex division of labour, paramedical occupations hold a subordinate

position. To man¡ this is unpalatable - a fact which leads to the adoption of certain

strategies on the part of groups (including MLSOs) seeking professional status. Such

approaches have involved attempts to create institutions similar to those already

possessing professional standing and the development of formal standard curricula for

training (preferably within an university). Other strategies include the creation of the

abstract theory used in the teaching of new recruits and the establishment of a code of

ethics. Suoh efforts are often pursued alongside attempts to gain the support of

government, the public and other interested parties for the establishment of licensing

and registration. These occupations (which are specifically and generically organised

around the profession of medicine) may therefore be referred to more appropriately as

'þara-professional occupations". Since the groups fall under the control of

physicians, the occupations may also be termed 'þæd'. Organised around diagnosis,

treatment and healing, these occupations may, in some respects, be distinguished from

established professions by a relative lack of authority, autonomy and prestige.

An additional stratagem employed by para-medical occupations in their quest for the

status of 'þrofession" is their claim to 'þrofessionalism" (14) (15). The collection of

attributes defining such a characteristic, e.g. the commitment to acareer, an emphasis

on public service, a spirit of ethicality and so on, can only be measured with a degree

of subjectivity. The structt¡¡al differences between medicine and the paramedical

occupations are, however, more definite and absolute. It is the relationship between

one occupation and another within a social structure that establishes the status of a

profession. The question as to whether 'þrofessionalism" does or does not exist

within a given occupation is a separate issue and one that can only be assessed by
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studying the individual members of that occupation. The crucial distinction between

a profession and other occupations is that of autonomy - a legitimate control over

work. Self-regulation granted by the state and society is the outcome of interaction

between economic and political powers. Autonomy is the true criterion of

professional status - a special privilege of freedom fromthe control of outsiders (16).

In an attempt to assess the degree of autonomy associated with the work of MLSOs,

an analysis of the relevant job descrþions, career structures, service provision and

responsibilities is required. Addendum 3.1 shows details of job descrþions for all

grades of MLSOs within a typical Haem¿tology department. Analysis shows that the

duties performed by MLA grades are generally mechanistic in nature - many of the

tasks being routine, prescribed by Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and

requiring little expertise. Entry qualifications to this grade are below graduate level.

With respect to competency, assessment is ca¡ried out either by the MLSO3 or

Business Manager, however the decla¡ation of proficiency has to be signed by the

Pathologist - reflecting alackof autonomy on the part of senior MLSO grades. Entry

into Basic Grade posts requires an appropriate degree and while some of the duties

(e.g. "cleaning") me menial, others (e.g. "supervising MLAs") carry greater

responsibility. Recruits into this grade are required to show commitment to

Continuous Professional Development (CPD), e.g. "education towa¡ds attainment ot

Fellowship of the Institute of Biomedical Science" (FIBMS). There is also a degree

of interpretative work with a requirement for problem-solving skills (e.g.

interpretation of "flagging" systems) together with some expertise (e.g. 'þerforming

haemo globin electrophoresis").
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More senior glades such as MLSO2 are associated with a requirement for

management skills. Duties include supervision, work planning, training and

competency assessments, critical evaluation of new techniques and provision of

"back-up" serology reference services. Such posts also require the possession of

FIBMS qualifications or an appropriate higher degtee, e.g. a MSc in Biomedical

Sciences. Responsibility and accountability are to MLSO3 grades while the latter are

in turn responsible to the Medical Head of Depar"tment for Scientific Services and

are accountable to the MLSO4 for technical work This is somewhat paradoxical

since Senior Chief MLSO posts a¡e increasingly held by PhD holders.

MLSO3 staff (or Chief Biomedical Scientists) have a supervisory role and are

responsible for allocation of scientific work, together with the "establishment and

maintenance of education and training programmes". It may be argued that this

reflects a greater degree of autonomy - reflected by responsibilities such as 'the

facilitation of operational policies" and to "effectively manage". Such freedom is

counterbalanced by the fact that even at this level of supervisior¡ they are effectively

answerable to other Professions Allied to Medicine (PAMs), e.g. Nwse Practitioners

(See Addendum 3.1, (E), item "s"). The organisational relationship between the most

senior grade of MLSO (Senior Chief) to other managerial staff within Pathology is

illustrated in Figure 3.4. Amlysis of the relevant job descripion (Addendum 3.1, (F))

indicates that their roles and responsibilities reflect some degree of autonomy. These

include participation in business planning on a coq)orate basis, pursu¿rnce of resea¡ch

and development, responsibility for financial performance, implementation of

Intellectual Property Rights, planning of education and training, and operational

management etc. Autonomy is undermined by the fact that he/she is accountable to
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the Consultant Haematologist and also to the Business Manager with respect to

administrative issues. Figure 3.4 firrther illustrates the weakness of the Senior Chief

MLSO in terms of organisational hierarchy in that the position is relatively

subservient.
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Figure 3.4 Regional Stafing Structure (Haematologr)
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Task Related A,utonomy

In order to further evaluate the degree of autonomy associated with the work of

MLSOs, an inventory of roles and responsibilities was identified by the author. Six

senior members of a Haematology department (two Senior Chief and four Chief

MLSOs) were asked to independently ascribe a gtade of "lod", "intermediate",

o'moderate" or "high" autonomy to each of the twenty-four tasks (See Table 3.1 for

ranked results). These grades were originally recorded as a numerical score ranging

fiom l-4 respectively. The results obtained a¡e based on the median value of each of

the six scores. The percentage time spent on each task is indicated in brackets.

For the purpose of this exercise the term "autonomy" is defined as 'the degree to

which a task is performed to completion by departmental MLSO staff without

recourse to members of another profession".
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Table 3.1 TaskProfile of MLSO Stafr- Typical Haematolory Department in

the UK

Task
Number

Description

Delivery of a full diagnostic service including clinical reports from

consultant Haematologists, e.g. bone-marrow and peripheral blood

smears (10).
I

2
Advising on the clinical
screens on patients with

interpretation of results such as coagulation
suspected haemorrhagic disorders (1 ).

3

Provision of mortuary and post-mortem services including pathological

reports on the cause of death and also liaison with the police and

coroner's office (0.5).

Intermediate Autonomy (Score = 2)

4

an indication of relapse (l).

5
Problem solving such as the blood grouping tests required in cases of
disputed paternity (5).

Provision of an "analytical results only" service where the laboratory

simply feeds
practitioner,

back datato the client (e.g. hospital cliniciaru general

research department or a coÍìmercial company) (38).
6

7
Storage and provision of blood products used in the treatment of
disorders such as haemophilia and other conditions necessitating large

volume blood tansfusions (9).

I
clinics e.g. outpatient coagulation
performed in order to monitor the affect
with thrombo-embolic conditions (9).

The organisation of specialist (
sessions) where blood tests are

of wa¡frrin therapy in patients

Provision of phlebotomy services involving teams ofpersonnel who take

blood specimens requested by physicians and nurse practitioners. These

include out-patient clinics as well as daily'lvard-rounds" (5).
9

10
Providing an input into and preparation of hospital-wide policies, e.9.

systems for the protection of blood transfusion recipients (l).

11

The design of health education services through publications, seminars

and open-days with specific reference to the role ofpathology services in
the context of health care provision (l).

The active encouragement of Research and Development (R&D)
programmes (1).t2
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Tesk
Number Description

l3
The monitoring of 'îrear-patient" testing including the scrutiny of
equipment purchase, maintenance of quality controVassurance and staff
training (0.5).

t4
The selection and provision of appropriate sample containers best suited
for specific tests. This may include offering advice on sample volumes,
the use of appropriate anti-coagulants and storage conditions (1).

l5 Offering advice regarding transport, postage and labelling of hazardous

specimens (0.5).

l6
Development of communication systems for test requests and results, e.g.
postal, transport, fr¿ teþhone and computer lines betweenthe
laboratory, peripheral departments, health centres and hospital wards (1).

t7
Provision of data processing services to assist communication systems
and to include reformatting of reports, design and production ofreport
forms (1).

18
Participation in internal quality control and external quality ar¡surance

schemes (3.5).

l9
Assessment of new technology (e.g. the evaluation of auto-analysers)
either for internal purposes or at the request of commercial companies as

part of pre-marketing assessments (3).

20 Development of new techniques and diagnostic services (2).

2t Participation in hospital-wide committees and working groups, e.g.

health and Safety Committees, Marketing groups etc. (l).

22

23

Provision of in-house training for staffand visiting students together with
involvement in CPD programmes and education/training schemes for
users ofpathology services (3).

Providing information to managers with respect to work-load statistics
e.g. dataused in rnan-power planning, human resourc€ management,
financial planning etc. (l).

24
Provision of inputs into the local community, e.E. talks to local groups,
work placements, liaison with local schools and colleges, attendance at
careers evenings etc. (l).

Figure 3.5 shows the relative distribution of these tasks in relation to departmental
workload. They are ranked according to degree of autonomy.
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Figure 3.5 Task Distribution by Percentage Workload and l)egree of
AutonomY

Figure 3.6 illustrates the total percentage workload segregated into the four categories

of autonomy.

Figure 3.6 Total Percentage Workload per Degree of Autonomy
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tr lntermediate

I Moderate

lHigh
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Level of Autonomy 7" lVorkload Number of Tasks

Low l 1.5 3

Intermediate 6.0 )

Moderate 80.s t7

High 2.0 2

Analysis of this data yields the following results:-

Table 3.2 Levet of Autonomy Compared to'Workload and Number of Tasks

The greatest number of tasks are associated with a moderate degree of autonomy.

This requires careful interpretation since many of these duties need little expertise- In

an attempt to show the relationship between autonomy and skill, the members of

senior staffpreviously used \¡/ere requested to allocate a numerical value (l : low; 10

: high) to each of the skills required to complete each of the tasks. Table 3.3

illustrates the mean values obtained for each task:-

Table 3.3 l)egree of Autonomy and Median Values of Skill Levels Attributed
to MLSO Tasks

Task Number Degree of Autonomy Median Skill Level

I 1 9

2 1 9

J 1 8

4 2 I
5 2 8

6 J 7

7 J 2

I J 5

9 J 2

l0 J 6
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TaskNumber Degree of Autonomy Median Skill Level

11 J 5

t2 a
J 9

t3 3 8

t4 J J

l5 J J

t6 3 7

l7 3 7

18 J I
t9 a

J 8

20 J 9

2l 3 5

22 3 7

23 4 J

24 4 6

Using the Spearman's Ranked Correlation Coefficient a significant negative

correlation was found between the degree of autonomy and the median skill level (p :

0.005; r : - 0.005). With respect to the workload of MLSOs therefore, a greater

degree of skill is associated with a lower degree of autonomy.

Elston (1977) argues that "developments in medical technology and changes in

morbidity have led to a proliferation of [not onþ] new branches of medicine but also

health related occupations". The latter, through greater political strengtþ have

increasingly challenged the dominance of the medical profession. Added to this there

have been increasing tensions within the ranks of Clinical Pathologists regarding the

ramifications of recent White Papers relating to clinical autonomy. It has also been

claimed (Harrison and Pollitt, 1994) that despite (or because of) such tensions, the
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medical profession attempts to strengthen and protect its position via widespread

involvement in the training and state registration of other health professionals. Such a

strategy is based on the claim that "medical knowledge is all encompassing of health

services, other professions therefore being totally subordinate".

Most of the non-medical professions have attempted to counteract this strategy by

successfully corstructing oxclusive managerial hierarchies, thus ensuring that

practitioners were not managed by persons ûom outside that particular profession.

This trend, reaching its climax n 1974 is exemplified by the Zuckerman Report

relating to scientists and technicians in the NHS. To this day the best career prospects

for MLSOs lie mainly within the realms of management. Nelson (1988) points out

that in the PAMs, the more senior mrinagers have become increasingly distanced from

the practice of their profession ortrade. This in itself causes tensions since scientists

by disposition have innate organisational scepticism (Munro, 2000). Harrison and

Pollit (1994) have also maintained that in order to avoid conflict regarding clinical

autonomy, non-medical professions have sought to pursue their own management

arrangements - a strategy aimed at furthering occupational selÊcontrol.

Salaman (19S0) asserts that 'þrofessions are those occupations which have had the

greatest success in disseminating their occupational ideologies". If this is the case

then MLSOs have made little progress.with members of the profession claiming that

the IBMS had been ineffective in championing the cause of its membership (17).

With respect to autonomy, Elston (1977) maintains tlrø;t a distinction should be made

between selÊdetermination with respect to content (i.e. the technological aspects of
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the worþ and the terms (i.e. the social and economic organisation) of that work. The

former, it is argued is critical to the power of any profession. Potter (1996) asserts

that professional autonomy has been partly gained as a result of the establishment of

Biomedical Sciences as "a discrete faculty/discipline within higher education" - thus

creating its own dynamic. Esland (1930) argues that professions can be separated

ûom other occupational groups by making the distinction between'tonception" and

"execution", an analogy perhaps with the differentiation between the "scientist" and

the 'technicia¡f'.

The Concept of 'Pnofession'- Occupational I)ifierences

As part of the process of their socialisatior¡ education and training, members of any

profession should be provided with explicit and implicit information regarding their

roles, responsibilities, identities and the characteristics of 'þrofession". The

acquisition of such knowledge is viewed as part of the obligations owed by members

of a profession towards Society. The collective perception of any group within a

given profession with respect to their roles, duties and attributes contributes towards

that body's view of what a profession is or is not. This perception is therefore likely

to influence the standing of that group within Society and to determine the

significance of that corpus with respect to other occupational groups. Measurement

of the perception of 'þrofession" is therefore central to the understanding of the place

that groups such as MLSOs have within social and occupational hierarchies.
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(¡) Method

In order to undertake a comparative assessment of the awareness of MLSOs with

respect to such an issue, b'rief "face-to-face" interviews were ca¡ried out (See

Addendum 3.2 (a) for pro-þrma). The sample included :-

1. Members of the public selected at two cþ centres (Cardiff and Swansea" UK)

over a three week period and on various days of the week (Monday p.m''

V/ednesday a.rn and Saturday a.m.). Selection was undertaken using a computer

generated random number list. Volunteer respondents (representing a 53Yo return)

were asked to answer the questions in the absence of time constraints and without

consulting accompanying relatives or friends.

2. MLSOs and PAMs (also nurses) selected using a computer generated random

number list from alphabetically ordered Personnel Department staff records in

three District General Hospitals and one University Teaching Hospital. Once

again volunteer respondents (representing a 69% retum) \ryere given the

opportunity to provide ans\ilers without time constraints and with no recou¡se to

consultation with colleagues or reading material.

The total sample group (n:278) was then suMivided into eight occupationaVSocio-

Economic Categories (SECs) as follows:-
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Group Number Occupational Gnoup/SEC Key for Figures 3.7
to3.22

1 MLSOs T
2 PAMs andNurses

3 Learned Professions

4 SEC I (Excluding Learned Professions)

5 SEC II @xcluding MLSOs andNurses)

6 SEC III I
7 SEC IV il
8 SEC V t

(See Adendum 3.2 (b) for details of SECs)

The responses \¡rere then matched against Freidson's characteristics of a profession

(see pp 12-13). These replies are shown as percentages in Table 3,4 and graphically

in Figures 3.7 - 3.17.
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(b) Results

Table 3.4 Percentage Responses Relating to Freidsonts Characteristics of a

Profession According to Occupational and Socio-Economic
Categories

The ability of occupational groups to name "both" and "neither" of the core

characteristics (Cl and C2) together with their failure to name any of Freidson's

twelve features are shown in Table 3.5 and Figures 3.18 -3.20.

Note: None of the respondents referred to characteristic D6 (both licensing and

admission boards are formed of members of the profession).

Characteristics of a Profession

Core Derived Non-Derived

Occupational
Group/SEC

n C1 C2 D3 D4 D5 D6 T'7 ND8 I{D9 NDlO NDlT ND12

MLSOs 70 t7 13 3l 0 J 0 t4 4 t4 4t 4 l3

PAMs and
Nurses

40 13 t3 0 0 0 0 25 l3 25 63 0 13

Learned
Professions

t7 18 53 0 t2 6 0 6 18 0 6 15 4t

SEC I
(lVithont
Iæarned)

20 10 25 0 0 l5 0 l5 5 20 50 0 10

SEC tr
(Without MLSOs

and Nurses)
3I 0 l6 0 0 0 0 0 J 10 45 0 6

SEC III 35 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 54 0 6

SEC IV 30 0 t7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t7 0 0

sEc v 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 0 0
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Occupational Group/NEC
Identifying
Both Core
(Cl + C2)

Identifying
Neither Core

(Cl+ C2)

Identifying
None of the

Twelve

MLSOs 0 7l t7

PAMs and Nurses 0 75 13

Learned Professions t2 47 l8

SEC I (Without Learned) 25 65 l5

SEC II (Without MLSOs and Nurses) 0 81 l9

SEC III 0 9l 40

SEC IV 0 67 83

SEC V 0 100 43

Table 3.5 Percentage of Response Pattems Identifying core, Derived and

Non-Derived Characteristics

Table 3.6 together with Figures 3.21 and 3.22 illustrate the occupational group

responses to the question relating to membership of a profession.

Table 3.6 Percentage Responses Relating to Membership of a Profession

Occupational GroupA[DC Yes No

MLSOs 9l 9

PAMs and Ntrses 75 25

Learned Professions 94 6

SEC I (Without Learned) 75 25

SEC II (Without MLSOs and Nurses) 84 t6

SEC III 57 43

SEC IV 50 50

SEC V l4 86
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X'igure 3.7 Pencentage Respondents Quoting Cl
(Prolonged specialised Training in Body of Abstract Knowledge)
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Figure 3.8 Percentage Respondents Quoting C2
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X'igure 3.9 Percentage Respondents Quoting D3
(Determines olvn Standard of Education and Training)
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Figure 3.10 Percentage Respondents Quoting D4
(LegÍslation is Designed and Influenced by that Profession)
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f igure 3.11
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Figure 3.12 Percentage Respondents Quoting D7
(Practice is Recognised Legally by some form of Licensure)
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Figure 3.13 Percentage Respondents Quoting ltDB
(compliance with code of conduct Expressþ Designed for that
Profession)
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Figure 3.14 Percentage Respondents Quoting ND9
(The Practice of Expertise not available to the General Public)
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X'igure 3.15 Percentage Respondents Quoting ND10
(Attainment of Certain Minimum Qualifications for Entry)

Figure 3.16 Percentage Respondents Quoting NDll
(Self Governance with Respect to all Aspects of Conduct, Practice,
Ethics and Qualifications)
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Figure 3.17
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Figure 3.18 Percentage Respondents Quoting Both cone characteristics
(Cl and C2)
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Figure 3.19 Percentage Respondents Quoting Neither Core Characteristic
(Cl and C2)
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Figure 3.20 Percentage Respondents Failing to Quote Any of the Twelve
Characteristics
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Figure 3.21 Percentage Respondents Answering sYes" to the Question:-
'3Are you a member of a Profession?t
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(c) Statistical Anaþsis

Given that the Null Hypothesis (Ho) is that "There is no relationship between

profession and the ability to name the characteristics of a profession", Chi-Square test

analysis was performed using the raw data (not percentages) between the following

occupational categorie s : -

l. MLSOs

2. PAMs and Nurses

3. The Learned Professions

4. SEC II (excluding MLSOs and Nurses-and chosen because of the closest

simila¡ities to MLSOs)

The following results were obtained (the expected results being shown in brackets):-

Table 3.7 Statistical Anaþsis relating to the ability to identify the
Characteristics of a Profession

Failure to ldenti$
Either Core

Characteristic

X'ailure to ldentify
Any of the Ttelve

Characteristics

Abitity to ldentify
Both Core

Characteristics
Total

MLSOs
50 t2 I 63

(4e.78) (11.4s) (1.76)

PAMs +
Nurses

30 5 0 35

(27.66) (6.36) (0.e8)

Leamed
Professions

I J 2 13

(10.27) (2.36) (0.36)

SEC II
25 6 1 32

(2s.2e) (s.82) (0.e0)

Total 113 26 4 143

Chi-Sq: 0.001 +0.026+0.330
0.198+0.292+0.979
0.503 + 0.171 + 7.364

0.003+0.006+0.012
5 Cells have expected counts less than 5.0.

+

+

+

9.885

DF:6
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Ho is therefore accepted, i.e. the responses provided are not related to categories of

profession.

(d) I)iscussion

The results suggest that despite the relatively high claim (91%) (See Table 3-6 and

Figure 3.21) of MLSOs to being members of a profession, their ability to name core,

derived or non-derived cha¡acteristics does not sþificantly differ from other

occupational or socio-economic classes. In common with other categories (with the

exception of the learned professions) only a relatively small minority of Biomedical

Scientists named "a collectivity or service orientation" (CZ) as being a feature of

professions (See Figure 3.S). That this is also true of PAMs and Nurses is somewhat

surprising. MLSOs however were the only group citing the "determination of own

standards of education and training" (D3) as a characteristic - approximately one-

third of the respondents positively identifring this feature (See Figure 3.9). There

was also a failure by all respondents (again with the exception of l2Yo of the learned

profession) (See Figrre 3.10) to recognise that "legislation is designed and influenced

by that profession" (D4). This finding together with the fact that none of the

respondents cited D6 (*both licensing and admission boards are formed of members

of that profession") is unexpected since many of the respondent groups require some

form of licensr¡re to practice and are periodically invited to elect membership of such

boards (e.g. the MLT Board of the CPSM). Such failures are compounded by the fact

that the MLSO and PAMs (and Nurses) groups were unable in the majority to identiff

"compliance with a Code of Conduct ..." (ND8) as a feature of their professions (See

Figure 3.13 and Table 3.4).
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Analysis of the respoffrcs provided by MLSOs suggests that many within the group

identifr'þofession" as simply being related to personal advancement and the ability

to carry out routine tasks. Typical resporu;es included the following:-

o "associated with a good salary"

o *ability to follow standard operating procedures"

o *ability to assist clinicians to make a diagnosis"

. *being able to produce accurate results"

o 'tonforming to set procedures and protocols"

o "must have a good career structtlre"

o "can detect that which is abnormal"

o "ability to gain promotion"

The fact that members of a profession are expected to value performance above

reward does not appear to be a factor signifrcantly influencing the concept of

'þrofession" amongst MLSOs. Therein lies a form of maturity deficit - an anomaly

typi&ing this occupational group aspiring towards the status of profession.

Recognition by members of other health care groups and the public is reliant on the

perception that Biomedical Scientists not only exhibit the cha¡acteristics of a

profession but also demonstrate professionalism. Historically the struggle on the part

of Biomedical Scientists in the UK and other countries towards professional

recognition has been characterised by a "circularþ" more representative of semi-

professional groups as outlined in Figure 3.23.
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Members operate within hierarchical constraints

There is a resultant constraint with respect to
individual autonomy

In the absence ofpersonal autonomy there cannot be a

claim to being a member of a profession

Without such a clain¡ individuals have to be supervised

Such supervision has to be structured

This structure is usually represented by the relationship
between the employer and the employee.

Figure 3.23 Hierarchical Enclosure Typifying Semi - Professional Groups

The fact that such an enclosure applies to MLSOs is evident from earlier

considerations relating to job descriptions, levels of autonomy and staffrng structures.

Added to such considerations are the findings of several surveys over the past few

decades that have highlighted the relative failure of medical laboratory technologists

with respect to their aspirations towards professional status. Amongst such setbacks

have been an apparent misconception of the value and relevance of MLSOs, the
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relatively low esteem of Biomedical Scientists amongst fellow health professions (18)

and the continuing frustration of MLSOs with respect to professional recognition (19).

Hugman (1991) describes a form of "exclusionary closure" by which occupational

groups aspiring towards the status of a profession develop strategies such as:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

choosing who enters the profession and is allowed to practice

defining the boundaries of that particular profession and its relationship with

other professions

providing the foundations for power exercised by that profession in relation to

its users.

It may be argued that in respect of Biomedical Scientists (at least within the UK) there

has been some success concerning the fìrst of these strategies (i.e. CPSM regulations),

but little if any achievements in relation to the others. Ellis (1991) maintains that the

20tr Century has seen an increase in the number of hospital-based semi- or para-

professions, each having attempted to "establish some control over a particular

category of illness, its treatment and over a particular technological apparatus or

process". Such tensions inevitably lead to conflict, the degree of which is a function

of the similarity between the occupational groups involved - a typical example being

the struggles between MLSOs and Clinical Scientists within the UK (See Chapter 5).

Blane (1997) suggests that in addition to Friedson's characteristics, an additional

feature of the professions is that of status. He points out that professions are middle-

class occupations, membership of which is usually assigned to Social Classes I and II.
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It is further argued that as a result of this characteristic, members undergo a process of

professional socialisation that involves not only the acquisition of knowledge but also

the transfer of appropriate attributes towards clients and others. The characteristics of

a profession a¡e not obtained en bloc by any given occupatior¡ but by a piecemeal

process involving a series of specific historical situations and a protracted period of

struggle. The battle for professionalisation by MLSOs (as in the case of other

occupational groups such as radiographers, podiatrists and pharmacists) have been

negotiated within a division of labour akeady dominated by the medical profession.

Baly (1984) points out that it is not only skill and esoteric language that distinguishes

the professions but also cha¡acteristics that are difficult to define, e.g. the ability to

inspire trust amongst members of the laity. The latter, it is argued is achieved by a

process of voluntary subordination on the part of the professions - a submission by

their members to a standard of exacting social morality. An additional feature of

professions is a tendency towards increased specialisatior¡ typified by occupations

accor¡ntable to medicine. Baly suggests that by undergoing a continual prosecution of

researclr, the nursing profession (cl MLSOs) is attempting to establish a body of

specialised knowledge.

Giddey (1995) refers to a long-established approach to the problem of dehning the

traits of a profession. The application of 'trait theory", he maintains, involves the

comparison of the characteristics of a particular profession to those of the learned

professions. The extent of complementarity or equivalence then determines whether

that occupation is seen as "non'profession", "semi-profession" or 'þrofession".

Occupations such as social work and nursing are classified as semi-professions
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primarily because of a lack of a discrete body of scientific knowledge and a tendency

to emphasise skills rather than knowledge.

Macdonald (1995) refers to the professions as "[those] occupatíons based on

advanced, or complex, or esoteric, or orcane knowledge" And points out that

Friedson's 'þower approach" (i.e. organised autonomy) to characterising professions

must be placed in the context of the latter author's claim tbat"one does not attempt to

determine what a profession is in an absolute sense, so much as how people in Society

determine who is a professional and who is not - how they rnake or accomplísh

professions by their activities".

Unlike Friedson who identifies autonomy as a central feature of the professions,

Macdonald implies that it is possession of a theory of relatively esoteric knowledge

that is the essential characteristic. Turner (1995) supports this notion, arguing that

specialised knowledge represents the basis for prestige and social distance between

the expert and client.

Conclusions

Originating from the medieval universities of Europe, professions were, at first,

restricted to the three learned groups of medicine, law and the clergy. Dingwall and

Lewis (1987) have suggested that these categories of "status professions" be

differentiated from the more recent occupational professions that have arisen largely

as a result of organised middle-class efforts. Baly (19S4) points out that according to

the 1841 Census, the only acknowledged professions were divinity, Iaw and
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.þhysics". Forty years later the list had expanded to include nineteen occupations

including sgrveyors, accountants, the higher Civil Service, but not teachers (except

those in Higher Education). Since that time there has been a profound shift in relation

to the concept of 'þrofession", in that, following V/orld War II there h¿s been a

simultaneous emergence of successive occupational groups (including Biomedical

Scientists) that have striven for recognition. Within the context of institutional

hierarchies MLSOs have sought professional recognition by adopting several

strategies. These include the creation of national bodies responsible for the

representation of practitioners in relation to professional issues, e.g. personal

development, educatioru training, quality issues, the political agenda and so on.

Added to this has been the introduction within the UK of an "all-graduate" entry into

the profession and the development of undergrafu¿ate and postgraduate academic

programmes. The proliferation of CPD programmes including Management courses

are attempts towards the attainment of acceptance within the health care professions

and beyond.

These attempts have had little success since any occupational autonomy is associated

largely with relatively low skill tasks. Senior managerial positions are subservient to

administrators, clinical pathology directors and others, and there remains little public

recognition (as witnessed during recent National Press Releases relating to MLSO

recruitment and retention).

Knowledge and perception relating to the characteristics of 'þrofession3' amongst

MLSOs a¡e not significantly different fiom other occupational groups. Indeed, some
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of the latter (e.g. the learned professions) show an ignorance of several features of

professions (see Figures 3.14 and 3.15 relating to ND 9 and ND 10).

Cgrrently there are additional developments taking place that are also aimed at

promulgating Biomedical Scientists as being members of a profession. These include

the introduction of the fnst professional doctorates and the proposed amalgamation of

the IBMS with the Royal College of Pathology.

The following Chapter will address issues relating to the second section of this thesis

i.e. the influence of health care systems in laying the foundations for modernisation of

diagnostic pathology. This will largely be attempted by an analysis of the political,

economic, social and technological influences that have impinged on the evolution of

health care delivery systems within the selected countries.
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Notes

2.

4.

The'!ew science" established by Newton, Descartes, Galileo, Harvey and Bacon had been

popularised by the Enligþtenmurt. However it was not until after 1800 that the public

sciences were to receive significant levels of firnding. Increased manpower, the advent of new

institutions, teaching and taining and the first patonage by the State were leading to new

expectations across Euope. New scientific bodies were being established and medicine was

being increasingly seen as "scientifiC' (See Porter, 1997 Qry 304-305)).

Even important figrnes such as Virchow and Bernard were influenced by the French approach

to anatomical pathology. krsprred by the likes of Bichat and Broussais (the latter arguìng that

disease resembled a continuum between siclness and health), it became fashionable to
measure physiological phenomena in terms of specific parameters. Such measurernents

included the absolute and relative nr.mbers of leucocytes and erythrocytes, the concentation
of chemicals in the blood and urine, blood pressure and body temperatwe. These were found

to vary about a mean correlated by age, gender, body weight and so on. Thus was born the

concept of the 'hormal reference range" - a basic tenet of modern practice in laboratory

medicine.

The Act required compulsory attendance at lectr¡res in botany, chønistry, anatomy, materia

medica and the theory and practice of physic. Six morths work at the hospital bedside was

also mandatory. The period 1800-1840 saw the establishment of London University and its

associated medical teaching centres - primarily "Universit5/' and "Kings".

The approach used by centres such as Giessen relied heavily on microscopy. In 1826, Listø
had produced a high magnificatior instrunent capable of revealing the fine detail of tissues.

The next fiþ years were associated with the industial supremacy of the lens makers Zeiss

andLettz. Amongst the pioneers of the microscopic study of anatomy was Henke, who held

chairs at ZtÌrich, Heidelberg and Gottingen. German (and Prussian) turiversities now began

developing a research ethos that evolved alongside educational reforms. These included an

increased investment in acadernic science (llissensch$t), professional freedom to teach

specialities (I¿hrfreilwiù and the increased mobility of studerrts (Izrnfreihei) (See Porter,

1997 þtp 321-322)).

Amongst the most sigrificant developments in Nofh America was the establishment of a
bacteriological laboratory at St¿tqr Island Marine Hospital in 1887. Achieved largely as a

result of the eflorts of Kinyoun (working for the Marine Hospital Service), the laboratory was

later to be transfe,lred to Wastrington D.C. to become the Hygiene Laboratory. A year later,

the Public Health Laboratories were founded in Providence, Rhode Island. In 1890, Chapin
lar¡nctred a carnpaigr to eliminate diphtheria in Providence. The major stratery included the

isolation of bacteriologicaly tested victims and caniers. This eventually led to the

introduction of a School of Public Health at John Hopkins University, Baltimore. In 1892 a

Division of Microbiology and Disinfection at the New York City Health Department was

opened. This was later to be develo,ped into a diagnostic frcility. Between 1894-1895, similar
laboratories were established in Massachusetts and Philadeþhia. By 1900, diagnostic

laboratcies had been established in every State and most major cities. The conversion of the

Maine Hospital Service into the United States Public Health Service by Roosevelt occurred in
1912. Other government departments also acquired specific health responsibilities, e.g. the

War Office took over managemort of the health of military fo¡ces. In 1929 there was an

expansion of the lvfayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota, to include the employment of 895

laboratcytechnicians, nurses and other workers within 21 laboratories.

"Profession;- the occupation which one professes to be skilled in and to follow:

(a) a vocation in which a professed lnowledge of some departnent of learning or science is

used in its applicatiur to the aff¿irs of others or in the practice of an art founded upon it.
Applied spec to three learned professions of divinity, law and medicine: also to the
military profession......1839 Mawice Lect. Educ. Mid. Classes 186 Profession in our
country...is øcpressly that kind of business which deals primarily with men as men and is

3

5.

6.
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7

thus distinguished from a Trade, which provides þr the æternal wants or occasions of
Man.

O) in wider sense: Any calling or occupation by whictr a person.habitually earns his living.

Now usually appfiéd to an occupation considered to be socially superior to a trade or

handicrafr, úut formerl¡ and still in vulgar (or humorous) sense, including these'

(c)
(Q tfre body ofpersons engaged in a calling".

(Source:- verbatim Murray et al., 196l).

"Profession:-

(a) a calling requiring specialised preparation
' ' includin! instructiõn in skills an or scholarly

principlá underþing such skills and meth anisation or

äotr"".tø opinion ñigh ttattaurds of achievement and conduct, and committinC lts
members to-continued study and to a kind of work which has for its prime purpose the

rendering ofa public service.
(b) a principal calling vocation or ernplo¡anenf'.

(Source.'- verbdim Gove, 1993, pl 8l l).

"Learned Profession-

n: one of the three professionso theology, law and medicine, traditionally associated wilh

extensive leaming or erudition: broadly any profession in the preparation for m practice of -
of which academic leaming is held to play an irnportant part

learned Q) -. . ... well informed" skilled cr practised in a specific field"'

(Source:- verbatim Gove, 1993, p 1286)

,,Profession:- business, calling, cafeer, employment, line of work, occupation, office,

position, sphce, vocation, walk of life" (See Mcleod' 1987).

',Occupatiorf':- the principal business in one's life: a craft, trade þofessionl or othe¡ means

of earning a living: ønploymen! vocation (See Gove, 1993, p 1560)'

" l/ocatiorÌ' : vocare - to call, summon

(i) ttre action on the part of God of calling a person to exercjsg some special fun9tion,

especially ofa spiritual nature, or to fill a certain position, divine influence or guidance

towards ã ¿etnite (esp. religious) career, the fact of being so called or diverted towards a

special work in life, natural tørdency tq or fitness for, such work.

(ii) (a) the particular ñ¡nction or station to which a p€rson is called by God; a mode of life or

sphere of action regarded as so determined (c/ calling).
(b) one's ordinary occupation, business orprofession. 

-
(c) collect.those who follow a particular business or profession.

(See Munay et a1.,1961,P278).

fr.L. vocatio,? - sunmons, bidding, invitation

(b) (i) the work in which a p€rson is regularly employed usually for pay: line of work:

occupation
(c) (Ð the special ñrnctiur of an individual or group within a larger order (or society)

(iÐ
(iiÐ
(iv)
iuÍ ttt" membership of a particular occupational group: the persons engaged in a field of

business, profession or tade.

(See Gove, 1993, p 2561).

8.

9.

10.

ll

12.
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

5.

"Vocalion": business, calling, career, employrnent, job, life's work, metiêr, mission, office,

post, profession, pwsuit, role, trade, occupation (See Mcleod,1987,p ll23).

"Professional

l.
2.
3.

4.

Engaged in one of the leamed or skilled professions, or in a calling considered to be

socially superior to a trade or handicraft.
(a) That follows an occupation as hidher profession, life-work or means of livelihood, as

a professional soldier, musician or lecturer, spec, applie'dto one who follows by way

of profession or business, an occupation generally engaged in a pastime: hence used

in contast wiftr amateur, as proþssional criclceter. Disparagingly applied to one

who 'lnakes a tade" of anything that is properly pursued from higher motives, as a

proþ s s i ornl politician.
(b) Of play, sports etc. Undertaken or engaged for money, or as a means of subsistence,

engaged in by professionals (as distinct from amateurs).

That is trained or skilled in the theoretic or scientific parts of a tade or occupation, as

distinct fiom its merely mechanical parts: that raises þerl/his trade to the dignity of a
learned profession.

"Professionalism"
Professional qualþ, character, method or conduct; the stamp of a particular profession.

(See Munay et al.,l96l,p 1428).

"Professional"

(a) (i) relating to or characteristic ofa profession or calling
(ii) concerned or occupied with the F¿ining of professionals.

(b) characterised by or conforming to the technical or ethical standards of a profession or an

occupation : manifesting fine artistry or workrnanship based on sound knowledge and
conscientiousness : reflecting the results of education, training and experiøce.

(See Gove, 1993, p l8l l).

Such privilege is substantiated by three claims:-

(Ð "that there is suctr an unusual degree of skill and lnowledge involved in professional

work that nor-professionals are not equipped to evaluate or regulate it."
(ii) "that professionals are responsiblg i.e. in the absence ofsupervision they can be fusted to

work conscientiously. "
(iii) "that the profession itselfmay be trusted to undert¿ke proper regulatory action'"

(See Freidson, 1970,p 137)

Amongst other criticisms, the IBMS was criticised for the following:-

(a) having little influence because of the low degree of esteem enjoyed by individual
members

(b) having a low profile both with the general public and its ovrn membership
(c) the åct that the professional body was suffering from a lack of identity, adopting a

defensive strategy and having a tendency to "sit on the fence"
(d) possessing little political effectiveness with no Parliarnentary represe,ntation.

(See Suney, l99l).

In an attempt to estimate the image and social status of Medical Laboratory Technologists
amongst hospital colleagues and the general public of North America, the University of Texas

used a rating scale comparable to that of the National Opinion Research Centre. Researchers

compared the ranking of laboratory scientists with those of occupations outside health care.

Asking respondents to rank 13 categories of health professionals wilh respect to their general

social standing, Medical Laboratory Technologists were ranked 1l'above Dental hygienists
and Radiological Technologists. Occupational groups such as speech pathologists,

l8
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19.

audiologists, physical therapists and social workers were rated higher. Using compartble

rankingi ofprestige, Medical Laboratory Technologists were classed within the same rankings

as carpenters and other manual workers and only marginally succeeded in entering the

public's perception of the professional image ofprestige (Winchell, 1986).

The frustrations experienced by Biomedical Scientists in their attempts to gain recogttition as

members of a profession w€re evidenced by the result of a survey r¡ndertaken in 1981 by

Griffin and Klun. Sampling 150 Pathology Laboratories in the UK (with a retum rate of
64Yo'¡,researchers ranked the order of 22 stress factors quoted by MLSOs. Results indicated

the following pattern (rank order in brackets) :-

o Failure to understand the laboratory on the part ofdoctors (l)
o Lack ofrecognition and/u appreciation by physicians and other hospital statr(I0)
o Lack of authmityto make decisions (14)
o Two years earlier a survey of 904 individuals using a 468 item çestionnaire (with a

response rate of 83Yo) and also identifiing 22 stress sourc€s resulted in the following

findings (rank ordø in brackets):-
o Lack ofrecognition (12)
. Apathyon thepart ofpeers and supervisors (13)

o Lack ofprofessionalism amongst staff(I7)

(See Ivancevich and Matteson, 1987).
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Chapter 4

The Influence of Health Care Systems on Medical Laboratory Sciences

"Time in his course wìll bring us to endless successors in spirit of the Victorian
pioneers of social advance - men and women with the conscience and industry of
Shafiesbury, tlæ strenglh of purpose of Elizabeth Fry, the courage and irwentiveness

of the Barnetts, the untuÍored fervour of lfilliam Booth the exuberant humanity of
Qtintin Hogg, tlæ pity and the anger of Beniamin Waugh But who will restore the

conditions in which these nen andwomen did their workT When and how shall we

replace the lost power of widespread religious belief,, the material resources which
must support the Philanthropic Motive as the boþ clotlps the soul, and tlp sense of
brotherhood in the human race? None of the Victorian po'reers dreamed of a world
with dangers such as ours. None of them doubted that man could and would be

master of hisfate.

To restore the conditions in which these pioneers did their work will not be the work
of any man. Bul restoration may come through one spirit breathing again through
many men, as it did in the special freld fron which this stuQ began. So a last
human society mry become afriendly society - anAffìliated Order of brancleg some

large andmury small, eachwith its own life infreedom each linked to all the rest by
common purpose and by bonds to sertte tlnt purpose. So the night's insane dream of
pover over other mery without limit and without mercy, shall fade. So mankind in
brotherhood shall bring backthe døy".

Beveridge, 1948.

Introduction

Developments within the pure sciences have made a significant contribution to the

advance of medicine. However, there are those who would argue that the most

notable metamorphoses in the medical arena are founded within the socio-political

domain. Alongside the scientific influences outlined in the previous chapters came

demands for a different type of societ¡ one in which nation states saw the need to

develop new vestiges of a civic society within which health and well-being would be

prioritised. Such a goal, perhaps, w¿rs largely achieved by the mid 1960s and this is

the time when medical laboratory technologists were to find a home.

Whilst there existed amongst European govemments a conseff¡us regarding the

requirement for collective health care provision, there \¡ras a debate on the extent of
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such contribution and the form in which it should be supplied. The financial, social

and political characteristics of health care systems within any nation state have

influences on the supply of diagnostic (including pathological) services within that

particular corxrtry.

The origins of the "European Welfare State", (shaped by global conflicts, economic

pressures and class struggles) stemmed from Germany in 1883 when Bismarck

devised a comprehensive scheme of social security, offering workers protection

(insurance) against old age, accident and sickness. This model of Bismarkian

socialism was to form the foundation of welfare systems for many other European

countries and represented a form of paternalism by the state. Health care systems

within the broader concepts of welfare state development have their roots embedded

deeply in the economic and political institutions of nation states. rWithin Europe they

are, to a large extent, linked to social-democrat parties. Three broad categories of

financing and organisation of healthca¡e have emerged within Europe. The dominant

group is that associated with "Beveridge"-style health systems, exemplified by

Sweden and Britain. Funded through earmarked general taxation and associated with

mainly public providers, such systems use staff in the main employed directly by the

state.

"Bismarkian" systems, as typified by those in France and Germany, are based on

compulsory social health insurance. Here, there is a mixture of payroll deductions

together with both public and private provision of health funds. The "Semashko"

model, typical of the Soviet era" is associated with non-earmarked general taxatior¡

total state authority and control, together with significant centralisation of
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administratior¡ planning and financing (l). In other (most notably Southern)

European countries there is a current transition fiom Bismarkian systems to Beveridge

models of healthcare provisior¡ e.g. in Portugal, Spain, Italy and Greece.

As a reflection of these different models, the health care systems of Germany,

Sweden, Greece and the UK will be considered alongside an examination of how

technological advances together with social" political and economic factors have

influenced the provision of diagnostic laboratory services. There will also be an

assessment of the extent to which such factors have affected the impetus towards

pro fessio nal harmo nisation.

Biomedic¡l sciences in the Context of Health Services in Europe

Beveridge's Utopian vision of the Welfare State implicitly enshrines the concept that

the well being of the human race is largely predicated on the provision of

comprehensive and effective health care delivery. Jones and Moon (1987) maintain

that the primary features shaping the provision of health care within a particular

country include the social and politico-economic ideology of that nøtiott, cultural

factors and issues concerned with regional resource planning. Such an ideological

model of health care organisation is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Whereas the early emphasis on health care provision in Britain had stemmed from

concerns regarding environmental hygiene, Europe saw public health activities being

centred on personal public health. The first free treatment for venereal disease had

been introduced in Denmark as early as 1790, while in Germany six years later,
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vaccination against smallpox became compulsory. State hospitals had been built in

most European countries by the 1840s. By 1892 the French system of child welfare

clinics was being widely imitated in Europe and the first midwives were being trained

in Scandinavia and Holland.

Bismark's state medical insurance system of 1884 was followed by similar schemes

e.g. in Austria (1883), Hungary (1891), Luxembourg (1907) and Norway (1909).

Meanwhile in Russia, progfammes involving salaried doctors and hospital buildings

had been introduced as early as 1861, but the country was completely lacking in

sanitary science.

In some respects the European health care systems developed from a process of

economic modernisation which had extended from developed countries such as

Britain and Belgium southward to Northern Italy during the latter decades of the

Eighteenth Century. While the Industrial Revolution continued to spread, those states

with the most developed economies rapidly expanded their industrial systems and

underwent further technological advances.
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X'igure 4.1 Ideological Models of Health Care

Welfarist

Socialist

Scandinavia

USSRPoland

Britain

Public
Control Italy, Portugal and Spain

Free Enterprise France, Austria and GermanY

Netherlands, Belgium

Low Public X'unding High

Adapted from Jones and Moon (19S7) and modified to take account of more

recent changes in Southem European Countries.

Predominant amongst the multi-factorial influences which shaped the European health

care systems were:

(a) The demographic revolution - characterised by a massive population increase

between 1770 and 1950. Europe saw a rapidly falling death rate but a

relatively constant birth rate. Figure 4.2 illustrates the complex interpþ
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between the relative rates preceding and succeeding the Industrial Revolution.

Contributory factors included a reduction in disease mortality (n 1776 Jenner

had established the effrcacy of vaccination against smallpox) and the absence

of any widespread famine in Europe after 1715. The advent of antibiotics

would later add to the fall in death rates.

(b) The pace of economic advance, the rise of industrial capitalism, technical

advances, increased agricultural output, the trend towards imperialism and

public health reforms, would all play a greater or lesser part in scuþuring the

design of later health care provision.

(c) The emergence of a new social class resulting from the profound social change

associated with the Industrial Revolution. Described by Marx as "having

nothing but their labour to se11", the nineteenth century 'þroletariat" were

subjected to the abuses of primitive capitalism. Originally living in appalling

squalor, existing on starvation wages, exposed to child labour and

experiencing utter poverty, the mass of wage earners in Europe slowly began

to benefit from the emergence of the labour movement. Workers began to

receive legislative or contractual guarantees against occupational disease,

unemployment and accidents. Other benefits followed, e.g. minimum wages,

invalidity pensions and paid holidays. The demands of social reformists were

gradually being met and constraints were being placed on absolute laissez-

faireliberahsm.

At the beginning of the Twentieth Century therefore, Europe was faced with not only

a growing populatior¡ but also an ageing one (a tendency probably exaggerated by the

emigration of younger people). Consequently greater numbers would be expected to
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die from diseases of old age. Although notable successes had been achieved in

controlling tuberculosis, pneumonia and nflienz4 medical science had made little

progress against heart disease, mental and nervous disorders or cancer.

Since life-expectancy had at least doubled since the Middle Ages, the expectations of

the ageing European population (dying from different diseases at later periods in their

lives) were becoming more demanding of medicine and the state. Added to this was

the growing realisation tlrrt the standard of living, economic growth and prosperity,

could significantly influence both the quality and length of life. Europeans became

less tolerant of deprivation and poverty and shared a vision of attainable happiness.

The people were beginning to demand the benefits which social, economic and

medical improvements could provide.

As in Britain, other European countries were making greater efforts to improve public

health facilities such as urban sewerage, sanitation and water supplies, because of the

dangerous levels of ill health in most larger towns and cities. Irrespective of the fact

of whether national production was based on agriculture (e.g. Denmark) or industry

(e.g. Germany, France, Norway, Sweden and Italy), employers were becoming more

concerned about the health of their employees since effïciency diminished as a result

of ill-health. Consequently, medical care \¡rasi provided through the firm at least by

some of the larger employers, while the smaller business owners either dismissed the

chronically sick employees or advocated state and charitable health care.
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Figure 4.2 Demographic Trends in Europe in Relrtion to the Industrial
Revoluúion
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Following \Morld War II, Etrope, beginning a period of convalescence, started the

task of reconstructing its economies, governments and administrations. Everywhere

onthe Continent the experience of Hitler's tyranny rekindled the candle of democratic

ideals. There was a tide of political sentiment that promulgated the resurgence of

social democratic and Christian socialist movements. The swing towards the left in

political public opinion constituted in part a leaning towards Communism.

In Britain, Beveridge's paper of 1942, the "Report on Social Insurance and Allíed

Services" attracted wide international interest. Representing a practical vehicle for

social reorganisation in the post-war world, and possessing a measure of visionary

welfare reforrn, the principles of the report were adopted to varying degrees by

France, Norway, Belgium and Spain (3).

Although the level of economic development was a major constraint in some

countries, health provision became the centrepiece of the European Welfare State.

Medical care was not free everywhere but whenever charges were expected to be met

by individuals, they were kept to a minimum. There now followed a marked

improvement in European health - average life expectancy steadily increased, there

was a sharp decline in infant mortality and between 1930 and 1960 there was a 400o/o

increase in health spending.
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Developments within the LIK

As in Europe, an increase in population growth in Britain (4) paralleled the advance

of industrialisation and urbanisation - factors that were to emphasise the division

between rich and poor and highlighted the features that contributed to higher

morbidity and mortality. lt may be argued that, despite advances in medicine and

techno logy, these characteristics remain within contemporary society.

The Poor Law Commission Act of 1834 and its Poor Law Amendment had decla¡ed

*ør allrelief should be confined to the workhouse where conditions should always be

"less eligible" to recipients than those outside. There was no unemployment benefit,

sick pay, compensation or reliet except that provided by the workers themselves via

friendly societies and trade unions. In the case of sickness - this had been on the

periphery of the Poor Laws for centuries. Frequently the problem had been left to

private enterprise where provision was often disordered and uncertain. There was a

failure to appreciate the relationship between public health and the health of the

people. The Poor Law Act of 160l had instructed the parishes to obtain "competent

sums of money" for the relief of the old, blind and lame. In towns there were

voluntary hospitals (some dating from the Middle Ages) and the trend to minimise

numbers inside workhouses now increased (5). Consequently out-door medical relief

was encouraged and workhouse sick bays developed into something akin to general

hospitals. Local authorities also began to provide hospitals for the destitute sick. By

the end of the Nineteenth Century responsibility for the sick-poor was divided

between local authorities, voluntary organisations, Poor Law guardians and District

Medical Officers.
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Public health now lay in the hands of approximately 1,800 local authorities with 1,000

isolation hospitals and other institutions, together with 1,380 fuIl-time Medical

Officers of Health and several thousand sanitary inspectors. There was an annual

wastage of 30,000lives and 60,000 unnecessary cases of sickness as a direct result of

the prevailing sanitary conditions. The financial cost to society was estimated to be

f15 million per qnnum. The Publíc Health Act 1848 consequently proposed the

establishment of a Central Board of Health. This emanated from Chadwick's report

of 1842 to Parliament (6). Slowly the social reform movement gathered pace - the

result of working class agitation and organisation together with the work of

humanitarians such as the factory owners (e.g. Owen and Fielden), aristocrats and

landowners (e.g. Shaftsbury) and medical practitioners and administrators (e.g. Simon

and Chadwicþ.

During the period 1860-1880 Rumsey and Chadwick championed the cause for a

united state medical service but their eflorts were largely unsuccessful. Secure in

their private practices, doctors scorned state medicine. By the turn of the Century

state services had become confined to the comparatively lowly tasks of controlling

infectious diseases and poisons. Other aspects such as sewage disposal, the protection

of water supply and the prevention of food adulteration , \¡/ere passing to the newly

developing 'þaramedical" services - staffed by engineers and laboratory technicians.

From 1860 and for the next sixty years, the medical profession became gradually

wealthier, enjoyed higher status and adopted a more conservative ideology.

At the end of this period, Lloyd George's National Insurance Bill represented the

direct forerur¡rer of the health and unemployment legislation lying at the heart of the
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welfare state. Part I of the Bill provided for a system of insurance against loss of

health and unemployment (7). Hospital services were free in cases of real poverty,

but entailed assessment of means and payment accordingly. Becoming law in

December 1911, there was much opposition towards the 8il1 from the medical

profession. There was final agreement to a capitation fee of 9 shillings for each

insured worker (8). By 1930, 12 million people were insured and unemployment

benefit cost f,l10 million with contributions amounting to only f,30 million. Many

haÃ to revert to charity or the Poor Law, which was still governed by the harsh

principles of the Nineteenth Century.

The Poor Law Board now became the Public Assistance Authority and applicants

were expected to exhaust their personal savings prior to obtaining relief. They also

had to undergo the rigours of a household means test (9). The restriction of welfare

benefits to working heads of households (i.e. males) continued to be a source of

aggravation. This state of affairs resulted in concerns being voiced n 1934 regarding

the effects of prolonged economic depression. Avoidable ill health amongst

housewives and other women workers were attributed to the lack of medical facilities

and an absence of available treatme¡t It was further agreed that the provisions of the

National Health Insurance Act should be extended to all insured women and that a

national maternity service should be introduced.

Despite the efforts of the labour government in 194S to provide health and welfare

services free of the stigma of the Poor Law, there was much in the public perception

which retained state aid within the concept of charity to the poor and needy.

Inequality with respect to access to health care, distribution of health needs, quality of
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medical care and morbidity persisted and exacerbated apathy on the part of the

disadvantaged. There remained also the relationship between state contributiorU

capitalist production and collective consumption. The heaviest demand for NHS

resources came from the non-working population - the old and the young (and still

does). The NHS is therefore "consumptiof' rather than 'þroduction" orientated.

Perhaps rather than searching for distant origins of the welfare state and health service

and drawing conclusions about their relative success or otherwise, one should accept

the philosophy expounded by Titmuss that there is no finality in the social process.

After all, the likes of Chadwick, Booth, Hill, Rowntree, Beveridge, Bevan, the Webbs

and Lloyd George, were not building a marble monument called "Society''- they were

helping to qeate a legacy which sought to provide decency, healtlr, citizenship and

fairness.

The Act of 1929 had merged the Poor Law into local authority services. The merger

had proven to be straightforward with respect to maternity and child welfare, special

services and tuberculosis, but the hospitals were more problematical. Although the

Pubtic Health Act, 1875 had empowered authorities to provide general hospitals, few

had done so - most preferring to award grants to voluntary hospitals. The advent of

war in 1939 represented a testing time for the Ministry of Health and by this time

approximately 60,000 beds existed in 400 hospitals and institutions provided under

the Poor Law, 70,000 n 4140 hospitals under public health control and some 77,000

in voluntary hospitals. Much of the accommodation was antiquated and of low

standard and in 1937 the Voluntary Hospitals Commission Report paved the way for

regionally organised hospitals under the NHS. (Half a century latel the hospital

sector was to account for approximately 75Yo of health care expenditure).
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Even as late as the 1930s, one in fifteen children died before reaching the age of

eleven years. Life expectancy was only approximately sixty years. Poor housing and

malnutrition persisted in contributing to fatal diseases such as diphtheria" polio and

scarlet fever for which there were few effective treatments. For the poor there was

little support except for the so-called 'kise-women". These administered home duties

such as delivering babies and laying out the dead. Remedies at the very least were

dubious - earache was thought to be remedied by placing a table-spoon of warm urine

in the ear, childrenwithpertusssis were instructed to stand near to gangs taring the

roads and to breathe in the boiler fumes. The recommended cure for bedsores was the

white of an egg, stirred until froth¡ with two teaspoons of wine and applied with a

feather. Very few people over the age of forty years had their own teeth!

Following the initial shock of World War I the Government, mindful of the recent

depressior¡ began to consider reconstruction. The blueprint detailing the proposed

structure of the NHS was published in the 1946 White Paper - the architect of which

was Aneurin Bevan (Labour's post-war Minister of HealtÐ. The proposals were met

with vehement oppositior¡ primarily from the medical profession (10). By 1962

Enoch Powell's Hospital Plan resulted in most of the NHS financial investment being

made on district hospitals. Changes in clinical science were requiring changes in the

design of Out-Patient Departments while radiology and pathology were increasing in

importance. On July 51h 7948, lhe Nationol Health Service Act, 1946 was finally

implemented. Of 3,040 voluntary and municipal hospitals some 2,688 were taken

under state control and an enormous burden of worry was lifted from the sick.
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The UK National Health Service and the Expansion of Medical Laboratory Sciences

At the beginning of the Twentieth Century, preventative health care measures had

become a focus of attention since losses in the Boer and Crimean wars had

highlighted the poor health of soldiers. More had died from fevers and typhoid than

through warfare. Late4 the period following World War II witnessed the

comprehensive reorganisation of social services in the UK. This included not only the

local authority welfare services, but also the education systen¡ housing and the Health

Service. The principle of a comprehensive system of medical services, available to all

and independent of national insurance was introduced by Aneurin Bevan in July,

t948.

Historically the organisation of the NHS reflected the development of the various

branches of the medical services. In order to establish a unified hospital system both

voluntary and local authority hospitals had to be integrated with Regional Health

Boards responsible for their administration. By the eafly 1970s there were fifteen

regions in England and Wales and five in Scotland. The daily management of groups

of hospitals w¿rs the responsibility of Hospital Management Committees (the Boards

of Management in Scotland). The GP medical, dental and ophthalmic services,

together with the supply of subscription drugs, were managed by executive councils

within each Local Health Authority. The latter were then to lose control over their

hospitals but retained maternity and child welfare services together with midwifery,

health visiting and home nursing services. They also kept responsibility for

vaccinatior¡ care of the mentally i11, care of the blind, sufferers of tuberculous and

ambulance services.
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The separation of GPs from hospitals reflected the growing specialisation of

medicine. Within the new Health Service the hospitals were the dominant element.

At the outset the hospital sector absorbed 54o/o of available funds and this reached a

peak of 70o/oby the mid-1970s. The birth of the NHS coincided with the advent of

the golden age of high-technology medicine. The capasity of hospital medicine was

being transformed in the late 1940s by the widespread availability of natural and

synthetic antibiotics, more reliable blood transfusions, the development of

anticoagulants and more refined techniques in diagnostic pathology (see Clnpter 2).

During the first decade of its conceptior¡ specialisms in support services such as

pathology, radiology and anaesthetics had become an integral part of the NHS.

Between 1949 and 1964 significant increases were being achieved in the quantities of

blood supplied by the Regional Transfusion Services and there was a mushrooming of

diagnostic tests (aided by innovations in automated testing procedures) in

haematolog¡ bacteriolog¡ biochemistry and histopathology. This expansion

continued into the 1970s and 1980s (see Figures 4.3 and 4.4). Following the advent

of the NHS the quantity of blood issued to hospitals had increased by 265% n 1967,

whilst the total population of England and Wales had increased by l2Yo. The next

fifteen years saw a 660/o rise in the numbers of consultant and nursing stafi hospital

medical staff numbers doubled and professional and technical staff increased nearly

three-fold.
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X'igure 4.3 Pattern of Real Expenditure in Patholory within the LIK
(1977178 - 1987/88)

Source: Stocking,1993.

F'igure 4.4 Number of Patholory Tests (Millions) in the UK (1970-1986)

Source: Modified from Stocking, 1993.
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The National Insurance Act, 1911had made no provision for pathology tests and

although 'þanelpatients" had free access to GPs, pathological investigations caried a

fee. The very poor were provided with some free services, (usually through the

voluntary hospitals) and a few county councils established their own laboratories with

each of the four major disciplines being represented. These were substituted by many

private and commercial laboratories offering postal services but without

consultancies. The net effect was the delay in the establishment of laboratories in

large provincial hospitals.

ln 1927 the Association of Clinical Pathologists (ACP) was formed largely in

response to concern regarding the proliferation of commercial laboratories and a lack

of supervision by qualified pathologists (11). The ACP promoted the establishment

of hospital laboratories in every large town throughout the UK. The major impetus

for this provision stemmed from fears regarding the possible outbreak of war.

Anxieties regarding the need to combat possible bacterial warfare prompted the

recommendation by the Medical Research Council (lvtRc) in 1934 for the

establishment of an Emergency Public Health Laboratory Service (EPHLS).

Four years before the start of hostilities, the British government began planning for

the treatment of war casualties and with the commencement of war the Emergency

Medical Service (EMS) was established. For many clinicians this provided the first

access to diagnostic pathology and increasingly blood transfusion became a concern

for the ACP. Previously many members of the Association had organised

independent services but the demands of casualties provided the impetus for a

standardised national transfusion service. Initially because of offrcial apathy,
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facilities were restricted to the London area and organised by the MRC. By the

summer of 1940 the first full-time Blood Transfusion Offrcers were appointed to

regions outside the capital. At the same time a nation-wide pathology service,

organised on a regional basis and sub-divided into specialities, was established under

the supervision of "Group Pathologists".

Practised in hospital laboratories, clinical pathology now included morbid anatomy

and the provision of autopsies for coroners. Each region had a cent,ral laboratory

normally attashed to a medical school with peripheral laboratories providing

epidemiological work. These regional services were controlled by a committee of

"Directors of Group Laboratories" with an elected chairman and a minority

membership consisting of clinicians, public health offrcers andlay persons. Under the

direction of the Ministry of Health the ACP also provided training programmes for

personnel serving both in the EMS and the Armed Forces. The rapidly expanding

laboratory service became increasingly dependent on the skills of technicians and

scientists employed in the Health Service. On matters relating to their training and

status, the ACP determined policy, rules and regulations and the curriculum content of

courses. Between 1939-1948 the numbers of medical laboratory technicians had

increased by 50% and during the period 1958-1968 the numbers of professional and

technical staff in the NHS increased by 100% and by a further 70% n the decade

197l-1981. Despite this, hospital laboratories had arelatively low priority in relation

to building and refi,nbishment, since houses, schools and wards were deemed to have

priority. The strategic tiers introduced during the structural reforms of 1974 were

partly an attempt to target funds towards local healthcare needs. This strategy was

further developed inthe government's"Patients Firsf'report in December 1979. This
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advocated the establishment of district health authorities, recommended the

devolution of control and suggested concomitant improvements in accountability to

the lowest possible levels. Two basic principles now formed the foundation for the

functioning of the NHS - consensus management and strategic planning. Thereafter,

inherent tensions resulting from the alleged undermining of strategy by the medical

professior¡ together with demands for fi¡rther funding, led to several additional

reviews and reforms in the 1980s (12).

The NHS operates within a complex mâcro-environment, has intricate funding

arrangements (see Figure 4.5) and is one of Europe's largest employers. The use of a

Political, Economic, Social and Technological (PEST) model allows the identification

of a broad range of influences that have shaped the demand and supply of medical

laboratory sciences within the NHS during the 1990s (O'Hara, 1996) (see Figure 4.6).

A significant cultural change within the NHS followed the 1989 White Paper

"úIlorking for Patients" which was subsequently to become law under the "National

Health Service and Cornmunity Care Act 1990". As a result of the Act, the first wave

of 57 NHS Trusts were introduced in 1991 and four years later these were the sole

providers of all healthca¡e within the public sector. Under the scheme many GPs

became fund-holders and were able to purchase healthcare from the NHS Trusts. In

Ilday 1997 the election of a new Government saw a political commitment to abolish

the internal market.
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Figure 4.5 Funding of Health Care Systems in England (Post 1999)
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Figure 4.6 Application of PEST Model to Diagnostic Laboratoly Senices
within the Context of the NHS (IlK)

Key to Influencing Factors: -
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The White Paper "The New NHS Modern, Dependable" advocated the tenets of

partnership and performance in the management of the NHS - competition was to be

replaced by collaboration.

The introduction of the internal market was a result of the government's conviction

that professions should be subjectto managerial control and accountability and also

that competition leads to effrciency. It was also a recognition of the structural

plurality of the NHS. Consequently there wrls a move towards market testing, i.e. the

contracting out of health care services including to some extent the tendering for a

diagnostic pathology service (13). The inculcation of a business culture into the NHS

also stemmed partly from curtailment of trade union power and the drive to make the

professions conform to market economics. Such measures, together with increasing

audit requirements, were attempts to ensure that local decision making processes

could be compatible with increased public and political accountability. Private sector

provision was also enhanced by changes in ta¡ration policy. The granting of tax relief

for private medical insurance and the introduction of the Private Finance Initiative

(PFI) were further attempts to support NHS investment decisions.

V/ithin the economic context, there has been an increasing trend towards the use of

outcome research and health economics in order to measure the relative cost and

clinical effectiveness of different treatments. Indicators such as "Quality Adjusted

Life Years" (QALYs) have been used in an attempt to integrate quality, cost and

outcome. In the UK such measures were taken against a background of political

pressure to reduce taxes, high unemployment and demographic cltange, resulting in
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increased dependency (see Addendum 4.1 for relative age changes in the elderly) and

the need to service an insatiable demand for healthcare.

Following publication of the White Paper, the Labour government (faced with the

prospect of Scottish and Welsh devolution) produced an additional White Paper for

England called "The New NHS ". This advocated the phasing out of fund-holding

(and its two-tier healthcare provision), the devolution of budgetary responsibility to

clinical teams, the establishment of contract negotiations between purchasers and

providers and the introduction of quality initiatives (e.g. the National Institute for

Clinical Excellence).

The Health Care Systems in Germany, Greece and Sweden

(a) Gemany

With respect to health care, over 90Yo of Germany's residents receive services

through the country's statutory health care insurance progr¿lmme (Gesetzliche

Kranlænversicherung) (GKV) - with nearly universal access to comprehensive

medical care and a choice of physicians. Membership of the programme is

compulsory for all those earning less than a periodically revised income ceiling. The

majority of the remainder receive health care via private (profit-making) insurance

companies. All individuals use the same facilities irrespective of funding

mechanisms.

Although national health care policies are largely specified by the federal government

and the hospital sector is controlled by the Lcinder (see below), the health care system
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is administered by national and regional selÊgoverning associations of payers and

providers (see Figure 4.7). These organisations have key roles in recommending

policy details and negotiating the finance and provision of health care. Rather than

being paid for through taxatiorL the system is largely financed by both compulsory

and voluntary health care insurance premiums.

In 1993, the Health Care Structural Reform Act (Gesundheitsstruhurgesetz) (GSG)

was introduced. Effectively this marked the end of a period that saw the ever-

increasing provision of benefits and services under statutory public health insurance

payments. The Act allowed an equalisation of contribution rates across all sickness

funds by authorising payments to funds burdened with health risks associated with

age and gender. It also allowed the development of a more sophisticated

reimbursement method for hospitals (previously there had been a simple system of per

diem payment rates) (14).

In 1986 the Land governments assumed sole responsibility for hospital policy making.

The Låinder own and partiølly finance medical school hospitals and accredited

teaching hospitals. They also enforce accreditation and licensing of health facilities

and of health professionals working in social services.

By the early 1990s there were 3,590 hospitals in Germany,3,104 in the west and 486

in the East . These were of three types - public, non-profit and private for-profit -
each accounting for about one-third of the total. There is a sharp distinction made

between hospital-based and office-based physicians, the latter group acting as

gatekeepers for specialist referrals and hospitalisation. In 1993 there were more than
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266,000 physicians working in the German health sector (89,000 were office-based).

Physicians were reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis according to a point value scale

(German Uniform Evaluation Standard).

In 2000 the Federal Government introduced further reforms of the health care system

primarily in order to ameliorate the growing costs. The most important aims and

objectives of the reforms were to increase collaboration within the systen¡ encourage

new forms of care and treatment provisioq promote counselling services, rationalise

funding mechanisms, increase patient's rights and expand health promotion activities.

Diagnostic services for arnbulatory patients, including laboratory tests, are largely

defined and controlled currently by the "Federal Committee of Physicians and

Sickness Funds". Between 1990 and 1998 there was a 38o/o increase in laboratory

specialists amongst physicians contracted under the statutory health insurance

scheme. An application of the PEST model to the provision of medical laboratory

services is shown in Figure 4.8.
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X'igure 4.7 X'inance F'lows in German Health Care, 1995 (Biltion DM)
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F'igure 4.8 Application of PEST Model to Provision of Medical Laboratory
Sciences in GemanY
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(b) Greece

Having won their independence in 1830 the Greek population remained without any

significant health care coverage for almost a century. Although the Ministry of

Hygiene and Social Welfare was established in 1922, the level of care provided atthe

time remained rudimentary. Only a few municipal and community hospitals existed

together with some state controlled larger institutions and some private hospitals. The

year 1934 saw the first serious attempt by the government to increase coverage of the

population with the establishment of the Social Security Organisation (Ídryma

Kinonikón Asfatíseon) (IKA). Primarily aimed at protecting one third of the

population (blue and white-collar workers), the scheme applied to organisations

employing more than seventy persons. Temporary public hospitals were established

in 1941 to serve the needs ofwar and in 1953 legislation was introduced to establish a

National Health Service. The major aim was to decentralise health care to regional

and local health councils and the legislation focused on providing a hospital and

physician based system designed on the basis of a "needs-based" approach. In

practice however the law was never implemented and the opportunity was lost.

The 1960s were associated with an expansion in the numbers of insurance funds

coinciding with a period of rapid economic growth. Several financial institutions

such as the banks established independent funds financed mainly by employer

contributions. Public sector employees and the self-employed also gained access to

social health insurance schemes. Approximately 50o/o of the Greek population were

employed in the agricultural sector and in 1961 farmers and their families were

provided with coverage for the fi¡st time when legislation established the

Organisation for Agricultural Insurance (Organismó s Ge or gikan Asphelis eon) (OGA).
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But public health expenditure remained at less thÃn2.5% of the GDP. All insurance

funds (with the exception of the IKA) continued to contract health services from

private specialist clinics (in the case of primary care) and from private or public

hospitals (in the case of secondary care). Private health care thus expanded

significantly in terms of both physician and hospital numbers. The state continued to

subsidise charity hospitals and only developed public sector hospitals in the larger

cities.

Historically the development of the Greek health care system shows a continued loss

of opportunities. During the dictatorship of 1967-1974 the first proposals for a

National Health Service, aimed at harmonising the insurance fund regulations and the

introduction of a single funding agency, were eventually abandoned. The need for

health care reforms intensified following the restoration of democracy n 1974 and

two years later a working party appointed by the Centre of Planning and Economic

Research (Kentpo Npospammatiemoy Kai Oikanomil{ln Epeyrñn) (KEPE) identified

the major problems and potential solutions relating to the Greek health care system

(15). Once again - this time due to political and medical opposition - the plan was

never implemented.

In 1981 conditions were ripe for a radical change. This coincided with the advent of

the Socialist Party or the Panhellenic Socialist Movement (Panhellínion Socialistiko

Kìnima) (PASOK). Two years later the government introduced legislation to

establish a National Health Service based on a comprehensive set of reforms (16) and

in the early 1990s a new Conservative government introduced yet more changes.
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These resulted in financial autonomy for primary health ca¡e centres and freedom of

choice with respect to private practice for physicians employed in public hospitals.

The health care system then underwent a process of partial decentralisation. Although

currently the lead institution in the development and financing of health policy is the

Ministry of Health and rù/elfare, the strusture of the NHS is based on the regional and

district division of the country. In principle, the regions are resporu¡ible for planning

and co-orditntnghealth care development but owing to lack of human resources (e.g.

managers and scientists) the role of regional health councils has yet to be optimised.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the organisational structure of the Greek health care system and

the primary patterns of funding are shown in Figure 4.10.

Under the current systen¡ laboratory services are delivered by a combination of

public and private sector provision. All three major insurance funds will pay towards

the cost of diagnostic tests (e.g. TEVE contributes 75Yo of laboratory fees while the

dependants of civil servants Inve 90o/o of their costs met). There is also a growing

usage of private laboratories and medical clinics (currently approximately 200 exist)

since there is a general dissatisfaction with public sector services. In addition there is

an increasing tendency towards the use of voluntary health insurance (approximately

5-8% of the population) for meeting the cost of private laboratory tests. Most of the

clinicians staffrng the 176 rural health centres are either pathologists or paediatricians.

Greece has received European Union (EU) structural fund finances for the upgrading

or construction of 15 hospitals, a new National Blood Bank (the Greek blood

transfusion system is the responsibility of the Directorate General of Health), together

with the establishment of one central and five regional public health laboratories.
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The Country's requirements for health care services are shaped by multifactorial

influences - some of which are specific to Greece. The nation has one of Europe's

most rapidly growing ageing populations (see Addendum 4.1), a paftern likely to re-

enforce the ethos of Southern Mediterranean welfare regimes based on the

gender I family/work nexus.

There is also a growing proportion of immigrants from ethnic minorities who have

specific patterns of disease, e.g.inthe late 1980s it was estimated that 40,000 legal

and illegal immigrants from Albani4 Poland, Romania and Russia were resident

within Greece. This factor has not yet however influenced statistics such as the

incidence of AIDS within the country (24.8 new c¿Nes per million population n 1996

- arclatively low level) (WHO, 2000). The major causes of death are similar to those

in'Western culture and include malignancies, cerebrovascular disease, accidents and

cardiac disease. V/ith the exception of hepatitis, infectious diseases are no longer

major health problems.

The main emphases of public health activities include public campaigns on nutrition,

smoking, AIDS, diabetes and thalassaemia (5 prenatal screening centres exist for the

latter). Seasonal health problems, most notably pulmonary conditions, are associated

with air pollutants especially in Athens (17). Figure 4.ll illustrates the application of

the PEST model to the provision of laboratory diagnostic testing in Greece.
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Figure 4.9 Organisational Stmctune of The GreekHealth Care System
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X'igure 4.10 Heatth Care Finance Systems, Greece, 1999
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X'igure 4.11 Application of PEST Model to Provision of Medical Laboratory
Sciences in Greece
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(c) Sweden

Sweden's health care system has its roots in the early 17th Century when physicians

were employed by towns and cities to provide public primary care. Within the

provinces such provision was delivered by physicians employed by central

government. The country's frst hospital (he SeraJìmerhospital) was established in

Stockholm n 1752 and its eight beds were intended to meet the needs of the whole

population of Sweden and Finland! Since then the provision of health care has been

predominantly a public responsibility. Originally this was the remit of central

government and its administration was ca¡ried out by the Collegium Medicum. In

1813 the Board of Health (Sundhetscollegium) took over responsibility. (In 1878 the

Sundhetscollegium became the Royal Medical Board and in 1968 was transformed

into the National Board of Health and Welfare. This remains the body responsible for

supervision of healthand social services). By 1865 there were 50 hospitals with a

total of approximately 3,000 beds. No outpatient care was provided and each

institution had only one physician with between 10-30 beds. By now County Council

(tandsting) administrative units had been established, given power to levy ta:res and

health care became one of their principal duties. This transition marked the beginning

of the present strongly decentralised structure of the Swedish health care system (see

Figure 4.12). With the Hospital Act, 1928, hospital caÍe became the legal

responsibility of the County Councils and during the 1930s these took over

responsibility for the provision of services such as district nursing, midwifery,

maternity and paediatric health care. Less than one in three physicians held a hospital

post at this time and ambulatory care was offered mostly by private practitioners in

their own offices. An important step towards universal coverage occurred with the
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introduction of the National Health Insurance Act, 1946. This Act also provided for

prescrþion drugs, sickness co mpensation and physician consultations.

Following V/orld V/ar II there was considerable expansion of the health sector and

during the 1960s and 1970s the health care delivery system became more hospital

based. Responsibility for all health care was decentralised to the county councils

during the 1980s (as a result of the constitutional reform n 1974) and this included

both university hospitals (the Academic Hospital of Uppsala and the Karolinska

Hospital of Stockholm).

The current health care system is regionally based, publicly operated and organised on

three levels (national, regional and local). Sweden's National Health Service is

predominantly publicly financed through taxation - primarily involving proportional

County Council income tæres levied by each of the 26 counties. Approximalely 77o/o

of such funds are used for financing health care and these are supplemented by state

grants, the national social insurance systen¡ private expenditure (out-oÊpocket flat

fee payments at points of service) and private insurance (see Figure 4.13). By 1970,

6% of public funding was being invested in the hospital sector compared to the 2lYo

of total public consumption in health and medical care. Hospitals were classified into

two categories - those handling emergency and other serious cases (general hospitals)

and those providing chronic patient care (nursing homes). Each county traÃ at least

one general hospital - some specialities, e.g. neurosurgery plastic surgery and

radiotherapy, being organised by County Councils in co-operation with seven health

and medical care regions. Of a total of 151,500 hospital stafi there were 2,800

laboratory technicians (representing 1.85% of the total staff). Over the next two
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decades there was a shift towards profit centred management in many of the services

including pathology, e.g. by the end of the 1980s some 40olo of Sweden's clinical

chemistry laboratories were being managed as profit centres.

Figure 4.12 Organisational Structure of the Swedish Health Care System
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Figure 4.13 X'inancial Flows-Health Care System -Sweden' 1999
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During the 1990s most County Councils introduced some form of purchaser-provider

model into their medical services. Traditionally fxed a¡urual allocations had been

made to hospitals and primary care services - a system now partially abandoned.

Performance related payments are currently made and competition with the private

sector is encouraged in some Councils. The evaluation of quality and prices and the

formulation of requirements are undertaken by purchasing units. Figure 4.14

illustrates the application of the PEST model to the provision of diagnostic laboratory

services in Sweden.

Additionat factors shaping diagnostic pathology services in Sweden include

influences such as the growth of industrial capitalism and the feminisation of the

profession. The MLS profession in Sweden has historically been dominated by

females and this remains to be the case, with only approximately 6Yo of the workforce

beittg male. The reasons for such a trend are predicated on political, economic and

social grounds. Issues surrounding the influence of factors such as industrial

capitalism, the role of the family nexus, the societal demands for the protection of

women and the political requirements for economic constraint, will form the basis for

some of the discursive elements ofthe concluding chapter ofthis work.

The fact that the profession of "medical laboratory technologist" is predominantly

female orientated in many European countries is a reflection of the close alliance with

the nursing vocatior¡ the subordination of the technical aspects of diagnostic

pathology to male dominated medical/clinical superiors and the division of labour

characteristic of the professions allied to medicine.
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Figure 4.14 Application of the PEST Model to Provision of Medical
Laboratory Sciences in Sweden

* See Chapter 9
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Conclusions

Irrespective of their type of health care service models, by the mid-1980s most of the

countries within the European Community were spending between 7 and lïYo of thetr

GDP on health care. Greece (together with Spain and Portugal) was spending a

significantly lower proportion. The health care per-capita expenditures for the four

selected countries in 1987 a¡e illustrated in Table 4.1 (Culyer, 1990) (Cochrane,

tee4).

Table 4.1 Per Capítø Health Care Expenditure in 1987 ($US)

Country Expenditure

Germany 1093

Greece 337

Sweden 1233

UK 7s8

Although there are diverse social and cultural conditions within each of the countries,

a number of common factors can be identified. The population within each of the

nations is ageing so that the proportion of "heavy users" of health services will

increase (particularly in Greece). The cost of providing health care will, as a result,

fall to a relatively smaller working population. There is generally a rising public

expectation with respect to health care, while there is also a corresponding increase in

costs (partly due to the use of increasingly sophisticated techniques). Cost

containment is a shared concem and many of the reforms undertaken in each country

have been attempts to curtail expenditure. Although health indicators are improving,

there is likely to be intensified pressure on health services since there is little

relationship between such indicators and health expenditure. Narad (2000) suggests
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that the features influencing the shape of a country's health system are multifactorial,

some unique to a particular nation and others shared. Consideration of national

patterns of health care described earlier allows the construction of a coÍtmon model

of health system determinants (see Figure 4.15).

V/ithin the four countries considered there are differences with respect to the welfare

models used and the mechanisms for both the provision and financing of health care.

The UK with a functionally "Liberal" welfare state, utilises a compulsory general

taxation system and has a National Health Service characterised by structural

plurality. Germøny has a compulsory social health insurance scheme with a mix of

payroll deductions and contributions from the private sector. Functionally described

as "Corporative" its health care system has been influenced strongly by institutional

factors and Christian Democracy. The country's principles of compulsory insurance,

sickness benefits and free services are predicated on an ethos of solidarity and

decentralised power sharing. Greece has a health care system financed by a mix of

tax-based and insurance-based statutory financing, supplemented significantly by

voluntary funding. The country may be considered to be in a transition phase from a

predominantly insurance-based (Bismarkian) model to becoming a predominantly

tær-based (Beveridge) system. The country's health care (and welfare) provisions

have been shaped by influences (such as strong family tradition) peculiar to the

Mediterranean nations.
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X'igure 4.15 Detenninants of National Health Systems

ECONOMIC FACTORS

i. Level ofDevelopment

ii. Percentage of GDP
spent on Health Care

iii. Funding Mechanism

UNIQUE NATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

i. Demographic Pattern

ii. Disease Statistics

iii. Historical Background

HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

CULTURAL CRITERIA

i. Role ofReligion
ii. Family Structure

iii. Attitude towards
Science and
Technology

iv. Dispersion of
Technology

POLITICAL ISSUES

i. Role of Government

ii. Role of the Market
Place

iii. Degree of
Decentralisation

iv Extent of Reforms
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Sweden has a functionally "Universaf'health and welfare model and has been largely

politically shaped by Social Democracy. Described as the "middle-way" the welfare

system represents a mix of central planning and afree-market economy with the result

that the cotrntry was severely affected by the economic crises of the 1970s. Sweden's

health care system is predominantly publicly financed through taxation.

The funding mechanisms for diagnostic pathology tests are reflected to some extent

by such national differences, but in all cases there is a mixture of public and private

provision. Recent developments within the UK have illustrated the influence of

political, economic and social elements impinging upon diagnostic pathology

services. Examples have included adverse publicity resulting from failings within the

National Health Service Cervical Screening Programme (NHSCSP) (18) leading to

the introduction of a national "Call and Recalf' programme . It møy be argued that, to

some extent, this is an example of "expectatiotal deficit" related to medical

laboratory science. Cervical cytology screening is an inexact science ûequently based

on subjective assessment cnteria- a weakening of public confidence in the ability of

medical science to deliver acctrate and reliable diagnostic tests will be an inevitable

outcome. Additional adverse publicity such as the mis-diagnosis of cancer cases

(Swindon), failure in cytology extemal quality assurance performance (Leicester), the

issue of organ retention (Alder Hey) and poor recruitment and retention rates, has

done little to champion the cause of patholo gy at the beginning of the new

Millennium. The existence of a socio-scientific dichotomy results perhaps from a

continuing failure of scientists to informthe public.
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Analysis of the PEST models allows an evaluation of the extent to which the pattern

of health care delivery systems are likely to affect the degree of harmonisation with

respect to the provision of diagnostic pathology. The paradigms presented are

relatively diffirse and reflect multi-factorial influences that shape health care provision

and thus the delivery of medical laboratory sciences. Scientific and technological

advances may be regarded as the delineators of public e4pectation with respect to

diagnostic services, but the ability of governments to deliver health care are

predicated on economic constraints. While there is little to separate the

scientific/technological capabilities of the selected cor¡ntries, it may be argued that

with respect to the provision of diagnostic services, there is a degree of economic

under-investment in the case of Greece (see Table 4.2). Within all countries the

increasing financial burden of health care is forcing rationalisation of diagnostic

services together with a requirement for efficiency gains. The introduction of a

market economy (as in the case of the UK) and the need for improved clinical

effectiveness will act as drivers towards increased selectivity of diagnostic provision.

A factor making against harmonisation difficult is the trend towards political de-

centralisation of health-care provision seen in countries such as Germany and Sweden

- a pattern associated with an increased stratification of governmental control (see

Figures 4.8 aîd 4.14). The influence of trade unions in countries such as Greece is

shaped by peculiar national politics and may mitigate against greater harmonisation of

working practices. The increased tendency towards near-patient testing adds an

additional confounding tier to any attempt at greater cohesion of diagnostic pathology

within Europe. The introduction and extension of internal and external (national)

quality assurance measures (to encompass both central and peripheral laboratory
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activities) will assist in the convergence of technical standards. Additional

developments such as the accreditation of laboratories according to defined standards

of practice and confirmed by peer review (19), will further assist in the construction

of common standards of scientific and technical practice.

Having examined the influence of health care systems in shaping the past and future

evolution of the professior¡ the next chapter will investigate the relationships between

professional bodies and statutory authorities. The main aim will be to explore any

degree of commonality that exists within the four countries, since such associations

are likely to have a significant impast on professional harmonisation.
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Notes

I Developed in the USSR in the 1930s the Semashko system relied on relatively stable flows 9f
state fi¡nds and provided free medical assistance at the point of delivery. With an emphagþ

placed on in-paiient and specialised services, the principles of prevention and primary health

ð." *"r" oftén proclaimø. to practice however, little actual development took place within

these a¡eas. Thô emergence of dramatically new economic, political and social systems and

the resultant economicirisis have had a significant negative impact on this type of healthcare

system. Adminisüation and cental plæning have collapsed, allocation of state funds is too

small and there is an excess capacity (inherited over-investment) of acute care beds and

personnel. ¡r addition there is a cïitical shortage of drugs, diagnostic substances and vaccines,

an inability to renew (and maintain) supplies and equipmen! low salaries, poor morale and a

lack of motivation.

The demographic revolution was associated with a surge in the European population,

primarily au.ii.g the 1800s. The total number of Europeans also expanded by approximately

iON to- +SO -illiott between 1870 and 1914. The primary reasons for this included an

improvement in nuûition and a deplining death rate from infectious diseases. At the same

time the process of urbanisation quickøed with cities such as London, Paris and Berlin seeing

the sharpest increases. Despite thìs, most Europeans still lived in the country at the start of the

Century, horvever the social influence of both the peasant classes and landed aristocrats

diminished as European urbanisation and industrialisation increased. Concomitantly, urban

middle classes gainêd politicat power in several Western European countries and the wealth of
the bourgeoise increased. By 1880 the population of Europe was djvided into states as small

as Montenegro (population less than 250,000) and as large as Russia þopulation between 90-

100,000,000). Ho*euer 80% of Europe's population was to be found in six states - Russia,

Germany, Austia-Hungary, England France and ltaly (Roberts, 1989). Between 1880_and

1940, Éurope's population increased from approximately 320 million to 579 million
(including itte ÚSSn¡ (Wood, 1972). Europe's population at this time represented

àpproximately one quarter of the world's people, however there were geographic4-disparities

- in fuct in some countries the birttr rate was declining and there were regional differences in

fertility. Slower population gfowth was seen in wealthier counties and regions with an

inverse relationshþ between naølrty and economic well being (see Roberts, 1989, p 23 for

calculation formulae for natality rates). The overall increase in population occurred despite

huge emigration, steadiþ dropping natality and enormous wartime losses. Additional factors

helping to sustain population growth were:

(a) A sharp reduc'tion in mortalþ rates largeþ as a result of decreasing infant mortaliE *iF
more babies surviving their first twelve months - so that there was an excess of births

over deaths.
(b) There was increasing wealth and consequentþ better feeding and housing improvements

in medical and sanitary science and advances against communicable diseases. Many of
the great killers were mastered either by decreasing their prevalence or cutting down their

"usãfutulity 
rates. Between l90l-1931, Germany had reduced its diphth€ria rate from

39.1 to 6.4-per 100,000; England had reduced the typhoid and paratyphoid death rate from

15.5 in 1901 to 0.4 n l94l (in other counfies the reduction was slower e.g. in Spain the

rate dropped only fiom 51.3 to 16.1 in the same period) and plague had virtually

disappeared (apart from small outbreaks in Spain and Russia in 1899)'

(c) Oeciining mortality rates meant people living longer - though again there were distinct

regional differences e.g. in the 1880s the life expectancy of an Englishman was 43.7 years

attã fo. a Frenchman, a little over 40 years. By 1940 these had increased to 60.2 and 55.9

years respectively (compared to the underdeveloped countries this increase was

iigr,inc¿tti e.g. in India life expectancy at birth wais23.6 years in 1881 and by 1910 had

increased to just 26.9 years.

As a result of these factors, the populatiurs of all six of the major Europem powers rilere

getting bigger but at different speeds, e.g. between 1880 and 1910 population incteases

were:-

1
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Countty o/o Increase

Russia 55

Germany 43

Austria-Hungary 35

Great Britain 26

Italy 24

France 5

Encapsulating the notion of comprehensive public protection (not only for the individual but

also 
-for 

the family) "from the cradle to the grave" against sickness, poverty, sqìalor,

ignorance and unemployment, the report sFuck sympathetic cords across Ewope. Only two

yãars previously Britainhad been stuggling with the problems of Dunkirk. The fact that now

ih" nâtiotr couid countenance the provision of social services, public health, medical aid,

pension and family allowances, unemployment insurance, improved public education and

better housing caugþt the imagination of Europe'

Within the UK, population growth was influenced by a number of factors:

(a) An increased investment in capital together with a rising demand for labour.

O) 1'n" expanding population led to an enlarged market for goods and supplying labour for

their production itself stimulated capital investment.

(c) During the middle decades of the Eighteenth Century there had becn an unexplained fall

in the death rate, which had resulted in increased population trends in both urban and

rural areas. Within the tovms there was, for the first time, a substantial excess of births

over deaths together with mþation from the over-populated countryside.

(d) Economic factors resulted in an increased birth rate e.g. investment in industy, expansion

of agriculture (into lighter soils for tumip and grain cultivation) and a boom in cottage

builãing (associated with an increased size of farms). In addition, a premium was placed

on large families bynew industries.
(e) The báance of births over deaths was not punished by the high death rates associated

with earlier epidemics - largely because of environmental factors. Most of these were

associated with the new economy e.g. cotton clothes, cheap soap, (which killed typhus

bearing lice), pottery and iron ware, houses of brick and tile, increased use of piped water,

paving and draining and improved methods of inoculation against smallpox. Also, in
à¿¿itiôn to increased medical lnowledge, there was the spread of hospitals, improved

feeding of infants, and in nursing a changing age strucflre (i.e. the population w-as

becoming younger - n l79l individuals within the 0-29 year age group accounted for

56.7% of the population whereas by 1821 this had increased to 64.7%).

(Ð The numbers reaching the age of marriage were getting larger in each successive

generation. The high birth rate was being promoted by the Poor Law because it was a

iystem of subsidising wages from the poor rates. In addition, increased medical

aisistanc¿ from the parish resulted in reduced infant deaths. Between 1801 and l88l the

population of Britain rose from 10.5 to 29.71 million. This rate of growth was to be

máintaine¿ into the Twentieth Century and represented an average increase of 13.4o/o per

decade.

In London, St. Bartholomew's and St. Thomas's had been founded in the Sixteenth Century

whereas Guy's was built in 1724 n order to relieve overcrowding at St. Thomas's. By the end

of the Eighiearth Century few tov¡ns were without voluntary hospitals, some with specialist

functionJe.g. the Middlesex was dedicated to smallpox and inoculation. Within the "lying-
in" hospitalg the poor and Poor Law patients were subject to a fixed charge paid by the parish.

These were occaiionally associated with voluntary dispensaries where doctors saw their
patients and dispensed medicines.

The report entitled "The Saniîary Conditions of the Labouring Populøtion of Great Britain"
was a damning indictment of living conditions in the larger towns and cities. As a result of

4.

5.

6.
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this, the Public Health Bill of 1848 required local health authorities to provide sufficient water

for private and public use, public sewers and drainage systems, remove rubbish, contol
indusfial smoke emissions and appoint inspectors ofnuisance

Relating specifically to health, Part I of the Act was based on the principle of compulsory

contributions and included all males and females aged between 16-79 years of age and in

normal employment. It also accommodated all those in non-manual emplo¡mTent earning

more than fl60 per annum. The Act also offered insurance on a volu¡tary basis to anyone

else wholly or mainly dependent for their livelihood on some regular occupation and subject

to an income limit of f.160 per annum. Contributions from compulsorily insured workers

were 4d per week, the employers contributing 3d and the St¿te gave 2d. Voluntary
contributions varied according to age of entry. Any contributor was entitled to enrol on the

'þanel" of any doctor who agreed to take part in the scheme. They were also eligible to
rèceive free medical attention and sicloress benefit (5-10s for men and 3-7s for women). The

latter would run for 26 weeks followed if necessary by disablement benefit - normally 5s per

week. Maternity benefit of 30s was also provided but apart fiom this, medical services and

medicines were provided only to the insured worker and not his family'
Note:- Denarias (d: British penny; s : shilling)

8. Health insurance was extended by the Act of 1919 to those eaming 1250 or more per annum.

This covered less than 14 milliø individuals while their dependants remained excluded. In
the same year the Ministry of Health was established. Ten years later all hospital functions

were taken away from the Poor Law and given to the major local health authorities. Part II of
the Act was also extended in the following years and in 1920 the new Unemployment

Insurance Acl covered nearly 12 million workers. Eventually however lhe National Insurance
Act failed largely because the temporary boom following Word Wa¡ I was succeeded by a

severe depression. Overseas fade fell, profits declined, wages dropped and unemployment
increased. By 1922 more than 1.5 million people were unemployed in the UK - many outside
the scope of the National Insurarrce Act. By 1930 this had increased to 2 million and two
years later to 3 million. The rate of unemployment rose to 20-30Yo in coal mining, iron and

steel production, ship-building, cotton and textile manufacturing, public works and

contracting.

9. The public mood became revolutionry, prompting demonstrations such as the Jarrow mmch
there was increasing destitution and a total collapse of capitalist society with a backlash

against life on the "dole", the indigfìþ of the means test, the government's failure to provide

homes and the squalor of slums. Thus were established the conditions for the General Stike
of 1926. During the inter-War Depression the working classes in the Labour Party süuggled
for an increased share of national resources. The 1923 General Blection had seen the

introduction of the first Labour Government (a minority Party holding power by virtue of
Liberal support) and the second Labour Government (now holding a majority) was brought
down dwing the global financial crisis of 1931. Thereafter attention became increasingly
focusse.d on Hitler's Germany and prior to the outset of War, the Labour leaders - for the first
time in history - stood alongside the taditional governing classes. At this time of a national
crisis with Labour sharing power, the whole concept of government and of the relationship
between the working classes and the State rmderwent a significant change.

10. Cox, a former Secretary of the British Medical Association (BMA), perceived the proposals as

something more suited to Nazi Germany, describing the White Paper as 'Lncommonly like the

first step, and a big one, towards National Socialism". The BMA actively encouraged the
storm of protest from its members and family doctors in particular thought that the proposals

would "tum them all into state-contolled semi-civil servants at the beck and call of a medical
Fuhrer". Bevan was vilified as a dictator and autocrat and called a "squalid nuisance" by
Chwchill. His plans to bring hospitals under state control were described as "the greatest

seizure ofproperty since Henry VIII confiscated the monasteries".

See Allen, 1998,p240.

Instigated by Dyke and with approximately forty founder members, the stated aims of the
ACP were to :-

l1
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12.

13.

t4

15.

(a) Develop the application of pathology in relation to me.dicine and to protect the interests of
those engaged in its study and practice.

(b) Secwe clinical pathologists as being equal to other consultants.

i"i fn.o*uge and assist medical schools and post-graduate education, so that suitably

fained doctors could assume charge of hospital laboratories throughout the UK.
(d) Establish meetings where members could exchange views on their research etc. Members

of the Association (originally called the British Pathologists Association) were motivated

primarily by economic concerns. Recognising that the BMA had a fi¡ndamental role to

play, aiequest was made to establish a Consulting Pathologists Group consisting of all
-BNiÀ 

members practising pathology in institutional and private laboratories.

The most significant ofthese were:

(a) The *Grffiths Reporf'publishe.d in October 1983. This advocated the introduction of
general management into the NHS and the notion that professional groups should be

subject to a iimilæ degree of accountability and confol as found within business

hierarchies. However since clinicians retained their right of "clinical freedom", in

practice managers still lacked influence regarding the spending decisions made by

clinicians.
(b) The National Health Serttice and Community Care Act 1990. Resulting from a radical

NHS review instigated by the Thatcher gov€rnment, the Act inftoduced several intemal

market reforms from April, 1991. Essentially a 'þublic confract" model of healthcare -
this was similar to strategies being pursued within the global healthcare market' Witttin
such a model, healthcare is funded nationally but delivered in a decentralised manner

through a market economy.

Examples of private sector companies offering diagrostic pathology tests include "JP
Diagnãstics", the "Doctors Laboratcy PLC", "smithKline Beecham Clinical Laboratories"

(invõlved in the join co-ordination of blood transfusion and cytology services for the West

Middlese* hospitat¡ and "tlnilabs" (participatit g in the automated analyses of clinical

chemistry and endocrinology tests). Recently "Quest Diagnostics", together with KPMG (the

ac.countancy and management consultancy company) have successfrrlly intoduced a PFI to

supply pathology testing for the West Middlesex Universþ Hospital Trust. The partnership

is also bidding (March 2001) to supply pathology services to the Greater Manchester area

(including the Rochdale, Bury, Oldham and Norttr Manchester Trusts). An example of the

enterprisè culture within the NHS sector is the introduction of screening services (e.g. th9s9

offerõd by Queen's Hospital, Br¡rton upon Trent) to assist Trusts stuggling to clear cervical

cytology backlogs.

The law required that four sets ofcosts be negotiated for each hospitali

i. Payments to diagrosis-related groups to cover the full treatment of any one case.

ii. Special payments for surgery including pre- and post-surgery teafrnent.

iii. Dìpartmental allowances in order to reimbìlrse ttre hospiøl for all medical and nursing

procedwes per patient Per daY.

iv. A basic allowance for all non-medical procedwes (e.g. âccommodation and food)'

Amongst the major problems were:-

(a) A lack of capital development within the public hospitals'
(b) Inequalities with respect to the geographical distribution of services - especially between

urban andrual areas.

(c) Poor co.ordination between the Ministry of Health and other government institutions.

(d) A lack of harmonisation of financ,e and health care coverage.
(e) A system of paynent that encouraged rnethical practices and inefficiency.

As a result the report recommended the creation of a unified ñrnd comprising the three major

insurance schemes i.e. IKA, OGA and the Small Businesses and Trades Insuance Fund

(Tameio Emporikan Yionihanikon Epihirßeon) (TEVE). This new flrnd was to provide cover

for 85Yo ofthe Greek population.

16. These included:
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18.

19.

(a) A revised method of payment for health care providers with all staffbeing paid fully and

exclusively by the National Health Service.
(b) A de-centralisation of the planning process and the establishment of a Csrfal Health

Council.
(c) The development of primary health care and a system of patient referral.
(d) The provision ofuniversal and equal access to health services.

(e) A novel approach using a combination of public and private provision public health

centres staffed by General Practitioners, together with public hospitals were to provide

both primary and secondary health care. Public sector health care services, e.g. teaching

hospitals, health cenfres, new technology and capital expenditure, were to be increased

together with a modification of regional planning authorities. Doctors were required to

choose between exclusively salaried employment in the public sector or totally private
employn,ent. hr reality, only partial implementation of the proposals was achieved, e.g.

the establishment of rural health clinics and the building of three large university hospitals

atCrete, Patras and loannina.

The Athenian smog or "nephos" is caused by high levels of photochemical pollutants such as

carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitogen oxides (primary pollutants), ozone and organic

nitates (secondary pollutant). Smog results from a series of chemical reactions driven by
sunlight.

Examples of such systems failwes have included changes to colcocopy referral pattems at

Invercþde (Glasgow) following the appointment of a new consultant in clology (1995) and

screening errors at the James Paget Hospital, Great Yarmouth (1996) and at the Kent and

Canterbury Trust (l 997).

These developments include the ac'tivities of such organisations as "Clinical Pathology
Accreditation (UK) Ltd" (CPA), the European Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards
(ECCLS) and the Westem Ewopean Laboratory Accreditation Co-operation Organisation
(WELAC). Increased use will be made of intemational kite-marks such as ISO9000 and the
European Accreditation Standards EN 45001 andEN 45002.
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CHAPTER 5

The Professional Bodies and Licensing Authorities

Introduction

This chapter seeks to examine the relationship between organisations having a

significant influence in the shaping of medical laboratory sciences as a profession.

These include not only the institutions representing the professional interests of

MLSOs but also those authorities with statutory jurisdiction over the right to practice.

There is an inevitable emphasis on UK developments since countries such as Greece

and Sweden do not \tave a requirement for periodically renewed state registratior¡

neither do they have a formal institutionalised form of continuous professional

development. There is also the historical actuality that the track of British

professional body representation is significantly longer than those in the other

selected countries. In selecting issues for discussion, one has had to exercise a certain

degree of selectivity e.g. the development of management education programmes and

"training the trainers" courses have been conscientiously excluded. The co-operation

of both professional and statutory (licensing) authorities is central to the trans-national

recognition of qualifications and is an essential pre-requisite to European

harmonisation.
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The UK

The year 1912 saw the establishment of the World's first organisation for non-medical

staff of the newly emerging pathology laboratories - the Pathological and

Bacteriological Laboratory Assistants Association (PBLAA). The organisation had

been the vision of Albert Norman who had argued for a body to represent those who

worked alongside pathologists in the embryonic disciplines of histopathology and

medical bacteriology. Initially, the Association had limited aims (1)' but by l92l tlue

founder members had established an examination structure providing a recognised

qualification and status for laboratory assistants. The increasing importance of

clinical laboratory investigations was leading to the engagement of additional staff to

handle the technical aspects of the work - møly of whom were being recruited

directly from school or absorbed from associated jobs in the laboratory premises. The

relationship between the head of the laboratory and the assistants was often

paternalistic, the latter usually being paid directly by the pathologist and

¿rccompanying their chief to new posts as and when required (2).

In its early form the PBLAA was fortrurate to sur¡ive the outbreak of war in 1914.

Most of the laboratory assistants had joined the Armed Forces and since the nature of

their work was held in low esteen¡ very few had the opportunity to continue their

c¿ìreers in the Army Medical Services. Following the cessation of hostilities the

gradual expansion of healthcare provision furing the 1920s and 1930s, together with

the introduction of new disciplines such as haematology and chemical pathology

meant that by 1945 the membership was approximately 1500. (The advent of World

War II once again denuded the pathology laboratories of male staff and an increasing

number of women had been recruited).
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By 1939 plans were already in hand to restructure the PBLAA into a'þofessional"

institute which would more properly reflect the high level of technical skill then being

required in medical laboratories and, with most of its members away at war, the

Institute of Medical Laboratory Technology (IMLT) was formed n 1942' As

laboratory medicine underwent an expansive phase there occurred a matching growth

in both the status and required skills of laboratory workers - and the laboratory

assistants became technicians.

In the late 1940s the IMLT became responsible for representing the political views of

its membership, primarily with respect to the government. Although forbidden by its

Memorandum of Association to act as atraÃe unioru the Institute found itself involved

with issues such as wages and conditions of work. Being closely involved with the

pathological society of Great Britain and Ireland, the PBLAA was to remain the only

representative of medical laboratory technicians.

After the War, medical laboratory technicians grew not only in numbers but also in

scientific knowledge, skill and status - such trends leading to tensions with older

pathologists reflected in the relationship between the IMLT and the Association of

Clinical pathologists (ACP). However the formation of a Standing Joint Committee

between the IMLT, ACP and Pathological Society maintained an unerisy peace. In

1963 allconsultants in Pathology were invited to become members of the College of

pathologists, membership of which was occ¿rsionally extended to non-medically

qualified IMLT members. Itl965,the Joint Standing Pathological Committee was to

be replaced by a Joint Committee of the IMLT and the College of Pathologists, such a

development representing a new era of mutual respect. Politically however the
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Association of Clinical Biochemists (ACB) manifested an entirely different

relationship with the IMLT.

Although numerically comparatively small, clinical biochemists were a group of

mainly science (occasionally medical) graduates (3). Unlike clinical pathologists and

medical laboratory technicians, clinical biochemists \üere free from any requirement

for statutory re gistration.

Although accepted in principle by the government, the Zuckermann report was to

receive a cool reception from both the IMLT and Council for Professions

Supplementary to Medicine (CPSM). Partly perhaps as a result of this professional

concern, the implementation ofthe Report's proposals did not materialise'

State Registration

This has been defined as "that whích is proper medical activity in a number of

statutes". [Further] ...it implies high ethical standards, educational andprofessional

excellence, and a higher expectation of duties of care thnn from unregistered

practitioners. It also regulates interaction with other medical professions and with

patients and is the instrument of self-governance independent of educational,

employment, governmental, or professional (ín the sense of mernbership) interests"

(Burley, 1995).

Within the United KingdonU the advent of the NHS necessitated governmental action

in order to ensure that the interaction between the health professionals and the patients
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should be properly regulated. Consequently, in May 1949, a number of committees

were established by the Ministry of Health and the Secretary of State for Scotland, to

enquire into the educatior¡ training and qualifications of various groups of staff(4).

The report of the Cope Committee was not well received by the professional bodies

including the IMLT. Following further discussions with the Ministry of Health the

National Health Service (Medicat Auxilíaries) Regulations, 1954 became the

Statutory Instrument that set out the qualifications for NHS employment (5). Having

been given the opportunity to debate the regulations and following consultations with

its membership, the Council of the IMLT indicated to the Ministry of Health that the

provisional scheme was unacceptable on three points (6). None of these were

conceded.

Following its fçst House of Commons Reading in November 1959, the Bill to effect

State Registration passed into law a year later as the Professions Supplementary to

Medicine Act, 1960. The Act established a regulatory Council and Boards for each of

these professions (with the exception of Speech Therapists) with responsibility for

providing registration of members, regulating their professional education and

professional conduct and for cancelling registration in cases of misconduct.

The privy Council was to hold control over the machinery of registration. Initial

membership of the Medical Laboratory Technicians Boa¡d (MLTB) was determined

by the Minister of Health, the Secretary of State for Scotland and the Minister of

Health and Local Government for Northern Ireland. Nomination by the Professional
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Boards and subsequent election from amongst the regulated practitioners of each

board was also possible (See Figures 5.1 and 5.2).

F,igure 5.1 Schematic Stmcture Outline of C.P.S.M. Council and Associated

Boards
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Figure 5.2 Constitution of Typical CPSM Board

Modified from Burley, 1995.

As far as the public is concerned, State Registration represents a threshold of

competence where both "omission" and "commission" ate covered by a duty of care

and profe ssional discipline.

Within the current UK context, the primary concerns and responsibilities of the

CPSM can be identifred within several spheres of activities (see Figure 5.3). Since

1960 the environment within which medical laboratory technicians and other PSMs

operate has radically changed for example with respect to public attitudes and

expectations, reforms in Higher Educatior¡ professional development and reforms
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within the NHS. The requirement for State Registration of MLSOs remains, together

with the requirement to comply with certain criteria (7).

Figure 5.3 Primary Areas of CPSM Activity' 1995
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Some three decades later, the PSM Act of 1960 had remained largely unchanged.

With little prospect for its review and revisior¡ attention was increasingly being given

to mechanisms for dealing with overseas applicants. Little information was provided

within the public domain - relating to either the criteria or the mechanisms for

approving (or otherwise) the qualifications held by overseas applicants for state

registration.

At the same time the CpSM announced its intention to undertake an internal review

process involving both Parliamentary Agents and the Nuffield Institute (8) (9). In the

1990s the environment within which the CPSM was operating was becoming

increasingly complex. Amongst the primary concenu of the Council were the

continuing developments within the NHS, the requirements for education

commissioning, the increasing trend towards skill-mix and the fact tbat Regional

Health Authorities (RHAs) were merging (and some being abolished). Shortly there

was to be a "U-tt¡rn", so that in early 1995 the Department of Health arurounced a

review ofthe PSM Act.

There were also other issues to be considered - most notably the evolving relationship

between public-sector and private practice, the emergence of GP fund-holding and its

implications vis a viz state registratior¡ the growing trend towards increased

community care and also issues relating to insurance cover. By 1993 the predominant

theme pre-occupying the Council was the development of a more coherent

relationship with the Higher Education (HE) sector. The impetus for such a change

stemmed from the NHS reforms and the implementation of llorking Paperl0 (the

NHS's framework for commissioning and funding both education and training in
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England from 1990) (10). The activities of CPSM Boa¡ds dealing with the education

sector include the approval of courses and examinations - requiring final approval by

the privy Council. However the Boards alone approve institutions for training (see

Figure 5.1).

The Spring of 1996 saw the publication of the independent review of the PSM Act,

1960 . The Report's major recommendation was the establishment of a new Council

for Health Professions (CHP) (See Addendum 5.1 for selected abstracts of

recommendations submitted by review consultants). One of the clear disadvantages

of the new Bill would be the loss of the MLTB and also therefore a certain degree of

autonomy, together with a significantly reduced representation for practising

biomedical scientists. Other major changes in the proposed Act a¡e identified as those

relating to protectíon of title (the preferred title being "Biomedical Scientist"), CPD

and disciplinary procedures (with an expected increase in the numbers of misconduct

cases being considered by the Council).

Educational reform was also increasingly occupying the attentions of the CPSM. The

most important of these changes included the abolition of the binary divide, quality

control issues, educational theory, the external pressures for standa¡ds in educatior¡

the trend towards modularisation and semesterisation and the question of employer

input into courses. Also related to education were the concerns linked to the

Occupational Standards Council (i.e. the National Vocational Qualifications (NVQ)

movement) and its relevance to the regulated professions. The debate centred on

regulation was another principal matter occupying the CPSM. First there was the

tendency on the part of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) to deregulate and
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second was the conflict between the requirement for occupational standards and

asaÅemic freedom.

The CpSM then established a Bill Advisory Group (consisting of individuals drawn

ûomthe NHS Executive, CPSM and the Chief Executives of many of the professional

bodies - including the IMLT). The group was charged with the task of formulating a

document that would form the basis of a drafr. Bill prior to its presentation to both

Houses of parliament. Apart from its initiatives with respect to reforms, the MLTB

has, in the late 1990s, continued its shared involvement with the IBMS in regards to

several other developments. These have included the publication of a register of

licensed practitioners, the re-enforcement of codes of conduct (see Addenda 5.2a and

5.2b) aúthe maintenance of a list of approved training laboratories.

Educ¡tion and Training

An aspiration towards personal improvement is an enduring quality of human nature.

Even in the early days of its development, members of the embryonic PBLAA were

demanding some form of formal qualification by which their e4pertise could be

recognised by both peers and supervisors. It soon became apparent that certification

of technical ability could only be achieved by formal examination procedures. Such

convictions were re-enforced by the Great \ù/ar since the number of casualties

resulting from infection and disease fa¡ outnumbered those resulting from battle

wounds. War conditions in Europe were therefore to provide a powerful demand for

trained laboratory assistants, so that by July l92l a certification scheme had been

jointly approved by both the PBLAA and the Pathological Society. The first
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examinations were arranged in the same ye¿û and organised in London, Liverpool,

Manchester, Bristol and Edinburgh.

In 1929 an expanded syllabus was introduced to include the addition of Pathological

Chemistry. This represented the first acknowledgement by the PBLAA that the scope

of medical laboratory science was expanding. six years later a 'two-stage"

qualification structure was introduced with the inauguration of a 'o Part I" examination

(ll). The subsequent introduction of the "Part lI" examination represented a

significant watershed in the professional development of medical laboratory

assistants. Farr (1982) argues that there are important reasons appertaining to such a

claim and that the PBLAA examination scheme was "abundantly justiJìed in

practise". This assertion is bascd on the argument that following its introduction,

possession of the Part II certificate became a condition for employment in senior

posts. Furthermore, holders of the certificate fowrd themselves in a better position

and with improved status within the laboratory. As a result, those who did not

possess the certificate found it increasingly diffrcult to obtain any sort of laboratory

post. More importantly, the introduction of a qualification in medical laboratory

sciences was to be the "pivotal development which resulted in a manual nade being

elevated into an embryonic scientiJìc profession" (12).

Following the formation of the IMLT n 1943 the two-tier examination structure of

the PBLAA was to be removed. Part I became the "Intermediate" and Part II the

..Final" examination. Soon after the cessation of war, the Council of the PBLAA

found its attention becoming increasingly drawn to the educational standards of

entrants into the profession. As a broad principle, the Council decided that those
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students intent on pursuing the study of medical laboratory technology should reach a

standard o'equívalent to thqt of the University of London School Certificate".

Subsequently the Educational Sub-Committee of the Council submitted a report

which made several recommendations regarding changes to the education structrue of

those working in medical laboratory sciences (13).

Prior to World War II, the organisation of classes in medical laboratory technology

was the sole responsibility of local branches of the PBLAA. This pattern was

continued under the auspices of the IMLT and in 1944 the Council established a list

of approved teaching institutions nation-wide, eachof which were required to provide

a detailed syllabus. Supervised by a Board of Studies, panels of approved tutors were

appointed. Commencing :rr-1945 the first post-war tutorial classes under the aegis of

the IMLT were conducted in 12 major cities. Following the establishment of a Joint

Committee on Further Education and Training (consisting of representatives from the

IMLT, Emergency PHLS and the Ministry of Health and Education) the first courses

funded by Local Education Authorities (LEAs) were provided in the 1947-48 session.

Conducted in the evenings all of the classes were taught either by practising medical

laboratory technicians, biochemists or pathologists.

By the early 1960s the Institute's Council were becoming increasingly aware of the

advantages of the nation¿l certificate systern The increasing demand for technicians

with scientific as well as technical knowledge, the advent of day-release classes and

the increasing demand for better career opportunities, were all cited as factors which

supported the adoption of a new qualification system. Consequently in 1965 an

advisory working group was established to examine the feasibility of introducing
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national certificates for medical laboratory technicians (1a). By the Autumn of 1966

ordinary National certificates (issued by the Business and Technology Education

Council - BTEC) in medical laboratory technology were being offered in several

colleges across the UK. Some have maintained that such developments in education

and training were merely reflecting the realism of the post World War II years and

that ,,laboratory art was becoming subservient to medical laboratory Science"

(Bennet, lggT). Others (Jones, 1987) maintained that the introduction of the National

certificates, coupled with the granting of day-release, wers amongst the most

significant events in medical laboratory science education. Previously courses had

remained outside of the mainstream education provision and the qualiffing system -

isolated and uninfluenced by developments in the educational world. Now, for the

first time, both courses and those who taught them were subjected to the pressures and

effects ofthe Higher Education (HE) environment.

The Council next focussed its attention on the Higher National Certificate (HNC) as a

suitable replacement for the Final examination for Associateship and the first of these

HNCs were awarded in 1968 (See the later section relating to BTEC). In Scotland

Ordinary National Certificate (ONC) courses were introduced n 1967 and HNC

programmes in 1969.

Post-Basic Qualifications

Since the early 1940s, fellowship of the Institute hadtraditionally been achieved by

the successful completion of a Final examination in a second specialist subject. The

basic philosophy whereby a higher qualification was achieved by a mere extension of
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b,readth of knowledge (as opposed to in-depth acquisition) increasingly became of

arguable relevance in a discipline undergoing increased specialisation. Further it was

realised that the attainment of two Final examinations as a route to Fellowship was

not suitable for those working in specialist departments. Consequently n 1944 the

General purposes Committee of the IMLT drafted the regulations permitting

candidates to submit a thesis for the purposes of attaining Fellowship. This route to

Fellowship was to prove unsatisfactory to those individuals who lacked the facilities

to perform a research project, but whose work was too specialised to undertake a

second Final examination. As a result a new form of examination was devised in 1955

- the ..Dissertation and Examination". In many respects this qualification route proved

to be the most difficult of all options (15). Not surprisingly there were few candidates

for this route to Fellowship (approximately 6 per annum) and consequently the

programme was terminated in 1968 with only 48 candidates having obtained

Fellowship by this route.

Four years earlier the Council had approved a new scheme for an advanced

examination (in the same subjectÍltøt candidates had obtained Associateship) as a

route to Fellowship. Following dissent from the membership, the Council was forced

to postpone introduction of the new "Special" examination r¡ntil 1966.

In 1968, Council decided that areview was required of those courses leading to the

examination for Fellowship. As a result of the deliberations of an ad hoc committee

(including educationalists, members of the profession and Institute representatives)'

general agreement was reached that such courses should be aimed at the standard of

an honours degree in science, following 3 years of part-time study and commencing at
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the level of a good HNC in Medical Laboratory Subjects. Arranged to commence in

1969 atcentres in Leeds, London and Bristol, the new 3-yeat course was to be named

the Diploma in Medical Technology (Dip. Med. Tech.) (16). This drive towa¡ds

honours degree (and later post-graduate) qualifications has been described by some

(Jones, lg87) (Barrow, lggl) as "quality inflationl' or "quality escalation". The

former author argues that such a phenomenon relates to th¡ee inter-related trends with

respect to qualification systems. These include increases in the level of entry

qualifications to [education and] training courses, a rise in the level of basic

occupational qualifications and finally an increase in the minimum time taken to

acquire such a qualification. Another phenomenon identified as being characteristic

of medical laboratory science education is that of "academic drift" - resulting

indirectly from the inclusion of such progftirnmes into the national education system

and therefore exposed to the politics and collective culture ofthc new environment.

From August 1987 the Special Fellowship course was firther refured with most

entrants requiring thnee years part'time study. The one year Part I course (later to

become known as the course leading to "Primary Fellowship") was designed to meet

the needs of students with differing educational backgrounds. Catetng both for

graduates with little experience of medical laboratories as well as for holders of

HNC/HND (Higher National Diploma) in Medical Laboratory Sciences (lvtls) (with

substantial experiential learning), the course was divided into "section 1" (comprising

175 hours of Biology of Disease, Epidemiology and Statistics) and "Section2" (with

75 hours of Biomedical sciences for HNCiHND holders and any one of the specialist

options for holders of CPSM approved but IBMS nor¡-accredited degrees). Part II

consisted of two years ofpart-time study (approximately 300 hours) and one of seven
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specialist option subjects was chosen (Apptied Histopathology/Applied Cytology,

Clinical Chemistry, Haematology, Immunology, Transfusion Science, Microbiology

and Virology). There were complicated rules for either partialor total exemption from

part I of the programme e.g. those graduates with accredited honours degrees, and

current Fellows and holders of higher degrees from a UK university or polytechnic

were given total exemptior¡ whilst those with non-accredited degrees (e.g. in

Biochemistry or Microbiology) may have been eligible for partial exemption. Prior to

the commencement of the new prograûrme, some sixteen institutions had applied for

and received IBMS accreditation for the new cours€s. The prograürme was to survive

for ten years with the final opportunity to sit the Part II Fellowship examination being

provided n lgg7. Subsequently the Two-Part Fellowship was to be replaced by

higher degree programmes.

Amongst the limited opportunities for those with degrees or vocational qualiflrcations

obtained overseas (and intended primarily for those temporarily resident in the UK)

was the Institute's "scheme O" qualification. Designed for candidates wishing to

obtain Associateship, the system was available for holders of appropriate science

degrees awarded by approved overseas universities or those with qualifications

obtained outside the UK or Republic of Ireland (and acceptable to the MLTB).

Associateship could be gained through part-time study for the appropriate Higher

Certificate or Higher Diploma in the UK or Republic of Ireland. A minimum of

twelve months experience in an approved laboratory in either country was necessary'

together with a prescribed registration period with the Institute and successful

completion of an assessed theoretical examination in MLS. Examination topics
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included Biochemistry and Physiology. The scheme was finally terminated in June

1993

With the advent of the 1970s the requirement for a more acaiemically based

education and training for medical laboratory personnel had grown as the numbers of

graduates entering the profession increased (by 1974 almost l0 o/o of the total annual

intake had degrees) (17). The desirability of vocational degrees in MLS was now to

become a contentious issue. Farr (1982) asserts that there were 3 major arguments

relating to the controversies surrounding the debate. The first centred on the

questionable validity of MLS as a degree subject in its own right, the second

concerned the relevance of such degrees within the context of the NHS and the third

related to problems linked to manpower planning. Such assertions were countered by

claims, which formed the central focus of a wider debate (lS). Others (Barow, 1991)

have asserted that courses in biomedical sciences were 'lecognised as appropriate"

for both the first degree and Masters progrrünmes. Following consultation with both

the IBMS and external agencies and bearing in mind the arguments for and against

,'aLl graduate" eÍrtry,the Institute's Council and MLTB agreed that th: principle route

for entry into the profession would be via specifically approved BSc Honours degrees

in Biomedical Sciences. Consequently a Press Release was issued announcing the

fact (See Addendum 5.3 for selected abstracts of the accompanying Annexe). The

routes to State Registration were clearly defured (19).

As from ls January 1995 therefore both the IBMS and CPSM adopted an all graduate

policy. Thereafter prospective new recruits into the profession were advised to take a

.,broadly based biomedical science degree" accredited by the IBMS and approved by
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the CpSM. In 1998 the MLTB sought Privy Council agreement to widen and increase

the numbers of BSc (Hons.) degrees acceptable as preliminary qualifications.

Accreditation of degree courses by the IBMS had now steadily expanded - as early as

lgg2,the Institute had accredited degree progrririìmes at 18 centres throughout the UK

and Ireland. A year later its portfolio of accredited Masters degrees e¡panded also to

include the first centre outside the British Isles (the part-time MSc in Clinical

Biochemistry at the Chinese University of Hong Kong).

Heads of university centres of Biomedical sciences (HUCBMS)

Formed n lgg3 in association with the IBMS, this organisation was established to

provide a focus for education issues within the Biomedical Sciences (BMS) sector. It

also aimed to "prornote the discìpline [í.e. BMSJ ín both teaching and research, to

stimulate collaboration in such areas as teaching methodologt, laboratory design,

use of equipment and also to address semi-political matters crucíal to the future of the

subject such as funding.........." (Baker, 1993) (20).

Since its inception the organisation's influence on education policy within the UK

BMS sector has been significant. During the 1996 Research Assessment Exercise

(RAE) the Chair held membership of the Specialist Panel for BMS (and has

subsequently been nominated as Chair of the next Panel for "Other Studies and

pAMs" in the RAE planned for the year 2001), while two members of the executive

committee were appointed as specialist advisors to the Panel. HUCBMS also

nominates specialist assessors to the Funding Council's Teaching Qualtty

Assessments, maintains a register of External Examiners and an institutional database
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for BMS courses. The organisation liases with and advises the IBMS and CPSM in

relation to professional education - exemptified in latter years by the issue of 'top-

up" qualifications (21 ).

This issue is centred on the fact that the MLTB had over-relied on the Primary

FIBMS qualification ¿rs a suitable top-up qualification for those candidates aspiring to

become state registered but who lacked an IBMS accredited and CPSM approved

honours degree. Increasingly grafunte entrants into the profession were holders of

degrees in subjects such as Biochemistry, Physics and Chemistry. The IBMS insisted

that such entrants should have longer training periods than those with accredited

degrees in BMS. Such a strategy would maintain the advantage held by the latter

goup of candidates. HUCBMS maintained that the shortfall in recruitment of

suitable holders of honours degrees in BMS was only temporary (advocating at the

same time a salary increase for new recruits) and pointed out that while there was a

need to provide appropriate education for those who lacked suitable degrees, the

intention ofthe MLTB to extend work-based training periods for such candidates was

untenable. HUCBMS tater (in 1998) issued a policy statement advocating certain

minimumeducationalattainmentsforMLTBtegistration(22)'

Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

The IBMS launched its CPD Diploma scheme in May 1992 following a period of

development and consolidation. At this time there had been approximately 734

activities accredited by the Institute. As the nature of the work of biomedical

scientists changed the IBMS recognised the need for a formal and structr¡red CPD
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pfogrfirnme. Consequently the Institute had introduced a pilot scheme in 1989'

Within its fust five years the scheme haÃ atftasted 50o/o (5S60 individuals) of those

eligible for registered membership and since its inception the scheme has undergone a

nrmber of modifications. These have included the introduction of Personal Record

Files (PRFs), the formation of a network of local CPD officers and the

recommendation that members achieve atarget of four credits per annurn Three of

these must be in the "Educational" category (23).

Details of all members' achievements are recorded in their PRFs which are validated

arurually either by the local CPD offrcer or the CPD section of the IBMS office.

Activities involve distance learning exercises, structured reading (using given

references in a new subject area), selÈselected structuredreaÃing (with the option to

choose one's own topic for study) and Journal Based Learning (JBL). Introduced in

lgg1, JBL has proved to be the most popular activity (as a result of increasing

demand the assessment of JBL is now computer marked) and involves answering two

sets of questions requiring true/false answers. Recently the IBMS has begun drafting

core competencies for inclusion in the CPD scheme. CPD registered progrrirnmes are

now provided not only in NHS pathology departments and Medical Schools but also

by universities, commercial companies and training consultants. Examples of CPD

credit ratings for recognised activities are provided in Addendum 5.4.

There were critics of the scheme (Carr, 1992) who pointed out that opportunities for

such advancement relied on geographical distance from the centres of provisiorU the

granting of study leave, cost implications and that there were therefore inequalities of

opportunity. Despite such criticisms the scheme continued to expand (see Figures 5.4
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and 5.5) with activities involving a comprehensive range of subject areas'

Surprisingly however, some disciplines (e.g. Immunology) were relatively under-

represented (see Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.4 Total Number of IBMS CPD Registrations 1990-199ó

Source: Allison, 1996.

Figure 5.5 Total Number of IBMS Accredited CPD Activities 1990-199ó
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Figure 5.6 Distribution of cPD Activities by subject Ategl994

Key:

CP Cellular Pathology
CC Clinical Chemistry
HM Haematology
MM Medical MicrobiologY
TS Transfusion Science

Source: AdaPted from Loaringr1994.

Business and Technolory (Technician) Education council (BTEC)

Formed in l9B3 this organisation sought to advance both the quality and availability

of work-related education for those either in' or preparing for employment' The

primary fundamental aim of the Council was that students on its courses should

develop necessriry competence in their own interests together with those of their

employers and the Nation. Prior to this, the Technology (Technician) Education

Council (TEC) had designed specific courses (e.g. its Higher Award Programmes in

Ntr-S) for those students intending to be trained as MLSOs. Within the context of
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mainstream education, the BTEC course pattern was well-defined (see Figtre 5'7) and

designed to strengthen the relationship between education and training, colleges and

employers.

publishing its educational policy in 1984, BTEC consulted with representatives from

industry, commerce, the education sector and professional bodies on a number of

issues Qa). Takngadvice from its Education Advisory Committee, the IMLS made a

pointed response (25).

In the same year (19s4) relationships between the MLTB and the membership of the

IMLS further deteriorated when the former issued a Press Release announcing the

requirement for holders of BTEC and Scottish Vocational Education Council

(SCOTVEC) Higher Certificates in MLS to undertake an'bral" examination. This,

together with three years training was prescribed as a prerequisite in order to

demonstrate competency to practice.

While HNC courses in MLS had been taken over by TEC in September 1982, the

advent of BTEC saw Moderators appointed to every college. Concurrently the

importance of Individual Development Skills (IDS) was emphasised with the

introduction of common skills and core themes. IDS was considered to be a vital

aspect of student ability arrd a central tenet of communication skills amongst

developing MLSOS.
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Figure 5.7 Mainstream BTEC Course Pattem (16-18+ Years of Age)
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Some argued that as the qualification spiral increased there was a concurrent

demographic decline together with increased unemployment. This resulted in

increased pressure for an all-graduate entry into the MLS profession (Oliver, 1990).

Others maintained that the adoption of HNC schemes by the IMLS was a natural step

in the progression towards an all-graduate entry and further tløt entry of the Institute

into the National Certificate Scheme had been founded on well established grounds

(26). By lgg2, the IMLS was arguing ( Seth-Smith,l993) tl1ît the acquisition of an

accredited degree represented the soundest foundation for aspiring young Biomedical

Scientists. One of the primary factors in advocating replacement of the BTEC Higher

courses was cited as the increasing complexity of work undertaken by MLSOs'

National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs)

The National Council for Vocational Qualifications was established in 1983 in

response to the White Paper úl'orking Together - Education and Training. Although

not itself an awarding body, its role is to approve and accredit qualifications and the

organisations which award them. In Scotland, SCOTVEC develops and accredits a

parallel systen¡ but unlike the NCVQ the former is an awarding body. Such was the

uncertainty in the science community regarding the work of the NCVQ that the IMLS,

the Foundation for Science Technology (FST), the Council for Science and

Technology Institutes (CSTI), the Employment Department (ED) and other

organisations established the Science Qualifications Task Force (SQTF) (27).

Because of the uneven distribution of qualifications in the scientific sector, the IMLS

called for a more coherent framework of NVQs and urged the need for science to be
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properly fecognised within the networks. Consequently the IBMS was later to

contribute to a "mapping" exercise of the science occupations and provided advice on

proposals to establish an umbrella body to oversee the co<rdination and development

of a national framework of occupational standards and vocational qualifications in

science, technology and mathematics. Proposed by the CSTI, the national framework

was established in 1gg3 (28). In pursuance of its interests in NVQs, the IBMS

fostered collaboration with the Science, Technology and Mathematics Council

(STMC) and the Laboratory and Associated Technical Standards Initiative (LATSI).

Such partnerships led to the conclusion that the development of NVQs for MLAs and

other laboratory support staff should not hinder the affect of graduate status on the

profession. In 1996 the IBMS established a working pafi to examine the feasibility

of applying NVQ qualifrcations to "training the trainers" programmes and also to the

training of cytology screeners. The possibility ofthe IBMS awarding NVQs to MLAs

also precipitated action by the Institute with respect to the development of lead body

standards as mear¡ures of assessor competency. This was the result of the insistence

on the part of the Quality and Curriculum Authorþ (QCA) tl:rrt arty individual

performing assessment of a NVQ candidate (e.g. a I\fl-A) must hold the D32133

assessor's award (29).

The advent of NVQs and GNVQs represented a dilemma for the Institute as it did for

many other professional bodies. This predicament related to the need to balance the

requirements for academic recognition (all-graduate entry) against the pressures for

transparent measurement of competency (government driven NVQs and GNVQs)'

Some (Ball, l99l) would contend that terms such as "aca.demic" and 'Iocational"
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courses of study are poorly defined and that the contrast made between academic

(education) and vocational (training) is imprecise and that the perception that

academic courses have ahigher value is not necessarily true (30). In any event, at the

time of writing (March, lggg) the Council of the IBMS have no intention of

extending the national competency standards (applying to MLAs) to the introduction

ofNVQs for MLSOs.

Germany

The German professional body for MLS ß Deutscher Verband Techniser Assistenten

in der Medizin (DVTA). Within Europe, the country was amongst the first to have

organised courses for medical laboratory assistants. These were provided in 1896 at

the Lettehnøs (a school for women) in Berlin. The first formal state examinations

were established n lg12 by an association of former students (Letteverein) of the

school, and this coincided with the legal establishment of the profession. At the same

time there was a growing trend towards specialisation particularly in Clinical

Chemistry and BacteriologY.

Clinical Chemistry however remained rather limited in scope (See Chapters I and 2)

while an early course in Bacteriology was established at the Robert Koch Institute for

Infectious Diseases in Berlin. The title *Medizinisch-Technische/r Assisent/in (MTA)

became a protected title in 1940 (in 1972 this was changedto Medizinísch-Technische

Laboratoríum Assistant/in - MTLA). Following extensive educational reforms during

the early war years, training became the responsibility of the Berufsfachschulen

(vocational schools). Currently training takes place within MTA schulen, attached
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either to universities, technical colleges or urban clinical centres. All training colleges

have to be licensed by the appropriate L?inder.

Laboratory training during the first year of studies was poþalent until August 1993,

when legislation allowed entrants into the profession to choose one of four disciplines

(effective from January lgg4). These include laboratory medicine (MTAL),

radiology (MTAR), tunctional diagnostic (MTAF) (similar to a Physiological

Measurement Technician in the UK) and veterinary medicine (MTAV). The generic

title of MTA has in practice therefore been retained. In some cases the job title

,.medical technical laboratory female assistant" is used. This reflects the fact tllE;t

during the early development of the professior¡ practitioners were almost exclusively

female. Successful completion of the education and training prograÍlme entitles the

graduate to apply for a national license to practice. In Germany such a licence

permits the holder to establish herlhis own private (and independent) laboratory.

College programmes are of three years duration and there is a legal requirement for a

six-week practical training period in nursing during the fust year. The first six

months represent a probationary period after which students can elect to transfer from

laboratory medicine into one of the other three professional categories. Following

approximately 26 weeks of study there is a møndatory period of hospital laboratory

rotation within the four specialist disciplines. This must represent af least 1,000 hours

of study (a minimum 300 hours of which must be in clinical chemistry and 100 hours

minimum in each of the haematolog¡ medical microbiology and histopathology

departments). In addition to the usual subject areas such as physiology, pathology,
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anatomy and biochemistry, students are required to study English, law, hygiene and

psychology

On successful attainment of certain course requirements (relating to attendance and

coruse work assessments) a college certificate is issued prior to a national final

examination taken under the supervision of local supervisory organisations such as

public health authorities. These examinations include theoretical, practical and oral

assessment. The former cornists of two examination papers (the frst - of three hours

duration, covers subjects such as mathematics, statistics, biochemistry and

pathophysiolog¡ the second - of four hours duratiorL is concerned with all four

specialist disciplines).

Entry regulations afe strict, perhaps reflecting the fact that many qualified

practitioners will work independently of public sector and state quality assurance

systems. Academic pre-requisites include possession of the "Abitur" (the German

School Leaving Cefüficate) with passes in mathematics, physics, chemistry and

biology being mandatory. Alternatively applicants may høve at least two years of

appropriate professional training. Copies of hand written personal records must

accompany letters of application together with authenticated education certificates. A

police certificate of good conduct is also required and this must include evidence of

suitability to work in the sector. All applicants have to sit an entrance examination

and be interviewed to assess suitability. Applications from Member States are subject

to scrutiny by the German Academic Exchange Service (Deutscher Akndemischer

Austsuschdienst - DAAD).
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Qualifred practitioners are employed in a variety of sectors including hospital and

community pathology laboratories, the pharmaceutical industry, forensic pathology,

material testing (quality control) and academic or industrial research departments.

The larger university schools organise CPD prograûtmes in areas such as multi-drug

resistance, lymphocyte transformation testing, complement assays and Fluorescence

Activated Cell Sorting (FACS).

Legislation (originally enacted in 1979) allows MLTAs to pursue courses of

continuing education towards a higher level of qualification. These are usually

organised under the auspices of the "German Institute for Further Education of

Medical Technologists in Medicine" (Deutsches Institut zur llleiterbildung technicer

Assistenten in der Medizin). Qualifications include:

(1) ,Teaching Technologßt' (Lehrtcraf) requiring the MTLA qualification and 3

years professional experience as entry pre-requisites. Preference is given to

applicants with the "specialist" qualification (See below)'

(2) ,¡¿antøger' (Leitende/r Assistentlin) requiring the MTLA qualification and 2

years professional experience. Students undertake work in psychology, l./aw,

sociology, health and safet¡ medical documentation and administration.

Preference is again given to "specialist" applicants'

(3) ,specialist' (Fachassistent/in). There is a choice of specialist subject areas

including clinical chemistry, haematology (with immunology), histopathology

(also cflopathology) or medical microbiology. Eashprogrrilnme must include

600 hours of training (200 hours of which must be practically based).

Applicants must possess the MTLA qualification and ltøve a minimum of 3

years work exPerience.
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Greece

The professional association within Greece is the Panhellenic Union of Medical

Laboratory Technologists (PUMLT). The first formal programmes of study for MLTs

were not established until 1973 and were taught over 2 years. These had been

preceded by the Senior Technical High School Diploma for Microbiology Assistants.

The new programmes were introduced because of shortages of appropriately qualified

laboratory staff. This situation had arisen as a direct result of the National Health

Insurance reforms (See Chapter 4) and the granting of free hospital services and

laboratory tests. Currently the qualification to practice is the three-year Diploma in

Medical Laboratory TechnologY.

Under legislation passed in 1983 ("Founding Latv" 1404183) these Diploûras were

required to be supplemented with a 6 month period of paid prastical training. Also

stipulated was the fact tl:øt the theoretical components were to be taught at the

Technological Educational Institutions (TE)O\fOAOIIKO EKIIAI^EYTIKO

I^pYMA - TED. These Institutions form part of the Greek HE system but are

independent of the university sector. The TEIs are selÊgoverning and are controlled

by the Minister of Education and Religion. Only three colleges provide Diplomas in

Medical Labontory Technology (at Athens, Larissa and Thessaloniki). Diplomates

(referred to as o'graduates") are entitled to certain 'þrofessional rights" as defined

under Presidential Decree No. 163 of 5th June 1996 (examination of such rights

reveals that these are in fact stþlated in the format of a job description).

Atthough there is a heavy emphasis on traditional subject ateas, students are also

required to study sociolog¡ foreign languages, the history of medical sciences,
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..laboratory animals", "nutritional substrates" and first aid. There is also a

requirement to complete a dissertation involving library research and which must be

presented orally to a Faculty committee. The resea¡ch does not involve laboratory

work. Acquisition of the Diptoma allows the individual to use the title "Technologist

of Medical Laboratories" and they are able to practice in state hospitals and clinics

(approximat eIy 40Vo), blood transfusion centres, national pharmaceutical companies,

health centres and private (licensed) doctor's laboratories (approximately 40o/o).

Graduates may also find employment within social security centres and as Laboratory

Instructors in the Technical and Professional Senior High Schools. There is also the

option of progression to continue studies at university level following successful

completion of the entrance examination during the third semester of the Diploma

(approximat ely 20%) - otherwise there are no formal opportunities for MLTs to gain

higher academic or vocational qualifications (in such cases they must undertake

periods of study abroad).

Laboratory supervisors must be licensed by the Ministry of Health and Social

Services and have to hold either:

(l) A medical degree with evidence of experience in a specialised area, together

with publications in refened journals.

(2) A Masters degree in an appropnate subject (e.g. biology, chemistry etc') with

evidence of experience in a specialised area.

(3) A PhD in clinical chemistry, Biochemistry etc.

Although there is no requirement for laboratories to be accredited, there is a national

external quality assurance system available (similar to the UK National External
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euality Assurance System or NEQAS schemes) for the technical aspects of diagnostic

testing. Approximately 90Vo of laboratories choose not to participate in this scheme

and only six laboratories have received accreditation since November 2000.

There is no formal career structure and practitioners tend to be organised into

.korking teams" within the larger departments e.g. staff may be divided into one

group with responsibility for histopathology and clinical biochemistry (including

haematology) while another may be concerned with microbiology (including virology

and parasitotogy). Cytology is regarded as a separate subject ûom histopathology and

all smears are checked by a second cfoscreener.

Sweden

The Swedish professional body for MLS is the Institutet för biomedicinsk

laboratorievetensþøp (IBL). Unlike the IBMS, this organisation has very little input

into education. As in other European countries, the advances associated with

experimental pathology provided the impetus for growth of the profession. During

the latter part of the Nineteenth Century, Swedish laboratory medicine was centred on

the disciplines of histology, chemistry bacteriology and physiology. By 1880 there

were a few laboratory assistants working primarily in histopathology and three years

later the first clinical diagnostic laboratory was established at Uppsala. In 1888 a

bacteriological laboratory was added to the Institute of Pathology in Lund, but at this

time clinicians performing pathological tests had little assistance. Gradually however

(and in contrast to the UK) women were becoming increasingly employed as

laboratory aids. These were often unpaid wives, siblings or friends of the physicians
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and benefited from personal tutoring in relation to the technical aspects of the work

involved.

Although the IBL represents the profession, there is advocacy from the Swedish

Association of Health Professionals (Vdrdfarbundetor or "Care Society'') - this acts

in the capacrty of a Trade Union. The Association offers guidance on both policy and

structure in relation to professional competency (roles carried out by the CPSM and

IBMS in the UK - the latter organisation having consistently refused to participate in

Trade Union activities) but has no powers of licensure.

It was not until lg42 that national training programmes \¡/ere introduced and three

years later the first course in histopathology was organised (this representing two

years of laboratory based training). The programme consisted of part time theoretical

study (two evenings per week) centred not only on histopathology but also on

laboratory experimentation, anatom¡ photography, bacteriology and chemistry.

Although the first central government funds were allocated for the training of

"medical laboratorians" tn 1947, it took another ten years before the first medical

laboratory school (Løborantstrala) was established. The first major reform to aflect

Swedish medical laboratory education was undertaken in 1977 and this resulted in the

discipline being integrated into the HE sector (by this time the number of training

schools had increased to thirteen).

By 1982 medical laboratory training was established at the university level and

offlered at institutions variously referred to as "Colleges of Health Caring Sciences"

(Vårdhögstrolor) or "Universities of Health" (Hälsohögskolan). The basic training
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programme for the title of " Medical Laboratory Technologist" (MLT) (Laboratorie-

assistant) lasted for two years and tluee months (and was equal to 100 points or

poting). Graduates of the Medical Laborutory Technology prograûlmes were eligible

to receive a college or university Certificate. Opportunities then existed for

specialisation via short courses (e.g. 6 week programmes in Blood Transfusion

Science) and longer periods of study (such as the 24 week programmes in Clinical

Cytology). Such opportunities still exist.

Successful completion of such courses provided eligibility to proceed to first degrees

in subject areas such as "Biotechniques" and Molecular Biology.

Prior to the educational reforms of 1993 the organisation responsible for validation of

conrses was the National Board of Universities and Colleges (Uníversitet-Högskale

Åmbetet - tIHÄ). This body also stipulated a tntional curiculum together with

specific study aims and objectives. Since 1994 allprograÍlmes have consisted of 120

credit points (one credit point being equal to 20 hours of teaching plus 20 hours of

student effort i.e. one week of study) plus an additional l0 credit points for a research

project. Graduates exiting with a Bachelor of Science qualification are referred to as

"lrnndidqtexamen" aîdnow carry the title of "biomedicinsk analytikey''. The national

curriculum was also abandoned n 7994 with all decisions regarding programme

content now being taken at local level. Quality Assessment is the responsibility of the

University Chancellors who also have the power to grant examining rights to

individual universitie s.
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Following successful completion of a first degree there are opportunities to study for a

Master's degree requiring two years of study within a Faculty of Medicine or a

Faculty of Social science. These equate to 80 credit points. Doctoral degrees require

4 years of full-time study (or 8 years of part-time study) following acquisition of the

f¡st degree. These equate to 160 credit points. Qualified Technologists are eligible

to enrol on Teacher Training courses (of 1S months duration and carrying 60 credit

points) or Health Administration programmes (ranging from 20-60 credit points).

Entry to all training progrrmtmes is co-ordinated via a central administration system

controlled by the County Council Association's Admission Commiltee (Landstings

Förbundets Antagningsnamnd-LFl+). As for all higher educatior¡ the minimum basic

entry requirement is successful completion of upper-secondary school or equivalent

education. This means completion of at least 2 years (grade I l) of the upper

secondary school programme and must include mathematics and natural sciences.

Most candidates have however completed 12 years with 3 years in a technical

curriculum or 13 years with 4 years in a "gymnasium" following a natural science

curriculum.

eualifred MLTs work in health service sectors, medical and veterinary researcl¡ the

pharmaceutical industry and in the food sector. There are five specialist options,

which are: clinical chemistry (including haematology and blood banking),

microbiology, morphological cell biology (previously histopathology), clinical

physio lo gy and biochemistry/mo lecular bio lo gy.
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The career structt¡e within pathology departments is relatively informal with most

departments being directed by clinicians. (V/ithin Sweden there approximately five

laboratories that have MLTs as the senior manager but these carry no clinical

responsibilities). In most cases the technical head/deputy director is an experienced

MLT with .,good personal qualifications - but not necessafily acaúemic ones"

(Morgar¡ 2001). Offrcially there is no hierarchical staffmg structure and salary is

negotiated separately between individual members of staff and the Director on an

annual basis. This is usually accomplished as part of a staffappraisal exercise. As in

the UK there is a requirement for Swedish laboratories to be accredited by the

government (in the former case this function is performed by the governmental

agency Clinical Pathology Accreditation (CPA) and in the latter by SWEDAC).

Within Sweden there is a comparative form of CPD, since the accreditation system

requires the allocation of a "körkort" ("driving licence") before individuals are

allowed to use new equiPment.

Conclusions

The first professional organisation for technical (diagnostic) workers in medical

laboratories was established within the UK early in the second decade of the

Twentieth Century. However formal education and training provision had been

provided within Germany prior to the close of the Nineteenth Century. Traditionally

there has been a significant gender gap between practitioners within the selected

countries - the UK workers being predominantly male (except during the rWar years)

whilst Germany and Sweden were represented almost exclusively by female

practitioners. There is also a disparity between the functions of the Trade Unions in
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that within the UK the IBMS is prevented by its memorandum from involvement

within Trade Union activities, but has a significant role in relation to education

policies. The professional organisation also has a well established relationship with

the licensing authority. In Sweden however the Vdrdförbundetor is pre-eminent in

relation to Trade Union activities, dictates the regulations regarding competency to

practice and also has an important input into educational policy.

With respect to professional practice, medical laboratory technology personnel within

all four countries require some form of state regulation in order to practice (i.e. they

are .legulated professions"). Even so, neither Germany, Greece or sweden have an

equivalent organisation to the CPSM in that there is no requirement to become state

registered on an annual basis. There are also disparities with respect to professional

codes of practice. In the UK these are the responsibilities of the CPSM and the IBMS

whilst in Greece it is the Labo:ørtory Director (clinician) who is mandated to provide

jurisdiction on matters of professional misconduct.

Within each of the countries there is a broad consensus regarding the entry

qualifications to programmes of study, nevertheless following graduation there are

marked differences in provision of higher qualification routes between Greece and the

other countries. Germany, Sweden and the UK have well established routes for

progression to management and teaching opportunities, with the former two countries

having programmes designed specifically for laboratory instructors (the closest

analogy in the UK are the short courses referred to as '.1r:aining the trainers"

programmes, although there are teaching courses now being developed for laboratory

personnel in London).
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There are variations in the requirements for laboratory training (e'g' six months in

Greece and one year in the UK) and within the latter country the cateerlstaffing

structures appear to be far more formal. Only British students ale required to

complete a laboratory based resea¡ch project as part of their studies. As in other

Scandinavian countries the system for the allocation of credit points is more advanced

than in other European countries and more clearly defined'

Employment patterns reflect the importance of private insurance schemes in health

care systems with significant numbers of MLTs in Greece and Germany working in

independent laboratories. Finally the professional designations are strictly protected

titles in Germany and Greece while in the UK the exact generic title for state

registered MLSOs is a subject under consideration by the shadow Health Professions

Council. In Sweden there is dispute regarding the use of the title biomedicinsk

analytiker between MLTs and scientific researchers.

Differences in employment patterns (such as the greater use of private laboratories in

Germany and Sweden) together with disparities in the requirements for on-going State

Registration are prime factors militating against professional harmonisation. More

stringent approaches in the UK towards evidence-based competency to practice are

likely to further widen the gap between the four selected countries (CPD may become

mandatory with the introduction of the Health Professions Council). $/ithin Germany

and SwederU clinical chemistry has traditionally been practised in combination with

haematology (unlike the UK). In Greece there is a tendency to practice diagnostic

pathology using a team-based approach - the specialist options being divided e.g. into
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microbiology (bacteriolog¡ virology and parasitology) and biopathology (cellular

patholog¡ biochemistry and haematology). Amongst academic factors that

complicate European accord are the differences in professional entry requirements

together with contrasts in curricula (e.g. only in the UK are students required to

undertake an Honours degree research project)'

Having reviewed the relationship between those organisations responsible for the

control and guardianship ofprofessional standards, the next cbapter seeks to gauge

the practitioners' views with respect to European harmonisation . This investigation

represents the beginning of the third Section of this thesis.
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1

Notes

)

These were to :-

(a) ssistants'

(b)(.i s"'

Such paternalism gave rise to an ethos

the work being canied out by the clinic
driving forces, which gave birth to a separate, class

Ñin"t|*tlt Cât*V it-had become apparent that an effort must be made to consolidate this

new strata and consequently an attempt was made by John Mclean (assistant to Leith at

U;ir*rity College, s'írmingham) to form an association of laboratory assistants in 1896.

Ãitft""gft *ru".ãrÁm mis initiative was later to inspire the efforts of Norman rrl.l9l2.

In the Zuckerman Report of 1968 the role of such graduates was defined thus: 'ofhe Clinical

Biochemist studies and advises on ctremical and biochemical processes in the organs, tissues

and fluids of the human body and the effect of disease and drugs on these processes. He þhe]
otg*it"r the routine services of analytical and functional tests; devises and tests new methods

ãlinvestigating disease processes and applies to clinical problems all modern chemical

techniques".

Flaving been established in 1967 under the Chairmanship of Sir Solly Zuckerman, the

Committee was requested to "consider the frrture organisation and development of hospital

Scientific and Technical services in NHS hospitals and the broad pattern of staffing required

and to make recommendations". Having reciived evidence from over 170 individuals and

àiÁa"isatio"s, including the IMLT, the committee's report was published December 1968-

thi Im,T's evidence had emphasised the fac¡l at:

(a) Medical laboratory technology was a separate discipline although clearly related to the

(b) would be
'scientific

ofñcer" as exemplified within the nom

(c) Existinghospitaítechnical and scientific services were inadequate in scale, organisation

and peisonnìt, and that there was a requirement for a category of staff which had

received basic training in the practical aspects ofmedical laboratory technology,these

having then progressed at an âcademic level to an Institute qualification in a particular

specialist subject area and to the standard ofa science degree'

(d) By cre
ended
Publishing its report in December 1968,

techniciani focussed on a proposed new staffing structure and emphasised theroleof
non-medical graduates in-mádical laboratories. The essential deøils included the

following suggested grades:
,,Scientific ffi""r, Nonnally recruited fiom graduates with ls or 2nd Class

Honours degrees or equivalent qualifications. Chartered

engineers and sometimes persons with medical qualificæions

will also belong to this class' There should be opportunity for

direot appointm€nt to higha grades for scientists with
appropriate experience outside the NHS.

Technical fficer: Qualifications of the level the Higher National Certificate.

Some members ofthe class may be graduates.

Technical Assistant: Training will normally include practical training, generally

provideã in-servicg and complementary frrttrer -education
ihrough courses for higher qualifications including those

leading to promotion to the Technical Officer class.

Technical Aide; No age limits or special qualifications. The members of this

class will have the qualities required for simple routine

procedures, care of equipment and other work requiring

J
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4.

(See Zuckerman, 1968)

Under the common ctrairmanship of Mr. V (later Sir) Zachary Cope eight committees each

having two common members (ône medical and one lay) and a common secretary examined

tf,e nãining and supply of workers in the Health Søvice known as 'lnedical auxiliaries".

These included thó 
-piofessions 

of Almoner, Chiropodist, Dietician, Medical Laboratory

ä"tr"i"i*, Occupaiional TherapisÇ Physiotherapist (including Remedial Gymnast),
s was the suggestion that
for inclusion on a State

in the NHS who was not

on the register.

From ls April 1954 any individual employed as a medical auxiliary would have to attain an

ister or be deemed to possess altemative

e case of medical laboratory technicians the

al Examination of the IMLT, or a United

ship of the Royal Institute of Chemistry. The

qualiffing body. Replying to the Cope

Committee's questionnaire in 1949, the IMLT Council recognised the fact that State

Registration would be a probable outcome of the Committ

had serious implications for the role of the IMLT as the

Medical Laboratory Technicians and there vas a marked

proposals. Consequently altemative procedures for State Registration of medical auxilia¡ies

*o" to be encapsulated in tfte National Health Service (Medical Awiliaries) Regßfiations

Act, 1954 (Staløory Instrument, 1954, No. 55, London, HMSO). The new regulations

"rtáUn*t"¿ 
t¡e quaíifications required for NHS employment from April I't 1954. Those

individuals without formal qualifications but uilro were already praotising prior to enforcement

of the Act were allowed toieek registration. Such applicants were subsequently eligible for
..ordinary membership" of the llvl-f an¿ were allowed to progress to higher grades by

examinaiion. Initial qualifications accepted by the IMLT for registration were:-

(a) Associateship or Fellowship ofthe IMLT
(b) "Such universþ degrees as theBoa¡dmay approve"

The list of altemative qualifications was soon to expand to include:-

(c) Higher National Certificates or Diplomas
(d) Military service and certain overseas nlifications

These were that-

experience of hospiøl procedures. Training would normally

be in-service and promotion by experience and length of
servico ",

(a) An increase was required in the representation of the various professions on the

Registration Boards.
(b) Tháe should be a mechanism for limiting (by guarantee) the financial liability of those

whose names were to be included on the Statutory Register.

(c) There should be a change ofdesignation from 'technician" to'technologist".

The requirements for MLSO State Registration a¡e:-

. an agreedperiod oftraining inalaboratcry approvedbythe CPSM

. possession of a preliminary qualification recogrised by the CPSM

o completion ofthe relevant (i.e. specialist option specific) CPSM logbook

. satisåctory performance in an oral examination (i.e. following the preliminary

qualification)
. a,minimr.un of one year in-service taining

5

6.

7
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8.

9.

10.

ll

t2.

The key points for review were to include :

o better protection oftitle
o inffoduction of "healtþ powers" (mechanisms for dealing with registrants who become ill)
. a, requirement to replace the outdated definition of "inåmous conducf' and its

replacement by a formula of " professional misconduo't" in relation to discipline

o the issue of lay or consumer representation

. a re-assessment of the proper role of the Prþ Council

. a re-appraisal of the level and structure of medical involvement with respect to the

professions allied to medicine
. ; re-examination of the need for such professions to evolve in the light of recent

educational developments such as Continuous Professional Development

The Nuffield Institute was commissioned to examine the issues raised by a review of the Act -
relating to ustic€" during disciplinary

J"ïäîf 
the ParliamentarY Agent's

The most important development resulting in increased dialogue between the CPSM and the

IIE sector were the following:-

(a) a joint workshop (involving all Boards) organised by the. Council for Validating

Uriiversities (CV[D'- .onc"-ed principally with the respective values of a research-

based as opposed to a clinically orientated approach to courses'

(b) a conventön on the implementation of educational deve to the PSM

Act, the outcome of which included a realignment of the relationship

with the Department for Education (D of E) and Her Maje (I{MI) with

respect to the new high€r education councils. These were the three Higher Education

Councils for Enghnã, Wales and Scotland (HEFCE, IIEFCW and SHEFC); the

Northern lreland Ádvisory Council and the UK wide Higher Education Quality Council

GDaç¡. Added to this, the non-statutory fora of the Cog1t* of Vice Chancellors

anO n'urcipals (CVCP) and the Scottish Committee of Principals also became more

involved with the CPSM Boards. The result was a complex funding arrangement. In

Scotland and Wales all funds for PSM courses were administered by the Funding

Councils wtrilst health-ñmded courses (e.g. Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy)

fell outside the gEFCE's remit and were tansferred to the Regional Health Authorities.

The examination was designed specifically for student members of the PBLAA' Entants to

qualifying examinations was later to pass to the IMLT subsequent to its inaugrration in

January 1943.

In support ofhis argumen! Farr quotes the following advertisement:-

MIDDLESEX COUNTY COWUL. Technician required þr Redhill County Hospital,

Edgeware, Middlesex. Must hold the Association's certificate in bacteriological technique.

Slõuld also hø,e some lçnwledge of haematologt, Salary f,5.0s. 6d rßing to f'5.18s' 0d' -
pensionable post.

(PBLAA Monthly Bulletin, April 1939)

Farr's conte,ntion is that the advertisement is sigrificant on several counts, i.e.

(a) the
(b) the

i"i urr s salary'

(d) the

Such criteria he maintains were a reflection of "a substantial revolution in the status of the

medical laboratory worker in tlp community" landthatf "without a recognised qualilìcation
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r3 Adopted by the Council n 1944, the report made several recommendations relating to the

basiô educátion of students. Advocatingthe establistrment of courses at both local teaching

institutions and also the use of conelspon lence courses, subjects to be included were

Physiology (to General Ntnsing Council
Additional recommendations (including

for the Intermediate examination. The course

assessment should include written, practical and oral tests. The minimum age for

Held twice yearly, the examination covered all4
to attempt questions in all subjects and obtain a

well as in the aggregate of the 3 sections' From

ques were included' The examination was also

extended to overseas countries, these being primarily Nigeria (1956), Ghana and Hong Kong

(1961), Uganda and Mauritius(1963). fne hst Intermediate examinations were held in the

Autumn of 1970.

The Final examinations however were always held in the UK. The requirements for success

llowing the introduction of the new National

Certificates n 1967 the Institute became increasingly concerned with post-basic qualifications

- " "ft*g" 
symptomatic of its changing role from a qualifring to a purely professional body.

The advisory group consisted of representatives from the Joint Committee for Ordinary

National Certificates and Diplomas inscience, the newly established College of Pathologists,

the IMLS, the Department of Education and Science (DES) and the Scottish Education

Department (SED). Following the group's

certificates was both desirable and feasible, th
As a result, agreement was reached that a var

itr S"i*""r ¡Jdesigned specifically for those taining in medical laboratory technology.

published in 1953, the regulations for Fellowship by Dissertation and Examination included

the following:-

(a) candidates r,a,ere required to complete a dissertation of not less than 5,000 words which

was to contain an"årdered and ciitical acposition of existing knowledge of the subiecf'.

(b) the dissertatiur, ideally should contain ciginal work although this was not a necessary

pre-requisite.
(c) äandidätes were also required to sit 2 papers of a written .examination 

in a subject in

which the candidate had previously qualified for Associateship'

(d) all candidates were required to aüend an oral examination'

In additiorU the Examining Body reserved the right to require candidates to undert¿ke a

practical examination - a rigþt which in practice \Mas never exercised.

As a result of DHSS resistance to development of the course the new Diploma was only

offered at the Sir John Cass Col echnic' The first awards

(Dip. Med. Tech.) were made in ive academic recognition'

ùr jqZ¡ the Burnham Furttrer the qualification as the
..equivalent of a good honours degree". Two years later both the_ DHSS and Scottish Home

anå Health Department (SHHD) recoenised holders of the Diploma as being eligible for

apfointrnent as Scientinc Officers (unãø PIA S' kr 1976 the

Royal College of Pathologists, under the regul degree entrants'

t.-g,i.ø tie Dip. ued] rectr. as a suiø6le the MRC Path'

examination.

obtained by examination requiring a high standard of performance, this could never hsve

come abouf,'

t4

15

16.
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17. The substantial increase in graduate entry was a result ofseveral factors:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

18.

l9

unemployment was relatively high with approximately l'5 million registered

unemployed persons in the UK.
tne náture and value of the work of personnel in Pathology Deparhnents became more

pre-eminent in the public's perception-

èarly in 1978 the introduction of the title
the adverse image ofthe'1¡rskilled techn

at the same time, the number of UK univer
in the late 1940s (the number of school-l

from 2o/o to 7Yo n the same Period).
the increasing availability óf 

"o*r"r 
leading to vocationally orientated degrees in the

Àedical scierices (the first was to b€ in P rtsmouth Polytechnic n 1974 and the second

at the University of Bradford in 1975).

It was argued that the profession needed to consider its attitude to graduate entry, particularly

with respect to:

(a) the
(or

(b) the
via
or single subject Programmes).

(c) whether manpower ed rses'

(d) the fact that those to areer

should have access rel ether

such graduates should possess vocational or traditional science degrees.

(e) whetñer there should úe graduate-only enty with uniform minimum requirements and

common pathways of qualification, or a wider inøke of recruits from va¡ious

educational backgrounds.

* I year day release or specif,cally approved postgraduate dipl_91a

+ under discussion at thã time - ãppti"*tr holding these qualifications were advised to contact the

Board for more details

source: Annexe to CPSM MLT Board, Press Release october 1993 (Not cited).

Qualification
'Topup'

Qualification

Minimum
Iængth of

In-
Service

Trainins

Implementation Date

approved Degtees in
Biomedical Sciences. MLS oPtion.

Vocational
None I Year Immediate

Single Honours Modular degrees lnand
related Sciences, the maJor subject being
Anatomy, BiochemistrY, Biomedical
Sciences, Biology, Genetics,

Immunology, Microbiology, Molecular
Biology, Pathology, PharmacologY,

Successful
completion of
PrimaryFIMLS*

1 Year

Immediate (Those al¡eady in
fiaining will have a choice of
continuing their cunent
programme or topping uP

their qualifi cation, therefore
reducing their training to I
year)

Single Honours in less Related Sciences

(Chemistry, Physics, BioPhYsics)

Successfi,ll
completion of
himaryFIMLS*

2 Years
Immediate (Those alreadY in
training can continue without
a top-up qualification)

Higher degrees accePted bY the IMLS
for

None # 2Years# Immediate #

BTEC/HNC in Me.dical Laboratory
Sciences

None 2 Yea¡s
September 1993 to be the last

cohort accepted as a
preliminary qualifi cation
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20.

21.

22.

The organisation's roles and responsibilities are discharged through an elected Executive

Commiîe.e (originally five in number) and there is an annual conference open to all members

and associate members. Its stated aims are to:-

,þromote the qualþ of Biomedical Sciences teaching and research in institutions offering

a"gr"" courses in Éiomedical Sciences accredited by the IBMS. Towards this end the

organisation will:-

o make representations to relevant bodies and organisations on matters concerned with the

organisation, funding and assessment of Biome.dical Sciences, teaching and research

. uiuir" on and pto-õt" relevant membership of panels, boards and committees concemed

directly or indirectly with Biomedical scie,nces teaching and research

o provide a fonmr for the collection and dissemination of information and exchange of
ui"w, o1 matters of common interest to cenfes engaged in Biomedical Sciences teaching

and research
o provide a reference point for bodies and organisations concerned directly or indirectly

with Biomedical Sciences teaching and research

o provide co-operation and collaboration between centres engaged in Biomedical Sciences

teaching and research"

The Executive Committee now consists of seven members, two of whom retire annually to be

organisation is drawn from centes world-wi
representative to atte,nd the business meeting at th

accredited degrees in BMS may obtain associate

Committee also invites affiliate membership fiom
CpSM, learned societies and governmort de,parünents) and these can attend at annual

conferences.

The firm belief of HUCBMS was that it was not possible to provide the educational

components of MLSO requirements simply by means of extended work-based training

periods. The organisation argued that with d Credit and

Àccumulation Transfer Schernãs (CATS), the qualifications
BMS furtherfor holders of non-accredited degrees \Mou

advocated that the requirements for appropriate top-up education could be met by one or more

of the following routes:-

o A Graduate Diploma or freestanding Postgraduate Diploma (PGD) in BMS with entry by

an appropriate first degree
o A PGD linkedto a Masters qualificatior in BMS
o Credit-rating for the presenting qualification which would then be followed by an

appropriate 
-combination of moãulês (i.e. a defined "field of studies") from existing

uä"¿t"¿ degrees. In this way sufficient CATS points could be gained for the award of
an accredited-degree (in some cases this would represent a second undergraduate degree

for the individual concerned)
o A combination of existing prograÍìmes, e.g. the Biology of Disease module from the

primary FIBMS course, iogettrer with "specialisf' subjects, including as appropriate,

molecular biology and/or immurology. Such programmes would lead to a Universþ
Diploma accredited by the IBMS and MLTB

Selected abstracts tom the Policy Statement include the following:-

...........Thetre are however, core subject materials which should form the basis (at least 50%)

ofan approved top-up course. These can be grouped under theheading'Biology ofDisease'

(including Genetics, Molecular Biology and Immunology). The content of the Biology of
òir"ur" siould be defined, laying emphasis upon human disease. Biology of Disease is also

the core component of Biomediõal Sciences undergraduate degree programmes....:....:Tl1e

minimum credit points for an approved top-up course should be 60 at level D

(undergraduate¡, oiMt or M2 (postgraduate) (this is equivalent to one academic year of part-

tìme siuOy¡. óour."r should have a robust and transparent structure and should lead to a
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23

24.

25.

26.

27

named qualification e.g. @ostgraduat
and title e.g. (Biomedical Sciences).

be deemed to satisf the requirern
biomedical sciences degrees or holders of
qualification) ........".

Two categories of activities exist:-

(a) ..Educational" (including participation in IBMS CPD accredited courses' workshops,

research presentations, seminats and refereed publications)'

(b) "Professional" (including teaching, lectur ng, examining, attendance at joumal clubs and

other similar activities).

Members achieving 25 credits (60% of which must be in the Educational category) within a 5

year period a¡e awarded a CPD Diploma'

These included:-

o whether the Council should develop standard BTEC requirements for its national level

courses or retain a measure of diversity
o the exact requirements for entry qualifications to BTEC courses

o how to deal with the proliferation of awards, staffdevelopme,lrt requirements, fansferable

skills and the use of Regional Advisory Councils

The major comments were that:-

(a) the discussion document appeared to suggest that BTEC was seeking to inctease its role

and influe'lrce.
(b) BTEC should confine its activities to those of an examining or moderating body.

i"j it *ur inappropriate for BTEC to adopt an additional influential role for which it \ilas not

properly qualified or staffed.

t¿l bfËC íraä placed an undue emphasis on the objective m{gl a1a means of achieving its

stated interitions (particularly with respect to highø awards). The IMLS called for such

an emphasis to be "questioned trgently and øitically''.
(e) the inùoduction of Jmodular structure might leadlo a fuagmentation ofknowledge.

iÐ consideratim of policy should include the genoal and scientific education of students as

well as'Vork+elated" educatim.
(g) courses of study should include reference to educational as well as to vocational

objectives.

Reasons for entry of the IMLS into the National Certifrcate Scheme includedi

(a) an increase in the national demand for better opportunities ry n S* education'

þj aavances in MLS resulted in a requirement for improved scientific knowledge on the part

ofMLSOs.
(c) a growth in the demand for day-release facilities.

ió tfrã lack of recogrrition of IMLT qualifications outside of the MLS/I'{HS sector (not until

the early 1970s did most universities begin to recognise the Fellowship qualification as an

appropriate enty qualification to higher degrees).

G) ûiË fiËelihood t]ratlEAs would no longer fi.rnd courses which were not supported by the

DES.

111s aims of the NCVQ were to meet the demands for more qualified employees' Targets

(originally meant to be met by 1992) were that 8flo of the population in 1000 occupations

ìnoú¿ be qualified to NVQ level 1-4. All NVQs fit into the NVQ Framework (according to

occupational area and level). NVQ levels a¡e defined thus:-

Level I Competence in the performance of a range of varied work activities, most of which

*uy'b" routine anôpredictable, or novide a bnoad foundation, primarily as a basis

for progression.

Level2 Competence in a sigrrificant range of varied work activities, performed in a variety of
contóxts. Some oi the activities are complex or non-routine, and there is some
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individual responsibility or autonomy. Collaboration with others, perhaps ttrogsh

membership óf a work group or tearn may often be a requirement. For setting

national tmgets, qualificãtions equivalent to five GCSEs at grades A-C or better

match this level'

Level 3 Competence in a broad range of varied work activities pøformed in a wide variety 9f
contexts - most of whicñ are complex and non-routine. There is considoable

responsibility, autonomy and contol or guidance of olher_s is often required (i.e.

supervisory ôompetency). Qualifications equivalent to the_BTEC National Diploma

or'a portfólio of two "A" levels plus five GCSEs at grades A-C or better are the

comparable levels for target-+etting purposes.

Level 4 Competence in a broad range of complex technical or professional work activities

performed in wide variety õf c þxts and with a substantial degree of personal

äutonomy and responsibiúty. In addition to these, responsibility for the work of
others and the allocation ofiesources is often present. In many areas competence in

supervision or management will be a requirement. Qualifications at this level include

BTEC Higher National Diplomas and the Diploma in Higher Education.

Level 5 Competence, which involves the application of a significant range of firndamental-

principles and complex techniques asross a wide and often unpredictable variety-of

õontexts. Very substantial personal autonomy and often sigrrificant responsibility for

the work ofothers and for the allocation ofsubstantial resources feature strongly, as

do personal accountabilities for analysis and diagrosis, design, planning, execution

and evaluation. Qualifications at this level include BA/BSc Honours degrees and

Postgraduate degrees.

Nationally, standards of competency are detennined by over one hundred and fifty lead

bodies, t*"Iu" of which cover 45%o of the population. Approximately twenty thousand

individuals are directly involved in drawing up competencies.

GNVQs were introduce.d in September 1992 and represented a third type of qualification in

addition to NVQs and acade,mic qualifications. These are available at "Foundation",

"Interrnediate" and "Advanced" levels. Designed to be delivered via FT education, GNVQs

are based on explicit standards and are of a modular structure to allow credit accumulation.

Advanced level GNVQs (the new vocational "4" levels) are designed to prepme candidates

for entry into higher education, Both NVQs and GNVQs include core skills (at five levels)

which involve õommr¡rication, Information Technology, working with others, modem

languages and "application of number".

The Framework divided occupations into "Main", "Critical" and "Enhanced" categories. The

total number of people employed in occupations in which science, technology and

mathematics were the main ñmction was approximately 0.6 million. kr July 1993 the ED

funded a working group to draft terms of referenc.e for a body for science, technology and

mathematics. Its main recommendations in terrns of aims were as follows:-

Aims

To contribule to the development of a competenl and qwlified UK labour þrce through the

provision of a comprehensive framework of occupational standards to :

o enhance the wealth creating potential of UK industry
o protect, improve and maintain the qualily of life in the wider community

o enhance career opportunities andflacibility of employment in the labourþrce
o underpin yocational quatiftcations and thus provide valid and challenging targets þr

those in education and training

(Verbatim fiom Seth - Smith, 1993).

Research (Grigor, 1994) has shown that laboratory training officers have previously

complained of lack of formal qualifications. In reality however, several qualification !Yst91ts
exisied already to meet the requirerrents of such training officers. These included the City
and Guilds (NVQ Level 3), Fwttrer Education Teaching Certificates (FETC) and Postgraduate

certificates of Education @GCEs) offered by many FE and tIE institutions.

29
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objectives), criterion reference.d (i.e. requirin¡

knowledge) and is also specific or natrow in nature'
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